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ABSTRACT 

This research study explores the nature of adult learnersl 

experiences with selected music as background for home- 

implemented learning activities. Eight third year student 

nurses1 and the researcherms experiences with music were 

explored. Four selected types of music were used as background 

for learning during a period of four to six weeks. The music 

chosen for the study includes selections of Baroque, New Age, 

and Steven Halpern's music, and Gregorian chants. The music was 

used as background for studying, planning projects and papers, 

and reflecting on clinical learning experiences while at home. 

Data were obtained by three interviews of each participant, a 

f ocus group meeting, and written recordings of participants l 

experiences with the music as background for learning 

activities. 

The findings reveal that the experiences with music Vary 

and are influenced by the participantls individual uniqueness 
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and distinct circumstances. The type of music which is most 

useful depends on the individual% unique nature, knowledge of 

music, experiences with music for learning, liking for the 

music, and the type of learning activity. Common themes are as 

f ollows : music helps to isolate oneself f rom distractions by the 

external environment and the persona1 critic; balance opposing 

forces; modify persona1 tension; gain control; motivate; refresh 

the mind; connect with experiences ; and generate ideas . Baroque, 
New Age, and Steven Halpern's music were preferred for studying 

and planning of projects. Persona1 music selections were 

preferred for reflecting on, and writing about clinical 

experiences. 

From the participantsf stories the image: The Life of a 

Beach emerged. A portrait of the experience of learning with 

music as the life of a beach is presented. 

This research supports the need for educators to learn more 

of music's potential to facilitate learning, and to participate 

in open dialogue with students to explore strategies useful to 

enhance the learning experience. The significance of the 

findings and suggestions for learners and educators are 

discussed. Suggestions for future research are included. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Music is energy. 

Music is metaphor. 

It is within sound and it is within rhythm. 

It is the rhythm within consciousness and it is the 

harmonies of l i fe .  (Don Campbell, 1989, p. 127) 

1 began to use music as background for learning activities 

in the fa11 of 1992 and since then have personally experienced 

the impact of music as it is described in the literature. 

According to Storr (1992), music "is both intellectual and 

emotional, restoring the link between mind and bodyvv (p. 183) . 
It relaxes the body (Stratton & Zalanowski, 1984), and quiets 

the mind (Golàman, 1988) . Music acts as memory hooks (Bastick, 
1988) and promotes recall of mernories ( B a l c h ,  Bowman, & Mohler, 

1992; Hale, 1990). According to Sessions (1965) music lfembodies 

inovement for a specifically human type that goes to the m o t s  of 

our being and takes shape in the inner gestures which embody Our 

deepest and most intimate responsesvf (cited in Storr, 1992, p. 

184). 

My experience with music has inspired me to learn about the 

relationship of music and learning when music is used as 

background for learning activities. Consequently, my experience 

promted this inquiry. To place the investigation into context, 

1 shall begin by explaining the development of my interest in 

this topic. 1 shall describe my experiences as learner, while a 

student a The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education 

(OISE), which led me to use music as background for learning 

activities conducted at home. In addition, an overview of my 

background as learner before studying at OISE will be provided. 



My interest in the experience of music as background for 

learning stems from a persona1 desire to understand the role of 

music in my learning. Five years ago 1 discovered that 1 

experience a relaxed sense of well being and stay focused on a 
learning activity as long as slow calming music such as that of 

Steven Halpern or slow Baroque music accompanies the task. 1 was 

inspired to explore the use of music while learning, to 

understand that experience, and to grasp the significance of 

music's role in my learning. In addition, placing my experience 

within a broader scope, I wanted to learn if, and how others 

used music in their learning, and what meaning they made of 

their experiences. Consequently, this research study developed. 

The research question that is explored in this study is: What 

are adult learners experiences when using music as background 

for learning activities conducted at home? 

The idea of music as a focus for my research project began 

to occupy my mind in the fa11 of 1992 when 1 experienced the use 

of music in the course ~ a s i c  Processes ~acilitatina Adult 

Learninq conducted by Dr. ~irginia Griffin at The Ontario 

Institute for Studies in Education. My interest in exploring 

music and its relationship to learning was sparked by my 

experience, by the sensations, feelings, and thoughts that were 

triggered when music played at the beginning of the first class 

of Dr. Griffin's course Basic Processes Facilitatins Adult 

Learninq. However, 1 did not know then that my relationship with 

music was about to change drastically. 

During that fa11 semester, 1 struggled to connect with my 

intuition and creativity. In my persona1 journal 1 wrote of my 

frustration . 
I am struggling with this new way of learning. I am 
listening to tapes on relaxation and music that may release 
my i ~ e r  minc i .  My goal is to more consciously tap into the 
nontraditional ways of learning. This i s  a s t r u g g l e  for  me. 



The challenge for m e  t h i s  semeitz-l is a b i g  one and very 
r isky,  it is t o  break out of cy usual way o f  approaching 
learning and leap in to  a to ta l ly  foreiqn realm o f  the 
unknown. I keep reminding myself t o  have courage. This 
process w i l l  be d i f f i c u l t ,  but I am determinedl I d o  not 
quite know how t o  unlock my mind, except that I a m  open t o  
al1 that i s  new and presents i t s e l f  a s  a possibi l i ty .  (Oct. 
22/92) 

1 was aware that 1 had a powerful i n n e r  cr i t ic  creating 

t e n s i o n  that interfered w i t h  my success, but 1 did not realize 
that my search for a way to quiet my critic had begun. During 
that Fa11 semester, I borrowed tapes of music f r o m  Virginia 
Griffin's audio resource library and explored my own use of 

music as background for learning. Consequently, my passion for 
this t o p i c  grew. 1 wrote in my persona1 journal: 

Music i s  taking over my l i f e .  I want t o  learn more about 
the use o f  music i n  learning, I want t o  learn with music, 
and help others use it t o  enhance their  learning. I see it 
as a way t o  free my creat ivi ty .  I have become so interested 
i n  t h i s  that it i s  as if I am driven b y  it. It has 
developed a mind o f  i t s  own. There is not one day that goes 
by  without me thinking o f  how I can further explore my 
thoughts with music. I t  i s  almost as i f  it wants t o  become 
a major project in m y  l i f e .  I want t o  work on it now, and 
feel impatient and frustrated t h a t  I don% have the time t o  
devote t o  i t .  My focus has been t o  bring out my in tu i t ion  
and creat ivi ty ,  and I have been working with imagery t o  ban 
my c r i t i c  and help open my mind. Maybe I now have explored 
enough o f  imagery, and now it i s  time t o  add something new 
to the d i e t  for my brain. The new food is music. I find 
myself very impatient because 1 want t o  explore t h i s  new 
area NOK 1 want t o  take music books with me on the t r i p  
south a t  Christmas. This i s  very bizarre, because taking 
books with signif icant depth with m e  on vacation has never 
been my idea o f  a respite! Discovering my in teres t  i n  music 
as a tool t o  learninq is l i k e  the openinq of a door. I t  
reminds me of Christmas when I was a child. Each Christmas 
season I was excited and i n  wonder and awe b y  the Christmas 
tree, smelling o f  the forest,  and adorned with sparkling 
i c ic les  and the warm glowing flame of white candles. 

Traditional approach t o  learning, and my experience a s  
a child i n  school and at home, gave me a set o f  values 
which did not include music i n  the learning environment. 
Music was for en joyment, recreation, and relaxation, and 
therefore had no place i n  the classroom or i n  the 



environment where one tries to learn something. I believe 
that the seriousness of the learning affair stifles my 
creativity, since it can act as a distracter, generate 
tension, and thus  produce blocks to learning and creating. 
I am beginning to understand that in the learning 
environment there is a place for both, sincerity and 
enjoyment. The excitement 1 feel about want ing to explore 
music is new, I recall very few occasions where I w a s  so 
fired up about wanting to learn more about something while 
in a forma1 education setting. (November 20, 1992) 

That year, during the Christmas vacation, music became a 

central focus of my own learning as 1 read Sheila Ostrander and 

Lynne Schroederts book Su~erlearninq (1979). 1 set aside the 

initial doubts and ignored my critic's persistent reminder that 

exploring music was a frivolous indulgence on my part, and 

became totally committed to seek an understanding of the 

relationship of music to my learning. 

B e f o r e  entering the program at OISE, 1 preferred to learn 

on my own and to accomplish the related reading, reflecting, and 

writing in a sound-free environnent. During my first semester at 

OISE, in the sumnier of 1992, 1 became acutely aware of the 

surfacing of tension and restlessness while working on term 

papers. This awareness surfaced when 1 tried to mite papers 

that demanded that 1 reach inside and connect with my thoughts, 

feelings, and knowledge stored in my subconscious. When 1 tried 

to f ocus on such a project, my inner crit ic,  Wawk, emerged and 

its chatter in my mind created restlessness and tension that 

interfered with my ability to concentrate on the task. I had 
always needed a quiet environment when trying to reflect, 

connect with my own knowledge, and write. It was easy to attain 

a quiet external environment, but my critic's voice filled that 

silence. The critic's frequent crit ical  judgement increased my 
tension and reduced the sense of relaxation and comfort needed 

to center and focus on the learning task. 



1 became 

s ignif icance  of 
when ref  l e c t i n g  

aware of t h e  powerful presence and t h e  

my inner critic during my f i r s t  course at OISE, 

on a guided imagery experience led by D r .  David 

Hunt i n  h i s  course Pract i t ioners  Enerienced Knowledge. In a 

paper fo r  this course 1 described m y  experience with my critic: 

I have a tough critic. I ca l1  him Viawk, s i n c e  he reminds 
m e  of a hawk. Hawk constantly, and c r i t i c a l l y  analyzes what 
1 do and think. When, f o r  example, during a guided imaqery 
experience I re l ived  the learning of iden t i fy ing  the b i rd  
Song to t h e  par t icu lar  bird, Hawk reminded m e  t h a t  this was 
fr ivolous,  and not an appropriate learning example f o r  t h e  
task at hand because it  vas too enjoyable. My crit ic t e l l s  
me t h a t  l ea rn ing  should n o t  be fun and enjoyable, but work! 
For t h i s  imagery, Hawk tries to get m e  t o  select an 
academic, l ser ious  learning s i t ua t ion .  ~ g n o r i n g  Hawk, was 
very hard t o  do. (August 1992)  

1 had known fo r  a long tirne tha t  my tension and 

restlessness rose  when 1 attempted t o  wri te  a paper, but u n t i l  

t h a t  August I did  not know t h a t  rny inner c r i t i c  produced the  

s t a t e  of unres t  which ultimately in ter fered with my writing, 

especia l ly  when 1 t r i e d  t o  draw on my inner knowledge. I n  t h e  

summer of 1992,  while taking my f i r s t  two courses a t  OISE, m y  

c r i t i c ,  "Hawk" t r i e d  t o  convince m e  that 1 could not connect 

with my inner  knowledge, and express it, and whatever 1 wrote, 

was seldom good enough. It became c l e a r  t o  m e  t h a t  not only did 

the  mind c h a t t e r ,  thus produced, i n t e r f e re  with my a b i l i t y  to 

write, but  it a l so  took al1 t h e  pleasure out of writing. 1 

imagined t h a t  wri t ing could be an enjoyable a c t i v i t y  i f  I found 

a way t o  quiet "HawkN, m y  c r i t i c .  

During the next semester a t  O I S E ,  1 wrote i n  my persona1 

j ournal : 

It surprised m e  t ha t  it was not  the  theory with lots of 
referencing and the writing of a theoret ica l  paper that was 
needed bu t  my own experience and personal knowledge are 
expected at O I S E .  M y  critic tells me I c a n l t  do t h i s  
because i n  my past experience a s  student i n  academia, there 



was l i t t l e  room f o r  personal  in s igh t s ,  papers w e r e  t o  be 
t h e o r e t i c a l ,  with a l 2  aspects supported with l i t e r a t u r e  
sources .  This is new! It is d i f f i c u l t  fo r  me to make m y  
inner thoughts  explicit . ViawkM i n t e r f e r e s ,  f i l l i n g  my mind 
with chatter, d i s t r a c t i n g  m e  from t h e  task. I have t o  l e a r n  
how t o  do this, I have to l e a r n  t o  send m y  cr i t i c  away! 
(September 1992) 

R e f l e c t i n g  on my s t r u g g l e  with llHawkll, 1 l e a r n e d  that t he  

d iscomfor t  that I experienced when t r y i n g  to mite stemmed from 

my critic 's whispers:  llyour inne r  knowing does n o t  coun t ,  why 
would anyone be i n t e r e s t e d  i n  t h i s ?  You can n o t  write t h i ~ . ~ ~  
When f o c u s i n g  on t h e  task, t h i s  mind c h a t t e r  r e p l a c e d  t h e  

s i l e n c e  and i n n e r  peace I needed t o  l i s t e n  t o  my i n n e r  self and 
connect w i t h  t h e  knowledge s t o r e d  i n  my subconscious.  1 soon 

r e a l i z e d  t h a t  i f  1 were t o  su rv ive  a t  OISE, 1 had t o  l e a r n  to 
quiet my own critic, whose power was f o r c e f u l  and pervasive. 

llHawktsll interference brings the following image to mind: 

The wind increases i n  force d r i v i n g  the snow i n  front of it 
and b l i n d i n g  m y  way. The cu r t a in  f a l l s  l e a v i n g  m e  i n  a 
blanket o f  whi te  emptiness.  The c l a r i t y  with  which f o r  j u s t  
a f l e e t i n g  moment 1 understood the s u r p r i s i n g  detai l  and 
t h e  whole, is now obscured by a thick v e i l .  The q u a l i t y  o f  
my unders tanding is a g a i n  gone, o b l i t e r a t e d  by the d r i v i n g  
s t o r m  whose r e s t l e s s n e s s  and energy o b s t r u c t s  m y  v i e w .  The 
s t o r m l s  w h i s t l i n g  p r e v e n t s  my own thoughts  from g a i n i n g  a 
foo t ing ,  and they are gone. Aï1 I cm hear is the vo ice  of 
the wind, its howling f l u c t u a t i n g  so t h a t  a t  t i m e s  I can 
n e a r l y  get a hold of the thouyht t h a t  wants to  break 
through, and almost glimpse the landscape with al1 its 
detail  as t h e  b lanke t  of snow becomes t h i n  wi th  t h e  
f 1 e e t i n g  ebbing of  the wind s energy . 
During the Fa11 of 1992 ,  1 undertook a n  in-depth 

e x p l o r a t i o n  of m y  pas t  and present  journey as l e a r n e r  t o  
increase my understanding of my l ea rn ing  p rocess .  This  
under tak ing  w a s  p r o m p t e d  by the awareness of the powerful cr i t ic  

residing in me, and a d e s i r e  to apprec ia te  how past learning led 
t o  Wawk'sI1 development and in t rus ion  whenever 1 tr ied t o  
connect wi th ,  and express  my inner  knowledge. A need t o  

understand my own l ea rn ing  process  became a quest to know what 



either helped or hindered my ability to focus and connect with 
my inner knowing and my creativity. To discover ways of 

controlling "HawkU, 1 had to understand my critic's development 

and influence. Through self reflection 1 learned to understand 

how my early experiences led to l~Hawk%~w power. 

My critic gained its strength during a major time of 

transition in my life and in my formal education. During 

childhood, my school days were spent in a one-room, one-teacher 

school in a f a m  community of Germany, with other students of 

Grade One to Eight. The student body gradually diminished in 

numbers over those eight years from eighty children age, six to 

fourteen in my first year to thirty-six students during my last 

year in this school. When coming ta Canada at age thirteen, 1 

was transplanted to a strict, all-girls school of forty-five 

students in each grade, speaking a language that 1 did not 

understand. The confidence that 1 had as a child when 1 was in 

the one-room school, where most learning activities took place 

in groups, vanished in this new setting where learning 

activities did not occur in groups and individuals were singled 
out to demonstrate their abilities and knowledge. Overwhelmed by 

the lack of ski11 to communicate in the foreign language and the 

unfarniliar learning environment and teaching approaches, my 

confidence as learner vanished. 1 became shy and afraid to 

reveal what 1 did know. 1 learned not to trust my intuitive self 

and my own knowledge but to bury it, and to rely on the 

knowledge imparted by the authority. 

This lack of trust in my own knowing was reinforced by my 

teachers. Before my student life at OISE 1 had rarely 

experienced an academic setting where my inner knowledge was 

valued. My past learning experiences seldom allowed for the 

inclusion of persona1 experiences and opinions as content of my 

written work. My schooling had taught me well to respect the 

rational and logical, and negate persona1 knowing unless it 



could be validated by an empirical base. During my formal 

education emphasis was placed on enhancing the functions of the 

left brain, namely the rational, analytical, logical, and 

intellectual. In so doing, the intuitive, and creative functions 

of the right brain hemisphere were devalued, discouraged, and 

remained uiiderdeveloped. Theref ore, 1 learned to ignore my inner 

knowledge, although 1 knew of its presence. Consequently, my 

inner critic surfaced when my cwn knowledge needed a voice. 

At OISE 1 encountered a learning environment where the 

emphasis was on retrieval and sharing of persona1 knowledge. 

The facilitatorsl message was that the answers were within us. 

Term papers were to include persona1 and professional knowledge 

and opinions. This new approach seemed foreign. My critic became 

very disrupting and tried to convince me that 1 was not able to 

do this . 

In the past, I had not paid much attention to the feeling 

of tension and restlessness which resulted when trying to write 

a paper, or learn material for recall. I had not made the 

connection between this discomfort and my inner critic. When 

these feelings surfaced while 1 was a student at OISE, 1 became 

very aware of the resulting barriers to my learning and realized 

that 1 had to free myself £rom the disrupting chatter of my 

critic. Through guided imagery in ~avid Hunt's class, 

Practitioner's Emerienced Knowledcre, 1 gained an understanding 

of the source of my critic and its influence during my learning 

activities. Although 1 knew that 1 benef ited from my critic1 s 

demand for perfection, 1 also realized that Hawkls constant 

vigil could set me up for immobility and disruptive stress. 1 

knew 1 had to learn to send my critic away at times when 1 felt 

inhibited by its judging. 1 began to gain control of Wawktf, my 

critic, when in the summer of 1992, 1 wrote about an imagery 

experience 1 encountered during David Hunt's course 

~ractitioner's Emerienced Knowledae: 



I gained  a t remendous  amount o f  i n s i g h t  f r o m  the image of 
wisdom t h a t  p r e s e n t e d  itself. I feel freed. Hawk has been 
r e p l a c e d  on my left s h o u l d e r  by wisdom. I now know that I 
have a v a s t  inner r e s o u r c e  on which t o  draw. 3 realize that 
I h a v e  a g l o b a l  p e r s p e c t i v e  and a l s o  see the i n d i v i d u a l  
d e t a i l s .  When i n  the presence of m y  image  of wisdom,  I 
c o u l d  see the ent ire  c o u n t r y  s i d e ,  y e t  a t  t h e  same t i m e ,  I 
saw the i n d i v i d u a l  b i r d s  s i t t i n g  on the branches i n  the 
fores t .  Now, I no longer d o u b t  rny knowledge .  I know that 
my inner wisdom is power fu l  and is eas i l y  accessible. M y  
critic can no l o n g e r  i n h i b i t  m e  from b r i n g i n g  out my own 
knowledge.  Hawk may be on m y  l e f t  s h o u l d e r ,  b u t  wisdom is 
ever p r e s e n t  and can t a k e  Hawk 's place  on the left s h o u l d e r  
any time. T h e r e f o r e  I feel free, and have more c o n f i d e n c e  
i n  my own knowing. (August 1992) 

At that time 1 was not aware that the feeling of freedom 

resulted from blind optimism. Neither did I know that music 

could also reduce '*HawkWt interference. 

With the use of imagery and reflecting on my own learning 

experiences, during the summer and fa11 of 1992, 1 increased my 

understanding of my critic's influence and began to gain control 

over it. However, it was not until several months later that 1 

realized the power of music in my learning. This occurred 

during another class led by ~irginia Griffin, at OISE, in 

February 1993, when 1 was asked to draw my image of holistic 

education and 1 unknowingly developed a pictorial reflection of 

the image of wisdom that 1 had experienced in Dr Hunt's course 

the previous semester. This time, in my drawing, 1 combined the 

image of wisdom with the power of music. Over the next few weeks 

the full meaning of my depiction came clear. 1 had drawn my 

image of wisdom with musical notes dispersed throughout, and the 

music combined with wisdom to facilitate my holistic learning. 

My implicit theory about music and its relationship to my 

learning was taking shape. 

It was not until almost a year later, in October 1993, that 

1 learned that music could quiet my critic's voice- By this time 

1 was struggling with the development of my research proposal. 



While taking a research seminar led by Dr. Hunt, 1 was 

challenged to search for a deeper level of understanding of my 

own learning experience with music when David Hunt asked: "How 

does the music relate to your critic, where does the critic 

fit?" 1 had not considered the possibility of music iniluencing 

my critic. Meditating with Steven Halpern's music as background 

and a tape recorder at hand to reccxd surfacing thoughts, I 

learned that certain music had the capacity to still the chatter 

of mmHawkmm. Somehow, the music eliminated the critic and thus 

enabled me to center and stay focused, to reflect and connect 

with my intuitive self. Steven Halpernm s music, in particular , 
provided an environment in which 1 could spend hours working on 

a project, feeling comfortable, peaceful and content, and not 

being aware of a need to escape. 1 began to understand that 

certain music can reduce disruption by my inner critic and can 

promote the ability to focus on the task. 

Music has not always accompanied my learning, neither do 1 

recall it as having a significant role in my earlier life 

experiences throughout childhood. My experience with music as a 

young child was quite limited. There was no record player or 

radio. I recall my motherms occasional singing, and reminiscing 

about my fatherfs earlier mandolin playing. Past my mid- 

childhood, when there was electricity, music entered rny home 

through the use of record player and radio. only occasionally 

was there an opportunity to listen to these sources of music. 

However, music was present during social gatherings, when 

everyone sang while one person played the accordion. 1 recall 

listening to the adults and enjoying the atmosphere created by 

their songs. 

The most memorable experiences relating to music occurred 

during my teenage years, on Sundays, when my father would play 
a variety of records. Sunday was valued as the day of rest, 

family togetherness, relaxation, and spiritual renewal. On those 



days classical music, jazz, or sound tracts from musicals filled 

the air and a feeling of relaxation, rest, and inner peace 

resided in me. 1 recall those Sunday mornings as a peaceful, 

spiritual experience. 

My musical education was very limited. During childhood, in 

the one-room school, the entire school population had a weekly 

one-hour music lesson which consisted of the teacher playing a 

violin while we sang, When 1 was about ten, my brother started 

accordion lessons. I remember wishing that I could learn to play 

an instrument. From age thirteen, in a school with forty-five 

girls as my class mates in one grade, I had a weekly music 

lesson. Al1 my classrnates had musical education from 

Kindergarten, so I felt out of place, and inhibited. 1 wanted to 

be in the choix, like others in my class. Not having had forma1 

music education, 1 could not read notes and sing ttproperly;tt it 

made sense that 1 was not asked to be in the choir. 1 now 

realize that I had a need to be more involved with music but 

somehow circumstances intervened. ~verything was foreign at that 

time: the home environment, school, language, and country. 1 

felt out of place and insecure. "Hawk, my inner critic, was 

gaining power. 

Apart from the music class, music was not a part of my 

learning activities in school or at home. Learning has always 

been serious business for me, while music was valued for 

enjoyment, recreation, and relaxation. 1 grew up with the belief 

that if you enjoyed the learning activity, then you were not 

really learning anything. During my one-room school days, 

learning activities in school took place in groups. Even when we 

were involved in individual written activities, there was always 

noise from the teacher and the student activities of others in 

a different grade thcin myself. At home, school work was done in 

a quiet environment, free from distractions. When music was 

available, it was under the control of my parents who viewed it 



as a form of recreation and not as background for learning. 

Consequently, 1 learned to value a quiet environment during my 

learning activities, and to need quiet for recall, reflecting, 

analyzing, and writing. 1 recall speaking out loud when trying 

to learn for recall and formulate ideas for papers. The auditory 

connection was important even then, although I was not aware of 

its significance until recently. 

As stated earlier, music has played an important role in my 

learning since I experienced Virginia Griffin's course Basic 

Processes Facilitatins Adult Learninq at The ontario ~nstitute 

for Studies in Education and discovered the usefulness of music 

as background for my learning. It was by accident that 1 learned 

about the potential of music to enhance my environment while I 

am at home involved in a learning activity. ~irginia ~riffin's 
classes always began with relaxing music and 1 looked forward to 

hearing that music. 1 needed it! The music helped me to calm 

down and get centred after experiencing the challenges of rush- 

hour traffic. It also halped me to adjust my energy during 
breaks after participating in energizing dialogue. 

In November 1992, after my exposure to music in Griffin's 
class, and my interest in exploring music was sparked, 1 

recorded the following entry in my personal journal: 

W h e n  l i s t e n i n g  t o  the music  p lay ing  a t  the b e g i n n i n g  of the 
f irst  c l a s s  o f  the course  B a s i c  Processes  F a c i l i  t a t i n s  
Learninq, I became aware t h a t  it made me feel good, 1 felt 
m y s e l f  r e l a x i n g ,  it he lped  me  come down from the wired 
f e e l i n g  after d r i v i n g  t o  OISE  during rush hour and 
wondering what t h i s  cour se  would be l ike.  The music 
r e c e i v e d  me i n  a f r i e n d l y  way. It waç a symbol o f  
accep tance ,  warmth, and was very welcominy to m e ,  almost 
like coming home, t o  a safe harbour. Although the music 
that was p lay ing  was u n f a m i l i a r  t o  m e ,  I had a f l e e t i n g  
memory m y  Sunday mornings a t  home, a s  a young t eenager ,  
l i s t e n i n g  to m y  f a t h e r ' s  selection of c l a s s i c a l  music. Then 
the mus ic  a lways  made m e  feel comfor tab le ,  s a f e ,  and 
nurtured. Now I am aware t h a t  the music became a symbol of 



freedom from worries, of  peace, and o f  a time for the 
nurturing of the s p i r i t .  I now know that this i s  the 
connection of the music played i n  class, when it connects 
t o  something deep inside m e .  I t  seems t o  have unlocked a 
door and continues t o  unlock more. I t  i s  l i ke  the opening 
o f  doors on an advent calendar, because behind every door 
there i s  a new treasure t o  behold. The music seems t o  be 
the hand that i s  opening these doors. 

T h e  frame o f  mind produced by the music before class, 
carried over when meeting others and communicating with 
them. There was a feeling o f  comfort, safety ,  and 
belonging. The usual tension that I feel when meeting a new 
group o f  people, and the hesi ta t ions  that I may sometimes 
experience i n  those situations, were reduced. I f e l t  more 
connected t o  others through my comection t o  the music. As 
a resul t ,  I was more able t o  be present w i t h  others. I was 
aware of feeling less  tense than usual i n  those "new" 
situations, and was aware o f  my deep feeling o f  genuine 
interest  i n  these new people. I believe that the music 
influenced that,  because it made me more relaxed. I am 
aware that  I have moved in to  a new phase i n  my learning and 
thinking. Thoughts seem t o  flow much more freely  these 
days. I t  i s  as i f  someone removed a heavy steel door of a 
dam and now the floodgates are open. ( N o v e m b e r  2 0 ,  1992)  

I had gained further insight into the relationship of music 
t o  rny learning when I recorded the following entry in my journal 

one week later:  

Maybe I find the relaxing music so helpful because the 
music helps me keep a balance so that I donf t get too fired 
up before class, or while working on a task a t  home, since 
that would interfere w i t h  my l is tening and learning. Since 
I have made it a conscious goal this semester t o  keep m y  
mind open and work on removing the blocks i n  m y  brain i n  
order t o  t a p  inner thoughts and t o  increase my creat ivi ty ,  
it is a s  i f  I have truly internalized t h i s  and am driven by 
it. Therefore I now seek certain music because it keeps ne 
more relaxed, and therefore more i n  tune with my inner 
thoughts . Where it w i l l  lead I do not know. ( N o v e m b e r  2 6 ,  
1 9 9 2 )  

That f a l l ,  while 1 w o r k e d  on a learning project with music 
as background, 1 realized that 1 could immerse myself into 

reading complex conceptual material and at the same time, w i t h  
unusual ease, connect with related knowledge stored in my 



subconscious, develop ideas for a course paper, and stay focused 

on the task. 1 was aware that suddenly the tension and 

restlessness which were usually created by my critic were 

absent, and the learning activity was more enjoyable, With 

relaxing music as background for learning, 1 felt relaxed, 

cornfortable, and at peace. 

This discovery occurred when 1 listened to Steven Halpern's 

music Enhancinq Creativitv, an audio cassette of music made 

available by Virginia Griffin. Initially 1 had no particular 

purpose for the background music; 1 was not familiar with it; it 

was just there. While reading a text and typing notes into my 

computer, 1 suddenly became aware of a feeling of contentment 

and comfort and noticed that 1 did not have to stop and thirik; 

what 1 was reading spontaneously triggered my personalknowledge 

and reactions and 1 typed my reactions along with notes on 

in£ormation from the book. According to Hale (1990) music can 

facilitate the release of mernories. This may have been the 

reason my subconsciously stored knowledge surfaced so readily 

when Halpern's music was in the background, 1 also noticed that 

my typing was more coordinated. 

Once, when 1 was distracted by my thoughts while reading a 

doctoral thesis, 1 listened to Baroque music and ~regorian 
chants to help me focus. I did not want to use Steven Halpern's 

music because I had used his music so often. My mind wondered 

less, but 1 was still distracted. Finally 1 went to my favourite 

standby Steven Halpern ' s Enhancinq ~reativitv and for the next 
two hours 1 felt comfortably relaxed and content, and was 

engrossed in the thesis. During the entire two hours the feeling 

of needing to get away from this task did not occur to me once! 

4 

Although 1 did not understand why this was happening, 1 

continued to use music as background during various learning 

activities. 1 wanted t o  enjoy the sense of comfort, inner peace, 



and relaxation, which the music seemed to provide, and which 

made it possible for me to stay so easily focused on the ta&. 
A t  that time 1 did not understand this experience, neither did 

1 know that the music helped to quiet my critic, and to free my 

mind from its sometimes seemingly constant chatter. Al1 1 knew 

was that when music was present, my inner thoughts could 

surface. Knowledge stored in my subconscious had a chance to 

emerge as my mind was peaceful and focused. My experience 

prompted me to ask the following questions: Why can 1 focus so 

well on a learning activity with this music as background? What 

is different about other music that does not work the same way? 

What is the significance of music with no meter? 

I learned that Halpernfs music has no meter. To understand 

the signif icance of this, 1 consulted the literature to f ind out 

why the unmetered music by Steve Halpern seemed to free my mind, 

help me stay focused, and make it easier to connect with my 

inner knowledge. According to Watson and Drury (1985), Halpern's 

main aim is 

to produce music which is therapeutic and he believes that 
to produce the relaxation response, al1 semblance of a 
regular beat should be removed. This leaves spaces between 
the musical phrases and allows the meditative mood to 
develop - thereby increasing the alpha brain-wave pattern 
in the consciousness of listener. (p. 90) 

Indeed, 1 did feel more relaxed when using that musical 

background during learning activities. 1 was more easily able to 

connect with my inner knowledge, a characteristic of alpha brain 

wave activity (Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979). 

Learning the benefits that Halpernfs music had for me 

enticed me to experiment with other music and to use a variety 

~f music for different learning activities. 1 becarne aware of 

the fact that 1 need music as background when writing and trying 

to tap my inner knowledge. Through self reflection, 1 learned 

that 1 am often caught up in a fast Pace life style which 



generates tension. The slow, relaxing music reduces this 

tension, brings my own body rhythm into harmony with my 

environment, and thus 1 f e e L  m o r e  balanced. Now, 1 automatically 

select slow, relaxing music when 1 sense my tension rise. The 
music helps me to feel relaxed and balanced and 1 feel a sense 

of harmony, inner peace, and increased wellness. 

1 experimented with Baroque and  lass sic al music, and 

Gregorian chants and discovered that Steven Halpern's music was 

most effective for me, in particular the compositions ~nhancincr 

Creativitv and Comfort Zone. Although Baroque music and 

Gregorian chants also relaxed me, their rhythm was distracting. 

Baroque music has a definite meter (organization of rhythm/time 

signature) and pulse. Gregorian chants have no meter (tirne 

signature) but a definite pulse. 

Once 1 became aware of the use of slow Baroque music for 

learning (Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979) , 1 returned to my own 
search for suitable music and tried various slow Baroque music 

that has sixty beats per minute. This music was relaxing, and 

when 1 Eelt centred, 1 could focus. However, when I had 

difficulty focusing on the task 1 was distracted by Baroque 

music. Over the next two years 1 used a var ie ty  of slow Baroque, 

and New Age music as well as Gregorian chants and Steven 

Halpern's music and learned that when 3 am relaxed at the 

beginning of the activity, and my critic is quiet, 1 can stay 
focused on an activity while al1 four types of music accompany 

the activity. However, when my critic is active, and slow 

Baroque, New Age music with a rhythm, or Gregorian chants 

provided the sonic background, my mind drifted to the music. 

Then 1 used the music to distract me from the discornfort created 

by my critic's voice and 1 could not Eocus on the learning 

activity. 



1 learned that Steven Halpern's music does not create that 

distraction for me. With Halpern's music, 1 experience a deeper 

sense of relaxation, feel more at peace, and am not aware of the 

chatter of my critic. There is no rhythm in that music to catch 

my attention. It is just there filling the air with pleasing 

sound - a sonic backdrop. In its presence, comfort and hamony 
replace my tension and restlessness, and 1 am freed from 

distractions and with ease can focus and stay focused on a 

learning task. 

1 have learned more about music from the "experts. 

Lingerman (1983) states: "as you choose your music wisely and 

appropriately, al1  of your sensory organs will be quickened, and 

in some cases your whole being will be rebalanced and 

harmonizedl' (p. 47). That was my experience when I listened to 

relaxing music before class when taking the course Basic 

Processes Facilitatins Adult Learninq directed by Virginia 

Griffin and when using music as background during learning 

activities at home. 

It intrigues me that for years 1 believed music to be a 

distracting force to learning, yet it can free my mind from my 

own distractions. 1 suspect that as a young child, when 1 

attended a one-room school, 1 became conditioned to learn in an 

environment filled with unorganized sound (unmetered and 

arrhythmic) . When encouraged to study in a quiet environment, my 
mind may have been trying to create its own sounds. Even as a 

child, auditory stimuli were a part of my learning, although 1 

grew up to believe that the learning environment had to be free 

of sounds. Perhaps that is why I find music helpful during 

learning activities. One thing is certain; music replaces the 

chatter of my inner critic w'Hawktl and, in doing so, frees me 

from distractions and stress. 

Music can soothe, calm, and heal. It can also bring joy - 
and joy is therapeutic. ~alming music acts as a balancinq, 



structur ing 
emotional bl 
concord into 
of conf lict 

influence, stimulating music, by breaking d o m  
.ocks can also be therapeutic. ~ u s i c  can bring 
discord. It can bring beauty into the ugliness 
and chaos. (Merritt, 1990, p. 49) 

T h e  Contextual Basis of the Research Studv 

In my professional life, 1 teach courses in a basic and a 

post RN baccalaureate nursing program in a downtown university. 

It has been my observation that students in the baccalaureate 

nursing program experience signif icant stress. They have to cope 

with thirty course hours per semester, course-required clinical 

learning experiences , and personal, f amily , and community- 

related commitments. Role conflict, role transition, role 

overload, academic demands, responsibilities and accountability 

related to their clients, and the uncertain career opportunities 

are a f e w  of the stressors they experience. 

Role conflict and role overload is experienced by many 

student nurses, In the present economic environment, an 

increasing number cf students work and carry family 

responsibilities while in the program. Some also carry family 

responsibilities for relatives who depend on them for emotional , 
physical, and financial support. Most try to cope with a 

rigorous program of study while holding a part-time job. Those 

who have a job when entering the program fear losing it, and 

consequently continue to work part- or full-tirne while enrolled 

on a full-tirne basis- Financial needs and .the fear of not 

securing a job upon graduation contributes to their stress. 

Like other students, student nurses have to cope with the 

transition to a student role. The young adults, as students in 

the basic baccalaureate nursing program, often feel thrust into 

an academic setting without the emotional support that they 

need. For the f irst tirne, they experience the stress of being 



separated from home and family, living in a new city, and 

attending a school where the academic milieu and expectations 

are very different from those experienced when in high school. 

The role transitions can be very threatening for students fresh 

from high school who feel insecure in the university 

environment. Often they feel overwhelmed by the expectations of 

the program and the newness of the university setting and 

consequently suffer from self-doubt and low self-esteem. 

Once in the program of study, students find themselves 

using two languages, the one espoused by the faculty and 

expected in their professional role, and the other in their 

persona1 lives. They doubt their abilities, lack confidence as 

thinkers, and are unsure if they can survive in the academic 

setting. In addition, while in the nursing program, they are 

asked to engage in the process of perspective transformation. 

This involves examining their self-concept in view of the 

future-oriented professional role envisioned by their teachers. 

They are required to examine the bases and assumptions of their 

self concept and find alternatives for professional practice and 

integrate the professional image into their sense of self. 

Searners who lack a strong self concept thus feel threatened and 

experience significant stress. They encounter a painful, 

threatening, and challenging opportunity for reflection 

(Mezirow, 1978) . Student nurses are often further challenged 
because of their level of cognitive abilities. Traditional 

education not often fosters the skills of self reflection, 

critical thinking, analysis, and synthesis. However, today the 

goal of nursing education is to help student nurses develop 

these skills and to prepare professional nurses who are 

competent, patient advocates, and autonomous practitioners. This 

adds to the demands these learners encounter by role transition. 

Students corne into the program with a wealth of persona1 

knowledge and experiences. Prior knowledge may be embedded in a 



system of thinking that conflicts with the new theoretical 

framework and acts as a barrier to learning; the individual may 

have to reject some previously acquired knowledge before s/he 

can incorporate nursing theory into her/his thinking pattern 

(Muzio & Ohashi, 1979) . Until recent years, students coming from 
high school have been educated within the traditional lrbanker'sN 

approach (Belenky, ~linchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986) which 

focuses on transmission of knowledge. They wait for the person 

with authority to give the answers. As they move through the 

program, they are faced with the transformational approach to 

education (Miller, Cassie, & Drake, 1990; Mezirow, 1991). 

It has been my observation that students who learned by the 

transmission approach find it very stress-provoking when faced 

with transfomational learning. They feel anxious, their self 

concept is threatened, and their self-esteem decreases. People 

with decreased self esteem feel threatened (Roberts, 1989). 

Feeling threatened further increases the stress that these 

learners experience. Reflecting on my experience as educator, 1 

recall the following comments made by students: "1 am not a 

science person, 1 never could learn physiology, 1 canlt do this, 

1 read this over and over but cantt get it, I get a block when 

1 try to learn and remember, this iç too abstract, 1 am not an 

abstract thinker, give me the information that 1 need, tell me 

what you want me to knowIt and "1 am stressed out." 

Similar comments have been voiced by students during 

consultations related to their writing of term papers. For some 

students, tension escalates when confronted with having to mite 

papers or tests which require persona1 critical analysis. They 

feel unsure about the topic and their ability to express their 

ideas. 1 recall coments such as: "1 don% know what they (the 

teachers) want," and "1 need more specific  direction^.^^ These 
students were looking for the authorityts voice. They did not 

trust their personal experiences and knowledge. In addition to 



the role change demands, many student nurses share living 

accommodations while in the program and have additional stress 

from a home environment not conducive for studying. 

Research reports document student nursest experience of 

stress (Diekelmann, 1990; Hughes, 1992). Student nursesf lack of 

self confidence in their ability as learners has been documented 

by Duff (1989), Witt (1992), and Jackson (1984). Meleis and 

Farrell (1974), Ellis (1980), and Witt (1992) reported that 

student nurses' self concept scores decline as the students 

progress through their educational program. The negative effect 

on self concept adds to the anxiety these learners experience. 

The literature suggests thatthe tension produced by stress 

can interfere with the ability to focus on a learning activity 

and create blocks to learning (Bastick, 1982; Ostrander t 

Schroeder, 1979; Rose, 1985) . Stress disrupts learning. It 

blocks the intuitive process and thus interferes with the 

ability to listen to the unconscious (Bastick, 1982; Cappon, 

1989). Several authors (Bastick, 1982; Vaughan, 1979; Cappon, 

1989; Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979; Halpern & Savary, 1985) 

indicate that intuition brings with it a feeling of confidence 

and builds self-esteem. Listening to the unconscious helps 

retrieve stored knowledge needed when writing tests or papers 

that require the application of experience, knowledge, and 

critical analysis. 

Intuitive and rational processes are facilitated when the 

individual is relaxed and Cree from the anxiety and extraneous 

mind-talk which often occur with emotional stress. Accoxding to 

Denis (1979), and Ostrander and Schroeder (1979), one has to be 

relaxed to remove the blocks that interfere with the intuitive 

process. Ostrander and Schroeder indicate that the main point of 

relaxation techniques is to "short-circuit the rational mind" to 

get away from the problem which is creating stress. According to 



Vaughan (1979) , when the mind is empty, intuition has space to 
unfold. 

Evidence suggests that listening to music reduces the 

tension and anxiety produced by stress (Bonriy & Savary, 1990; 

Halpern & Savary, 1985; Campbell, 1989; Stratton & Zalanowski, 

1984; Rider, Floyd, & Kirkpatrick, 1985), and that music can 

promote relaxation (Logan & Roberts, 1984; Stratton & 

Zalanowski, 1984 ; Chaloult , Borgeat, & E l i e ,  1988) . Evidence also 
suggests that music can eliminate blocks to learning (Bast ick,  

1982; Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979, 1994) and foster the 

intuitive process (Watson & Drury, 1987; Campbell, 1983). 

The potential of music as a tool to alleviate the tension 

and to assist learning for adult learners such as student nurses 
needs to be explored. Stress creates blocks to learning and 

interferes with academic achievement. Employing tools which 

alleviate some of the tension and anxiety encountered in high- 

stressed learning situations may contribute to learners' sense 

of well-being, and reduce the discord encountered. Consequently, 

learning could be assisted. ~istening to music can be a very 

pleasant , relaxing, and enriching experience. Although it cannot 
remove the demands put on the learner by the life situation, it 

rnay be a means of making the learning situation less stressful 
and more enjoyable. 

If music, used as background during learning activities , 
frees the learner's mind from the distraction produced by 

stress, it can be used to enhance the learning experience. Music 

may play a role in student nursesg learning if it allows the 
learner to experience less stress and anxiety. Reducing 

distractions lowers stress which in itself creates distractions 

that interfere with learning. When stress is reduced, students 

may experience more success in their learning experience and 
feel increased confidence as learners and a heightened sense of 



self. 

A literature review reveals that music is used in the field 

of music therapy to facilitate persona1 learning for perçons 

with physical and mental illnesses and challenges. Although the 

literature indicates that music can help free us from the stress 

and mind activities that are distracting, there are no reports 
of music used alone, or with visualization or other a r t  forms as 
background for learning in university programs of nursing . 
Neither does the nursing literature address the use of music for 

learning. In addition, there is no documentation in the 

literature of adult learners' use of music for university course 

related learning activities ccnducted in the home environment. 

However, music is recognized as a strategy to promote 

health and well-being, and music therapy has gained increasing 

recognition as an important healing modality to promote physical 

and mental wellness. ~ursing focuçes on providing holistic care 

and increasingly the use of music is considered as an alternate 

strategy to promote client wellness. Nurse educators can promote 

an aspect of holistic care by increasing their studentst 

awareness to the potential of music. If student nurses 

personally can experience the holistic benefits derived by 

strategies such as the use of music as background during 

learning, perhaps they will incorporate what they learned when 

caring for their clients. 

A Journey Throucrh the Literature 

The power of music to lower anxiety and stress, and promote 

relaxation, is widely reported in the literature, most notably 

by Campbell (1989) , Halpern and Savary (1985) , Logan and Roberts 
(1984) , Bonny and Savary (1990), Hamel (1979) and Stratton and 
Zalanowski (1984) . Rider, Floyd, and Kirkpatrick (1985) , Bonny 



and Savary ( 199 0) and Peach (1984) report increased relaxation 

when music is used together with imagery. McClellan (1988) 

maintains that the combination of slow breathing with music 

listening quiets the "verbal activity of the left hemispherew 

(p. 135) . Peter Hamel (1979) emphasizes that when the right type 
of music is used, it serves as a vehicle to remove inner 

restlessness, stops the mind from running away, and quiets 

ceaseless thinking, so that one can achieve inner quietness. 

Bastick (1982) points out that when tension is reduced, 

confidence, intrinsic motivation and organization of perception 

are enhanced. 

Ferrucci (1982) ernphasizes that the removal of barriers is 

necessary to tap the intuitive mind. Denis (1979) and Ostrander 

and Schroeder (1979, 1994) report that one has to be relaxed to 

remove the blocks that interfere with the intuitive process, and 

according to Ostrander and Schroeder (1979), Halpern and Savary 

(1985), Goldmann (1992), Bonny and Savary (1990), and Merritt 

(1990), music can be a tool to remove such blocks. 

The literature also addresses the gaining and recall of 

memory. Bastick (1982) maintains that environmental stimuli act 

together to create memory hooks that will facilitate the 

remembering of the experience. Thus, when music is used to 

create a relaxing environment, the music also creates a memory 

hook for the learning. According to Bastick, the feelings 

experienced during a learning activity also act as a memory 

hook. He states that experience induces emotional sets, and Ifthe 

subjective associations (feelings) between the elements 

[components of the experience] and the emotional set help to 

hold the elements in mind for global processing. These feelings 

act as ' memory hooks lm (p. 80). McKinney (1990) reports that 

music significantly enhances the intensity of feelings 

experienced. Therefore, music may erihance learning by creating 

memory hooks and, through the feeling component, intensify these 



memory hooks. Playing the same music in the future may therefore 

trigger the memory hook and help retrieve what was learned. 

Hale (1990) studied the recall of memories. He found that 

music is a stimulus for awakening the imagina1 realm and for 

bringing the source of memories to the surface. Summer (1985) 

asserts that music is more powerful than language in reaching 

the inner world of imagery. Reaching the inner world allows one 

to retrieve knowledge stored in the subconscious, and aids the 

intuitive process in learning. McCleilan (1988) also addresses 

the effect of music on the inner world, the unconscious. He 

states: "Music can evoke these forgotten memories to conscious 

awareness as it encourages unconscious mental activity and 

decreases cognitive pro ces ses^ (p. 150). 

Morton, Kershner, and Siegel (1990) explored the effects of 

music on memory and attention in right-handed boys age 10-12 

years. In their study, learning was preceded by music and by 

silence. They report that prior exposure to music increased 

memory capacity and reduced distractibility. They interpret the 

results within an arousal framework, stating that niusic may 

increase bilateral cerebral arousal levels, possibly through the 

mediating role of the right hemisphere. Balch, Bowman and 

Mohler (1992) report a study with 440 undergraduate students 

during which they tested the influence of music on recall. Music 

was used as a cue to enhance recall of words. Participants who 

received music cues with the words, when tested for recall, had 

significantly increased recall of words. 

The literature links intuition and creativity with alpha 

and theta brain waves and synchronization of both hemispheres of 

the brain. According to Ostrander and Schroeder (1979, 1994) , 
Halpern and Savary (1985), Bastick (1982), Campbell (1983) and 

Hutchison (1986), alpha and theta brain waves and 

synchronization of brain hemispheres is required for intuition 



and creativity. Hutchison (1986) asserts that alpha brain waves 

and brain synchronization enhance cognitive learning and mental 

imagery, and alleviate anxiety. He identifies alpha brain waves 

as characteristic of tie synchronization of both hemispheres of 

the brain. 

Hutchison (1986) , Ostrander and Schroeder (1979) , Halpern 
and Savary (l985), Campbell (l983), Goldman (19921, and Bonny 

and Savary (1990) report that sound can be used to affect our 

brain waves, to create changes in consciousness. They maintain 

that this allows us to tap knowledge stored in the unconscious, 

and facilitate the use of our creativity by enhancing right 

brain activity. 

According to Don Campbell (1983), 
as brain waves are measured during music-listening 
experience, it is found that the integration of the 
hemispheric experience and the amount of time for the 
integration is one of the determining factors of the level 
of creativity of the person. The consistent integration of 
both hemispheres ...g ives a higher yield i n  creative 
experience. (p. 45) 

He emphasizes that the stimulation of more neurons produces 

greater memory (p. 17). This concurs with Bastick's (1982) 

notion of music as a memory hook. ~ccording to Critchley and 

Henderson (1977) music may be able to activate the flow of 

stored memory across the corpus callosum, allowing the right and 

left hemisphere to work in harmony (cited in Halpern & Savary, 

1985, p. 102). McClellan (1988) suggests that "any activity 

involved with music whether composing, performing or listening, 

engages both hemispheres and therefore balances both aspects of 

our mental processesl@ (p. 148) . 
Halpern and Savary (1985) assert that music provides one of 

the most powerful tools for learning, because it is a medium to 

access new dimensions and capacities of the mind. These authors 

d a i m  that the right type of background music can activate brain 
waves in the alpha and theta frequency ranges, and these brain 



w a v e s  are known to stimulate creativity. According to Halpern 

and Savary, music helps to create a joyful and relaxed 

atmosphere, and this atmosphere helps to produce a tfrevitalizing 

of the individual and stimulates whole-brain activityw (p. 119) . 

McClellan (1988) points out that when we passively alïow 

the music to flow through us, and get a feel for it as we relax, 

w e  use Our intuitive process. He suggests that the influence of 

music on our physical, emotional, and spiritual self may depend 

on which of the two hemispheres predominates in experiencing the 

music, and therefore shape Our associations with that particular 

composition. This would provide support for the notion put forth 

by Bastick (1982) that music, when used during learning, may act 

as a memory hook. 

The question arises: What music is most helpful for 

learning?I1 Halpern and Savary (1985) and Ostrander and Schroeder 

(1979) assert that to accelerate learning, specific music is 

needed. "The secret is to select music that tends to balance, 

harmonize, and synchronize the activities of both halves of the 

brainl' (Halpern and Savary, 1985, p. 119) . Dr. Georgi Lozanov, 
a Bulgarian educator and psychiatrist, found that slow (largo) 

portions of baroque music have this effect (cited in Ostrander 

& Schroeder, 1979) . Rose (1993) points out that relaxing Baroque 
music produces a matching physical and mental response in 

listeners and "leads them to a state of receptive 

responsivenesstl (p. 155) . 

Ostrander and Schroeder (1979, 1994) in their books 

~u~erlearninq, and Su~erlearninq 2000 indicate that the type of 

music used is important. They state that if the music does not 

have the right pattern, the state of consciousness needed for 

llsuperlearningll will not be induced. They report that the 

persona1 choice and persona1 taste is not a factor but the music 

with a pulse of sixty beats per minute is the key. 



This opinion contradicts McClellan (1988) who claims that 

not everyone responds to music in the same way and an individual 

does not necessarily respond to one composition the same way 

twice. He maintains that whether we like or dislike a certain 

style of music, a particular composer and/or performer will 

affect our response. According to him, people who are more 

sensitive to music will be more influenced (p. 132). McClellan 

emphasizes that we do not completely understand how and in what 

way different types of music will affect us. Farnsworth (1969) 

states that gtmost research shows the effects of music to be 

greater the more the music has meaning for the listenert' (cited 

in McClellan, 1988, p. 132) . Crandell (1986) adds: "we bring to 
our listening our own experience and our individual mode of 

being, which influences our way of hearingw (p. 20). 

Stratton and Zalanowski (1984) report that persona1 

preferences play a role in determining whether the music used 

promotes relaxation. They reported that in a group of college 

students, the most important factor in relaxation was the degree 

of liking for the music. A study by Logan and Roberts (1984) 

contradicts Stratton and Zalanowskils findings, Logan and 

Roberts compared the effects of relaxation music on the tension 

level of university students during a 20 minute training 

session. Participants were exposed to Halpern's music, Lozanovrs 

%uperlearningW music (Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979 ) and no 

music. In seven of nine testing periods no differences were 

found. However, it is interesting to note that in two of the 

nine testing periods, the groups listening to Halpern ' s music 
had a higher tension level than the group not listening to 

music. Although the specific selections of Halpern's music was 

not identified in the report, these results are of interest 

since Halpern and Savary (1985) claim that Halpern's music is 

especially designed to induce deep relaxation and place the 

individual in alpha and theta brain waves. Alpha and theta brain 

waves are known to be the electrical brain activity during deep 



relaxation and hemispheric synchronization (Campbell, 1983; 

Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979; Halpern & Savary, 1985). 

According to Crandell (1986), the degree of liking for 

music is influenced by our experience with music and our 

cultural background. Crandell (1986) states: If our ears are 

conditioned by our culture, our persona1 likes and dislikes, 

based on Our experiences and our view of the worldul (p. 28) . 
Whether we like or dislike the music 

seems to stem from the underlying harmony or rhythm of a 
piece rather than the melody itself, which in its implicity 
appeals to something other than the mind. The melody gives 
the mind a rest, it provides space for the heart to open 
and receive the music. (Crandell, p. 20) 

Halpern s music, although it is dif ferent £rom the music 

identified by Lozanov in that it has no meter, seems to 

facilitate learning. Watson and Drury (1987) write: 

Halpern's main aim is to produce music which is therapeutic 
and he believes that to produce the 'relaxation response' 
al1 semblance of a regular beat should be removed. This 
leaves spaces between the musical phrases and allows the 
meditative mood to develop - thereby increasing the alpha 
brain-wave patterns in the consciousness of the listener. 
(Watson & Drury, 1987, p. 90) 

Goldman (1992) reports that Gregorian chants, which is also 

music with no meter, also have this effect. 

In summary, the literature suggests that music, when 

applied to learning, can help reduce stress and consequently 

decrease the mind activities that are distracting. It may help 

to eliminate blocks to learning, allowing the learner to be more 

productive in the learning task. In addition, the literature 

suggests that music heightens our experience in a holistic 

manner by engaging both hemispheres of our brain, heightening 

Our spiritual awareness and emotional experience, and connecting 

us with memories stored in Our subconscious. Furthermore, music 

connects us with our feeling, elevates our understanding of our 



experience in light of past learning, and has the potential to 

alter consciousness (Goldman, 1988: McClellan, 1988, Drury, 

1985: Merritt, 1990; Bastick 1982, to name a few) . Consequently, 
we can experience al1 aspects of our total self through a 

holistic learning process. 

Virginia Griffin (1989) sees holistic learning as a process 

involving six capabilities of the self. She likens the learning 

process to playing a s i x  string guitar with the six strings 

being six innate learning capabilities - Ilrational, emotional, 
relational, physical , metaphoric or intuitive, and spiritual 
capabilitiesl1 (Grif f in, 1989) . Learning in this sense includes 
the conscious, the subconscious, al1 memories stored in the 

conscious and subconscious mind, whole brain processing, 

thought, perceptions, relationships, and feelings and sensations 

experienced at a physical, emotional, and spiritual level. It 

encompasses the connecting and interconnecting of these various 

aspects within the self as well as with others and the 

environnent. 

As suggested in the literature, music has the potential to 

promote a holistic learning process in that it can heighten our 

awareness of Our feelings and Our relationships with others, 

with past and present experiences, and with the environment. 

~ u s i c  f acilitates Our transformation by touching every aspect of 

the self. This is empowering. According to Bonny and Savary 

(1990) , Merritt (1986) , and McCïeïlan (1988) choosing the "right 
musict1 is important. They point out that when choosing music 

which is suited to our individual self, the music touches Our 

inner self, connects us with relationships and with Our 

environment, and frees us from barriers to learning, thus 

opening us up to learning. 

Although there are many literature sources that address the 

role of music in learning, there is a lack of research reporting 



the learning experience of adults such as student nurses. 

Research reports found in the literature focuses on the use of 

music to facilitate the learning of adults who have a variety of 

health problems. Research also reports studies using music to 

facilitate learning of mathematics, languages and other 

communication skills. The usefulness of music as a tool to 

induce relaxation is also reported iri the literature. However, 

to date, there is a lack of research reports in the literature 

which address how adults use music in their learning and what 

meaning they make of such experience. There a l sa  is a lack of 

information indicating how student nurses use music as 

background for learning. Consequently, it is the focus of this 

study to shed some light on the topic and in a small way 

contribute to the exploration of music as a tool for learning by 

gaining understanding of student nurses1 experiences when using 

music as background for learning activities conducted in the 

home environment. 



Purnose of the 8tudv 

The purpose of the study was to describe the nature of 

adult learners' experiences with selected music (music provided 

by the researcher) as background during learning activities 

conducted at home, with the intent ta: 

1. detect the general experiences of adult learners with 

specific music (provided by the researcher) as background for 

learning activities while at home; 

2. discover the themes that are present in the learners' 

experiences with the music as background for learning; 

3. gain an understanding of the relationship of music to 

learning . 

Emercrence of t h e  Research Ouest ion 

My interest in investigating the experience of student 

nurses' use of music for learning arises out of a persona1 

search for understanding the role of music in my learning. As 

educator, and as student, I recognize that pressures created by 

external and interna1 demands can interfere with learning. 

However, to be most productive in a learning task, the 

individual must be free fxom disturbing tension and distracting 

thoughts. My experience with music as background for learning 

activities conducted at home results in my belief that music can 

promote relaxation and quiet my i nne r  critic, and thus 

contribute to reducing the barriers and distractions that 

interfere with learning. 

When 1 learned that music, such as that of Steven Halpern 

and slow Baroque music, helped me to relax, center, and stay 

with a learning activity, the following questions arose: 



if music facilitates my ability to focus on a learning task, how 

does it do that? Does al1 music have that effect? If not, what 

music does? Does music have the same effect for al1 types of 

learning activities when used as background for learning? Once 

1 knew a few of the answers through self reflection and my 

journey through the literature, 1 wanted to know other learners' 

experiences when they use music as background for learning. For 

what activities do they use music, what type of music, and why? 

Will the music that is useful for me have a similar effect on 

others? 

To obtain some answers, 1 interviewed three classmates at 

OISE during the winter of 1993. From them I learned that, 

although they used music, the activities for which they used 

music, and the music choice varied with the individual and with 

the task. For them, Steven Halpern's music, which was made 

available by Virginia Griffin, was also relaxing and helpful as 

background while at home and reflecting on their learning 

experiences . 

From the three interviews, and my journey through the 

literature, I began to formulate specific questions to gain 

information about other learnersl use of music for learning 

activities. The resulting questionnaire (~ppendix 1, p. 1964) was 

used in March 1993 to survey twenty first-year, twenty-two 

second-year, and thirty-six fourth-year students in a basic 

baccalaureate nursing program in a downtown university school of 

nursing. Results of this survey (~ppendix 2, p. 196) revealed 

that approximately thirty percent of this group of learners used 

music as background during various learning activities conducted 

at home, and al1 listened to music when they wanted to relax. 

Furthemore, thirty percent had increased their use of music 

since entering the nursing program and of these, eighty-five 

percent reported using it to relax and alleviate the stress they 

experienced as students. 



The results of this survey also showed that very few of 

these learners were familias with, or used music that is 

identified in the literature as being useful as background for 

learning activities (Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979, 1994; Halpern 

& Savary, 1985). The music these students used varied from hard 

and soft Rock to soft Baroque and New Age music and the choice 

depended on the liking of the music rather than its relationship 

to their learning. 

The questionnaire was also answered by twelve class members 

in the OISE ccurse Advanced Processes Facilitatina Adult 

Learninq: Holistic Education. Comparing the two groups revealed 

that a similar high percentage of students used music in the 

following categories: feeling stresses, feeling sad, and wanting 

to relax. Students in the Adult Education Department at OISE and 

first year basic baccalaureate student nurses in one downtown 

university use music when writing and when studying for tests 

(42/55 percent and 25/30 percent of the respective groups and 

activities). A lower percentage of second and fourth year 

student nurses of the same university nursing program (18/20 and 

15/19 percent) listen to music during these activities. 

Approximately thirty percent of al1 groups listened to music 

during ref lective writing. 

As an educator, 1 was aware that, like myself, many of ny 

students had learned to value a quiet external environment, but 

stress and tension often distracted them from the learning 

tasks. 1 experienced increased relaxation and was able to focus 

while Baroque or Halpern's music accompanied my learning 

activities . Consequently , 1 continued to wonder about the 

potential of music as a tool to reduce the stress and tension 

that student nurses experience. By mid-winter 1993 1 was 

committed to a research study related to the use of music. 1 

continued my journey through the literature in the hope of 

defining the research question. 



Since 1 seemed to experience confort, a sense of wellness, 

and inner quiet when listening to music, my initial research 

question focused on the effect of music on wellness. However, 1 

began to realize that such a broad focus was very unmanageable, 

and the question once more became: what is it that I really want 

to do? Therefore, 1 continued to read the literature and 

reflect, searching for the answer within myself. Finally, the 

research question surfaced: What are adult learners' experiences 

when using music as background during learning activities. 

O~erational Definitions 

The following operational definitions guide the study. 

Home im~ïemented learnina activities: this term describes 

learning activities which are conducted by the learner while in 

his/her home environment. 

Learning Activities: activities that contribute to the learning 

of knowledge and skills which are a part of the basic 

baccalaureate nursing programfs curriculum. These activities are 

those which are conducted outside the regular scheduled course 

hours in class or in the clinical setting and are initiated and 

implemented by the individual participant while at home. 

Learning activities include: 

writing a reflective journal relating to clinical learning 

exper ience ; 

self ref lection in relation to learning activities of the 

clinical day. This includes interaction with peers, 

teachers, clients, nurses, and other health care workers in 

the clinical area; 

studying in preparation for class and tests; 

planning for, and writing a paper; 

preparing for a seminar, or presentation 

reading course texts or other references. 



Music: For the puspose of this study music refers to: 

1. Music selections found on the four audio cassettes given to 

participants. Music selections include a selection of: 

Steven Halpern's music 

Baroque music 

Gregorian chants 

New Age music 

2. Self selected music. 

A complete list of specific music can be seen in Appendix 3, 

The Participants 

The participant sample consisted of myself and eight adults 

who were students in the third year of a basic baccalaureate 

nursing program in a metropolitan downtown university. 

Participants are individuals who: 

are age 20 to 38 

have an audio cassette recorder 

agree to listen during the selected learning activities 

to the music provided 

are willing to attend three interviews 

are willing to record on the Learning 

Experience Response Sheets their reactions to learning 

with music 

hand in the filled in Learning Experience Response Sheets, 

are students in the universityts basic baccalaureate 

nursing program 

are in the third year of their program of study. 

Initially 1 had hoped that ten students with a variety of 

cultural backgrounds might be interested in participating in 

this research project. Since student nurses study in a very 

demanding program, it was not clear whether any of them would 



volunteer to give up precious time to participate in this study. 

Consequently, the initial meeting was set early, to get a sense 

of the feasibility of the study. 

In November 1993, permission was obtained from the ~irector 

of the Nursing School to seek participants from among the third 

year student nurses of the basic baccalaureate nursing program. 

1 wanted to ensure that 1 did not teach the students who 

participated in my research, so 1 selected one section of the 

third year basic baccalaureate nursing student group and 

requested not to be assigned to teach that group of students. 

Then, 1 asked the teacher of that section for permission to 

speak during class tirne to her students about my research 

project; my purpose was recruiting participants. Upon receiving 

her consent, 1 met with those students at the beginning of a 

class to explain my proposed project. A written explanation 

(Letter to Prospective Participants, see Appendix 9, p. 210) was 

given to those who indicated an interest. I asked that those who 

were interested contact me by phone or by placing a note in my 

mailbox. In response to this meeting, 1 received a written note 

from eight students indicating their interest. These students 

were contacted in February 1994 to set up an initial meeting. At 

that time, a l1  eight consented and they al1 remained 

participants in the research study. 

The participants, Chanelle, Lora, Mia, Michelle, Wong, 

Jessie, Kate, and ~acia ranged in age from twenty-one to thirty- 

eight. One participant, Wong, was male, and s ix  were Canadian 

borne Wong came from Hong Kong four years ago, and Dacia was 

born in Guyana. Al1 are students in the third year of the same 

basic baccalaureate nursing program in a metropolitan downtown 

university. 



TABLE 1: Age and Gender of Participants 

Participant Aga Gender 

Chanelle 
Lora 
Mia 
Michelie 
Wong 
Jessie 
&te 
Dacia 

Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Fe-a 
Female 
Female 

TABLE 2: Participants' use of Wusic as Background for 
Learning Act iv i t i es  a t  Home Before Entering the  
Research Study 

Activity Chanelle Lora Mia Michelle Wong Jessie Kate Dada 

Studying for Test Y N Y N N 
Reading Textbook Y Y Y N Y 
Planning Papers N Y Y Y N 
Wnting Papers Y N Y N N 
Reflecting on 
Cllnical Experience Y Y Y Y N 
Relaxing Y Y Y Y Y 
Problem Solving Y N Y Y Y 

With permission of the participants, the interviews w e r e  

audio taped and transcribed verbatim. Participants were given a 

copy of the transcript of their interviews and asked to assess 

these for accuracy. This allowed an opportunity for participants 

to edit the data for further clarification. Minor errors in one 
transcript of three participants were corrected as a result of 

feedback received. Participants also reviewed a copy of a 



written description of their profile along with a schematic 

representation of the same. One participant was not in agreement 

with the developed profile and provided further information 

during a telephone interview, and during the focus group 

meeting. There were minor changes in three other profiles. 

The Research D e s i c m  and Methodolocrv 

My own experience with the use of music as background for 

learning activities and the subjective nature of this inquiry 

indicated the use of the uInside-outwl approach (David Hunt, 

1987) and heuristic inquiry (Moustakas, 1990) . Hunt proposes 
that, as researchers, we need to begin with ourselves and 

explore our own experiences of the phenornenon. "To begin with 

ourselves is to stop and reflect, to enter into Our inner life, 

to connect with what we feel and believe, and to set an inner 

foundationl# (1990, p. 3). According to Moustakas (1994), 

heuristic refers to a process of "interna1 search through which 

one discovers the nature and meaning of experience and develops 

methods and procedures for further investigation and analysism 

(p. 17). Clark Moustakas (1990) states that in heuristics, "an 

unshakable connection is made between what is out there, in its 

appearance and reality, and what is wiéhin, in reflective 

thought, feeling and a~areness~~ (p. 12) and that the 

investigatorls "interna1 frame of reference, self searching, 

intuition, and indwe11ing1' lies at the centre of heuristic 

inquiry. Moustakas states: "There is no substitute for direct, 

comprehensive, accurate f irst-person accounts of experience, for 

the importance of self-inquiry and self-dialogue in discovering 

the nature and meaning of one's experience and that of others 

(Moustakas, 1990, p. 90). My own experience with music for 

learning is a significant part of this research study. I started 

with my own self-inquiry and self-dialogue to make meaning of my 

experience with music as background for learning. My search for 



meaning of my own experience continued throughout the research 

process. 

Data Collection 

To understand the meaning of my experience with music as 

background for learning and discern how this experience relates 

to that of other learners, I asked the participants to share 

their own experience of using music as background for various 

home-implemented learning activities . The participants consented 
to participate and described their experience with music as 

background while involved in learning activities while at home. 

Multiple data collection methods were used to gather data 

from participants. Data were obtained by a pre-interview 

questionnaire, three semi-structured interviews and 

participants' written recordings of their experiences using 

music while learning. Open-ended questions were formulated to 

initiate dialogue with participants. The same key questions were 

asked of al1 participants. Through dialogue, the participantsr 

experiences were explored. 

Questionnaires 

At the beginning of the initial interview, participants 

were asked to respond to three questionnaires. Completion of 

these questionnaires was followed by the interview section of 

the first meeting with participants. Data collected by the 

questionnaires provide background information on the 

participants ' experiences with music, their use of specif ic 

music, and their learning preferences. The questionnaire 

responses served as a guide for questions during the initial 

interview. 



puestionnaire One (Appendix 4, p. 200) was designed to 

obtain data about participants' past experiences with music. 
This tool was a revised version of a questionnaire administered 

to 82 students in the basic baccalaureate Nursing program in a 

university school of nursing in the winter of 1993. Twenty first 

year, twenty-six second year, and thirty-six fourth year 

students ranging in age from twenty to thirty-nine years 

participated in this survey. Results of that survey indicated 

that although approximately one quarter of this group did use 

music as background during some learning activities, the music 

used varied from hard Rock to soit Baroque and New Age music. 

Two additional questionnaires were completed by 

participants. One questionnaire was designed to obtain data 

related to the participants1 general interest in music. Five 

items of this tool had been adapted from a questionnaire 

developed by Armstrong (1993) designed to test individual1s 

musical intelligence. A second questionnaire was designed to 

seek information regarding participants' brain hemisphere 

pref erence in their thinking and functioning. This was a tool 

adapted from a questionnaire designed by Hoehn and Çayer (1989, 

pp. 29-33). ~ccording to McClellan (1988) and Campbell (1983, 

1997) music promotes right and whole brain processing. 1 had 

hoped that data from these two questionnaires might provide some 

information that could illuminate participant characteristics 

related to music interest and brain hemisphere preference and 

that in some way the data might c lar i fy  the participants1 

relationship of music with learning. It became clear after 

interviewing the first three participants that theses two pre- 

interview questionnaires did not provide u s e f u l  information that 
could elaborate on the participants' experience with music as 

background for learning. Consequently, although al1 participants 

completed these questionnaires, the information was not included 

in the analysis. 



Interviews 

During the initial interview, participants were asked to 

talk about their experiences with music. The interview was 

conducted in an informal conversational style, to encourage 

spontaneous generation of questions based on participantsv 

responses. Key questions were used to direct participants 

persona1 stories of their experiences . Questions that were 

devised for the exploration of my own experience helped to guide 

the development of questions for the initial interview of other 

participants. The same questions were asked of al1 participants. 

1 used prompts and focused on four main areas for data 

collection: 

1. reason(s) for participating in the research study, 

2. the role of music in the participant's childhood, 

3. the role of music In the participant's life as an adult, 
4. the relationship of music to the participant's learning 

and development. 

(For further details of prompts used, see Appendix 5, p. 203). 

Participants were encouraged to talk freely and in detail about 

their experiences with music during childhood and as adults. The 

intent was to obtain the participants1 stories of the role of 

music in their living and learning. 

The second interview was conducted after the participants 

had listened to the research music for six to eight weeks. The 
purpose of the second interview was twofold: to clarify data 

obtained during the first interview and to obtain data on the 

experience with the music provided for this study. A climate was 

created that helped participants let go of external pressures 

and re-experience an occasion when music was a part of their 

learning experience. Open-ended questions were used as trigger 

points to help participants remember and reflect on their 

experiences of learning with music. Hunt's application of Kolb's 

Experiential Learning Cycle (Hunt, 1987) was used to guide 



participants1 reflection on their experiences with the tapes 

provided by the researcher. The following directions guided the 

exploration of the participants1 experiences: 

1. Concrete Emerience (Relivinq) 

Participants were asked ta recall one significant experience 

during which they used music as background for learning. They 

were asked to remember that experience as intensely as possible, 

to relive it through a l 1  their senses (ie. touch, sight, smell, 
sound, taste, tirne of day, place) and to reexperience the 

thoughts, sensations, feelings, and perceptions that occurred 

during that experience. 

2. Reflective Observation (Hiqhlicrhtins, notinqZ 

Participants were asked to talk about the experience, verbally 

recall the experience, noting al1 aspects that were relived such 

as: location, feelings, sensations, perceptions, thoughts, and 

tirne of day. With the use of prompts, participants were 

encouraged to describe the specific parts of the experiences 

that were most meaningful to them and reflect on these to 

identify feelings and sensations they experienced. 

3, Abstract Conceptualization t~nalyzina. Makins Sense) 

Participants were invited to make meaning of the experience, 

express what the experience meant to them, why they felt the way 

they did, and what signif icance the experience held for them, 

for their sense of self, wellness, and their learning. Prompts 

were used to encourage participants to analyze their 

experiences, and bring out their implicit theories. 

4, Active Emerimentation (Plannina, Takina Action) 

In this final stage, participants were asked to identify what 

implications their experiences had for their future learning. 

Prompts were used to encourage participants to articulate an 

action plan based on the knowledge derived from the recalled 



experience (see Appendix 6, p. 204 for a more detailed 

description of the prompts used for the second interview). 

Although the initial agreement with participants was for 

only two interviews, al1 participants agreed to a third 

interview. The focus of the third interview was to seek 

clarification of data obéained previously, Seven of these 

interviews were conducted in the university, and one interview 

took place in the participant's home. 

In June 1995, a focus group meeting was held to allow 

participants to share their stories of the experience of 

participating in this research. Although this meeting had not 

been a part of the original research design, 1 wanted to meet 

with the group to thank them for their participation. In 

addition, participants had expressed interest to hear about 

otIier participants' experiences with music and with the tapes. 

The goals of this meeting were to: 

1. give participants an opportunity to share their 

experiences , 
2. inform participants of my experience, 

3. give participants a summary of the f indings to date, 

4. formally thank them for participating in this study. 

Although al1 participants agreed to be present for this meeting, 

only four attended. Those who attended shared their experience. 

Each participant received a final copy of their profile. With 

permission of al1 four participants, the group meeting was 

audio-recorded. The information recorded was transcribed, The 

sharing of experiences, and the feedback received at this group 

meeting served to validate some of the interpretations which 1 

had made based on the data, but which had to date not been 

shared with participants. This was an unexpected outcome of the 

group meeting. 



T h e  Exmerience With Selected Music 

At the end of the initial interview, each participant was 

given four audio cassettes containing the four types of music 

(Appendix 3, p. 199) . Participants were asked to use these audio 
cassettes during the various learning activities (listed 

previously, p. 35) related to their program of study. 

Participants were told that although it is important that they 

use the audio cassettes provided, they could use music 

selections of their own choice if none of the provided music was 

to their liking. 

Along with the audio cassettes, each participant was given 

fifteen Learning Experience Response Sheets (LRS)(Appendix 7, 

pp. 206-208) and a page of written instructions for these 

Response Sheets (Appendix 8, p .  209). Participants were asked 

to complete a Learning Experience Response Sheet each time they 

use music during a learning activity. The written instructions 

explained how participants were to use t h e  Learning Experience 
Response Sheets. Additional response sheets were available on 

request. Participants were asked to read the instructions and 

review the response sheet during the interview. Questions were 

answered and issues were clarified at this time. The written 

responses were collected during the  second interview, four to 

six weeks later. 

My initial plan was to ask the participants to keep a 

journal to record their reactions to their learning experiences 

with music. 1 discarded this idea s i n c e ,  in their student role, 
these participants are compelled to mite a journal as  part of 
their course requirements related to their clinical learning 

experiences. Historically, student nurses do not like to mite 

these journals. Consequently, asking them to keep a journal as 

part of their activities as research participants would have 

been counterproductive. The Learning Experience Response Sheet 



gave direction, and was to these participants more acceptable in 

format and length and consequently was more likely to encourage 

participantst use. 

The Music 

The four types of music contain selections which have been 

found useful in facilitating a relaxed frame of mind, promote 

focusing, and intuitive processing (Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979; 

Halpern & Savary, 1985, Lingerman, 1983 ; McCleïïan, 1988 ; Watson 

& Drury, 1987) . The first three selections of music, excerpts of 
Steven Halpern, Baroque, and Gregorian chants, were made based 

on documentation found in the literature indicating their 

usefulness in learning (Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979, 1994; 

Halpern & Savary, 1985, Lingerman, 1983, McClellan, 1988 ; Watson 

& Drury, 1987) . The fourth selection, New Age music, was added 
to offer a variety of slow relaxing music. It contained slow 

metered and unmetered music. Although there are very wide 

variations in perceptions of music, one must also understand 

that there are some differences among music. 

Hal~era~ s Music 

Halpern's music is specifically designed to relax the 

listener. Most of it is unmetered and the result of Halpern's 

investigation of music and relaxation. Halpern's study of the 

effects of sound on humans has given rise to this form of 

musical composition. One may argue that because Halpern's 

music lacks the usual elements associated with concert music, 

it is of a lesser quality. However, its experimental purpose 

and demonstrated ability to induce the relaxation response in 

most people makes it music of quality by an alternative 

definition; it fulfils the function for which it was designed. 

The tapes for the research study are produced from good 



quality compact disks. 

Barocrue Music 

The Baroque music chosen for the study contained selections 

of Bach, Gluck, Handel, Pachelbel, and Teleman (see ~ppendix 3, 

p. 201) . This music is generally in 4 / 4  or 3/4 time and has a 

slow, restful tempo of about sixty beats per minute. The 

effectiveness of that type of Baroque music to promote 

relaxation and learning has been reported by Lozanov (in 

Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979). This music is of undisputable 

quality and represents the artistic genius of gifted composers 

who defined and developed music as an art form during their 

century. The music is well known, studied, and appreciated by 

music scholars and musically astute audiences. Baroque music has 

taken on a universality which withstands the test of tirne. The 

tapes were produced from good quality recordings, performed by 

well known orchestras. 

Greaorian Chants 

~regorian chants are Sung without being attached to rhythm 

and a pulse can not be counted. This music is slow and contains 

no pulse, but the length of the notes are determined by the 

words of the latin text. The tranquility of a monastery is 

reflected in the music. The calming effects of this particuiar 

music has been extensively documented by Lozanov (cited in 

Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979) . Schroeder-Sheke observed that 

rhythmic patterns in the quality of Gregorian chant offers a 

"gentle lilting kind of stimulus that supports physiological 

functions but slightly elevates the feeling sensations of bodily 

processes. The Gregorian chants for the research study consists 

of male and female performances and are of good performance and 

sound quality. 



New Aae Music 

The New Age music used in this research study consists of 

piano music which is also of a restful pace. Much of it has no 

meter. That which contains a meter is of a slow tempo similar to 

the Baroque music with sorne pieces being of a more moderate 

beat. The effect of unmetered music has been reported by Halpern 

and Savary (1985), Lingerman (1985), and Goldman (1992). The 

music selections consist of compositions by Michael Jones, 

Yanni, and Danny Wright who are gifted composers of the modern 

school of New Age composition. The tapes are produced from good 

quality recordings. 

The Role of  mv own Experience in the Interview Process 

According to Moustakas (1994), the researcherls own 

experience is present throughout the research process and the 

researcherls own understanaing of the phenomenon increases in 

depth (p. 17). The heightened awareness and understanding of my 

own experience with music as background for learning activities 

served to direct interviews and analysis. Self-awareness and 

knowledge of the phenomenon increased my ability to be vigilant 

for cues provided in the stories of participants, and evaluate 

data for signif icance. Moustakas (1994) states that tt 'constant 

appraisai of significancew and lchecking and judgingf facilitate 

the process of achieving a valid depiction of the experience 

being investigatedw and allows for repeated verification that 

the synthesis of the phenomenon that is developed actually 

portrays the phenornenon (p. 18). 

1, as researcher, became the first participant in this 

study. 1 began with ~ a v i d  Hunt's Inside-out notion (Hunt 1987, 

1991). Hunt proposes that the researcher begin with hirn/herself 

and explore the phenomenon through the use of reflexivity, 



responsiveness, and reciprocality (1987). Hunt defines ref lexive  
as Ifreflecting back on oneself II (Hunt, 1987, p. 115) . Using 
Hunt's application of the Kolb Experiential Learning Cycle 

(Hunt, 1987), 1 conducted an intensive exploration of my 

persona1 experience as learner, educator, and researcher, and of 

my persona1 beliefs and understanding of the phenomenon. In 

addition, 1 contracted with a colleague to interview me, using 

the draft guidelines that had been developed for the research 

study. This interview was transcribed and served as a beginning 

in the process of making meaning of my experience with music as 

background for learning . 

Like Moustakas (1990) , Hunt emphasizeç the importance of 
the researcher s own experience. According ta Hunt "any 

observation must be firmly based in one's own implicit theories 

and belief SI! (1987, p. 116) . Consequently, throughout the 

research process, 1 used the steps of Kolbls Experiential 

Learning Cycle (Kolb, 1975) to gain an understanding of my 

experience as learner and as researcher. Using this reflexive 

process helped me to understand my own experience as learner and 

the significance of music in my learning. Knowledge gained 

served to guide the construction and implementation of the 

research design and helped to place the phenomenon as 

experienced by myself as researcher in a broader context. Being 

aware of my own experience allowed me to be aware of personal 

bias which could influence the research process. 

Responsiveness fvrequires that researchers consider the 

interviewees as resource peopleff (Hunt, 1991, p. 128) . The 
participantsf implicit theories and images are valued. For nie, 

a concern was to create an atmosphere of collaboration and 

reciprocity which allowed the participants to feel free to tell 

their own stories. ~ h i s  was especially a concern since the 

participants were also students in the program in which 1 teach. 
1 could not allow the role of student and teacher ta interfere 



with the research process. Respect for the participants and the 

valuing of their input was of utmost importance to me. 

To develop a collaborative relationship, I had to ensure 

that the participants felt absolutely free to express their 

thoughts and feelings. Consequently, tirne and energy was spent 

at the outset, to develop a trusting relationship with each 

person. The participants were respected as the experts of their 

experiences. 1 valued their knowledge and contributions and 

sought their help in the exploration of the phenomenon. 

Throughout the interviews, I tried to stay focused on their 

stories, and to listen for their meaning making of their 

experiences. In addition, the participants ' f eedback relating to 
the interview process was requested. Feedback that was received 

contributed to the evolution of the research process. 

Initially, 1 was concerned that the participants awareness 

of my position as a teacher in their program would discourage a 

free exchange of ideas. In retrospect, I believe that my role as 

educator did not pose a barrier. Participants expressed a sense 

of comfort, corrected the transcripts, and pointed out 

discrepancies between the developed profile of their experiences 

and their own perceptions. 

Hunt (1991) indicates that reciprocality "consists of 

working and learning togetheru (p. 32) . In the spirit of 

reciprocality, the participants became co-researchers. We 

collaborated to explore the phenomenon. Sharing my own 

experience allowed participants to reflect on my experience, 

examine my assumptions, and describe the various aspects of 

their own experiences as similar or different. Listening to 

their intentions as participants helped me gain an understanding 

of their needs and establish a mutually acceptable, and trusting 

relationship. 



This research was collaborative. To promote a sense of 

partnership in the research process, time was taken to explain 

the interview process and the importance of the participantsv 

contributions. To encourage participants to share their stories, 

I focused on using the dialogue process during interviews. 

llDialogue is the preferred approach in that it aims toward 

encouraging expression, elucidation, and disclosure of 

experience being investigatedwv (Moustakas, 1990, p. 47) . 
Moustakas points out that there may be moments in an interview 

when the researcher %hare(s) an experience that will inspire 

and evoke richer, f uller , more comprehensive depict ionswv from 
the CO-researchers (p. 47) . 1 shared my experience with music as 
background for my own learning activities and disclosed my own 

beliefs. This approach provided an opportunity for the 

participants to question my assumptions. This strategy was used 

to foster spontaneous sharing by the participants, and to 

empower them to tell their stories and to articulate implicit 

theories of their experiences. "The persons must be willing to 

Say freely what they t h ink  and feel relevant to the research 

question, and what emerges in their awareness when the 

phenomenon becomes the focus of their attention and 

concentrationvf (Moustakas, 1990, p. 47) . Free expression by 

participants was particularly a concern since they were students 

in a university program in which 1 am a faculty member. 

1 was very aware of participantsv busy schedule and the 

demands 1 was placing on their time; thus I ensured that 

interviews were scheduled to accommodate their needs. In 

addition, time was provided for participants to relax, become 

confortable, and make the shift from previous activities to the 

present focus on their experiences with music as background for 

learning . 



Reduciact Research Bias 

Moustakas (1994) addresses the need for the Epoche process 

in heuristic research. When implementingthe Epoche process, the 

researcher employs disciplined and systematic efforts to set 

aside persona1 prejudgements regarding the phenornenon being 

investigated. Moustakas sees Epoche as a process of setting 

aside predilections, prejudices, predispositions, and allowing 

things, events, and people to enter anew into consciousness, and 

to look and see them again as if for the first tirne. This is 

necessary in order to Vaunch the study as far as possible free 

of preconceptions, beliefs, and knowledge of the phenomenon £rom 

prior experience and professional studies-to be completely 

open, receptive, and naive in listening to and hearing research 

participants describe their experience of the phenomenon being 

investigated" (Moustakas, 1994, p. 22). Before conducting an 

interview, 1 took time out to reflect on the format for the 

interview and center myself to be fully present and alert to my 

own presence in the experience, to engage in reflective 

listening, and to frame questions carefully to eliminate 

persona1 bias. Centering helped me to stay focused, ta be aware 

of my influence on the participant, and to be vigilant for 

comments made by participants that indicated a need for more in 

depth exploration, 

During the interview, when uncertain about my influence on 

the participant's reçponse, 1 sought clarification to ensure 

that 1 received the person's own story. To further scrutinize 

for contamination of researcher's bias, I listened to each tape, 

alert for cues which might lead the participant such as voice 

inflection, comments made, and questions asked. With the same 
focus in mind, 1 reviewed each transcript on two separate 

occasions to examine carefully for questions asked and comments 

made in relation to responses obtained. 



The ethical review procedure of The Ontario Institute for 

Studies in Education and the metropolitan downtown university 

housing the basic baccalaureate nursing program was followed 

(Appendixas 10, 11, pp. 211, 2 12 ) . Administrative consent was 
secured from the Director of the University% School of Nursing 

(Appendix, 12, pp. 213-216) . 

Participants received verbal and written explanation of the 

purpose of the study and the procedures to be used in the data 

collection. participants were assured in writing that they could 

withdraw from the study at any time (See ~ppendix 13, p. 217). 

Since individuals' responses to different music may Vary, 

participants were told that persons respond dif ferently to music 

and when listening to music they may experience a variety of 

feelings, thoughts, and mental images. They were also told that 

while listening to music, they may recall experiences that have 

long been forgotten. 

Since participants were students in the school of nursing 

in which 1 teach, to protect them, 1 selected participants from 

only one section of the two third-year sections of students. 

~ h i s  allowed for the possibility of my continued teaching of 

preferred courses while, at the same time, not being involved in 

the classroom teaching or clinical supervision of those who were 

participants in my study. Other faculty members of the school of 

nursing were not aware of who was in the study. 

Meetings with participants were conducted in the home 

university. A room was booked for each meeting. With the 

exception of one final interview, al1 were conducted in a 

private room in the academic institution. To eliminate 

disturbances and ensure privacy, rooms on either side of the 

interview room were also reserved for the scheduled times. To 



further increase the potential of privacy, meetings were 

arranged for early mornings and evening times to ensure that 

most university faculty were not in the school. In retrospect, 

although this increased the privacy, on two occasions the 

arrangement made proved not to be the most desirable tirne since 

the participants were tired and needed to eat supper during Our 

meeting. The one final meeting which was not held in the 

university was conducted in the participant's home. 

Limitations of the studv 

The select group of learners from which the participants 

derive places a limitation on this study. The participant 

population was small and consisted mostly of women who were 

university students. Therefore it is not certain to what extend 

these findings may be applicable to students in other types of 

post secondary education. In addition, the participants were 

students in a nursing program. The rigorous nature of nursing 

programs tends to be anxiety provoking. Other academic programs 

may not have such effects on the learner, and individuals in 

such programs may not experience the need to cope with anxiety 

created by their course of study. Being free from such anxiety, 

may result in different reactions to the use of music while 

learning . 

Data Anal~sis 

~nalysis of the data was conducted in three phases: 

1) participantst experiences with music before participating 

in the study, 

2) participants l experiences with music using the tapes 

provided by the researcher , 
3) cornparison of themes that emerged f rom participants ' 



stories. 

Steps used to analyze the data of participants' use of 

music before participating in this study included: 

1) initial review of the audio-cassette recordings and 

transcripts of the first interviews in preparation for the 

second interview, 

2) review of the second interview to identify the data that 

related to the participant's experience prior to her/his 

use of the tapes provided for the research study, 

3) immersion in each participant's story of her/his 

experience with music before participating in this study, 

4) coding of data of participantst experiences with music 

before participating in this study, 

5) comparison and analysis of data within themes. 

1 began the analysis process by first listening to each 

audio-recording of data to gain an understanding of rny interview 

style and my influence on the participant during the interview, 

and the participantst responses detectable by tone of voice, 

hesitation, and speech pattern. Listening a second time to each 

tape while transcribing the interview further helped me become 

familiar with the content and quality of each interview. 

To plan for the second round of interviews I reviewed the 

transcript of a participant's first interview before our second 

meeting to gain an understanding of the data and identify 

direction for follow-up. Any points that indicated a need for 

clarification and verification were marked. Notes were made of 

areas to pursue in more depth in the successive interviews. 

Questions were developed and recorded and served to direct 

follow-up during the second interview. After completing this 

process with the first two participants' data, 1 included 

follow-up questions in the copy of the transcript for the 

participant to review before Our next meeting. This facilitated 



the follow-up process during the next interview. Initial 

thoughts and impressions on the data were also recorded. 

Transcripts of the second intervievs were reviewed to 

identify data relevant to participantsv experiences with music 

before participating in the study. The identified data were 

included in the analysis of participantst experiences before 

their use of the research music. 

Then 1 focused on each participant's data of the 

experience with music before using the tapes. In keeping with 

Moustakasl (1990) approach for heuristic research analysis to 

Ilenter into the material in timeless immersion until it is 

understoodw (p. 51) , 1 focused on one participant l s data at a 
tirne and imersed myself in that data until 1 felt that 1 

grasped that person's experience with music before participating 

in this study. Thoughts, feelings, reactions, and impressions 

that surfaced were recorded. Once 1 had internalized one 

participant's experience, a profile was developed. A similar 

process was followed with the data of the other seven 

individuals . 

Steps used to analyze the data of participantst experiences 

with the research music include: 

1) a review of transcripts of the second and third 

interviews to separate data into that of participantsf 

experiences before participating in the research and their 

experiences with the research music, 

2) review of data received by the participants1 completed 

Learning Response Sheets, 

3) immersion in each participant% data related to her/his 

experience with the tapes. 



Steps followed to analyze data by themes include: 

1) development of themes and coding of data, 

2) revision of themes and sorting of data with the help of 

ethnography, 

3) comparison and analysis of data within themes. 

While 1 was immersed in the data to gain an understanding 

of each individual story, themes became evident, rules for 

inclusion for themes were identif ied, and the data were coded. 

Data were àivided into two major themes, childhood experience 

and experience as an adult. Within these themes, ideas brought 

forth by the Pre-interview Questionnaire, and during the first 

interview and its follow-up questioning on the second interview 

related to the emergence of ten distinct sub-themes. Category 

rules for inclusion for each sub-theme w e r e  developed and the 

data were coded. The system of coding was reviewed by a research 

colleague. With the  use of Word Perfect, data were sorted into 

categories. 

Once coding was completed, 1 proceeded with an in-depth 

content analysis of data to seek understanding and meaning of 

the data and learn of similarities and differences among themes 

and sub-themes that had emerged. In addition, 1 immersed myself 

in the data to gain an understanding of the themes within each 

person's story. This phase of analysis also focused on the 

comparison of the eight participants ' stories, to gain 

understanding of similarities and differences in the 

participants' experiences with music. 

For a second round of analysis, the codes and rules for 

inclusion were reviewed and revised and a new set of themes 

emerged (Appendix 14, p. 220). The ethnography cornputer program 

was used to sort the data of a l1  three interviews in sub-themes. 
Immersing myself in the data aided in the understanding of 

commonalities and differences among participants. However, 1 



felt uncornfortable with the fragmentation of the participants' 

experiences that seemed to occur when 1 concentrated on one 

theme at a time. Consequently, 1 returned to each participant's 

data and immersed myself in the individual's total story to gain 

a deeper understanding of each participant's experience. Once I 

felt satisfied with the completeness of each person's story, 1 

returned to the themes to increase the depth of my understanding 

of similarities and d i f  ferences among themes, sub-themes , and 
participants1 experiences. 

The Presence of Music Throuahout The Analvsis Process 

Writing this thesis became a true test for the usefulness 

of music as background for my activity. In the past, and when 

writing the first draft of this thesis, my critic "Hawkw was 

very active. 1 had learned to gain some control over IfHawkl' but 

that voice became very disruptive when I tried to focus on the 

writing of this thesis. There were two thoughts in my mind, one 

articulating what 1 wanted to write and the second expressing my 

self doubt about being able to complete the task, and reminding 

me of a l1  the things that 1 needed to do. I relied on music t o  

reduce the tension that escalated when sitting down to mite. 

Music with no meter such as Halpern' s compositions: Comf ort Zone 

and Spectrum Suite were my constant companion. T h a t  music 

reduced the voice of my inner critic and relaxed me. 

Consequently, 1 found it easier to focus and immerse myself in 

the task. Thoughts such as: "1 will never get this done" and 

Vhis is an impossible taskW' were quieted. Now, 1 automatically 

reach for music when 1 want to focus on my research project. 

~ u s i c  became an essential companion for the task. ~ometimes 

it became a challenge to find the right music. 1 became very in 

tune with my inner feelings, sensations of restlessness, and 

increasing tension and selected music that could help. ~nitially 



1 varied the music, selecting from slow Baroque, New Age, 

Halpern's music, and Gregorian chants. Baroque music seems to 

fil1 the space in my mind that would otherwise be occupied by my 

inner critic Wawkw and 1 could focus. However, when WawkW was 

most active and my tension prevented me from focusing on the 

writing, Baroque music could not quiet the critic. 1 found 

myself returning to Halpern's Comfort Zone, S ~ e c t r u m  Suite and 
Enhancina Creativitv. The latter selection contains subliminal 

messages. 1 do not question at this time whether the subliminal 

messages had any ef fect on me. For variety, 5: used this tape and 

found it as useful as Halpern's other compositions. 



3 THE PARTICIPANTS' PROFILES 

The first section of this chapter gives a brief synopsis of 

the participants * experiences with music as background for  
learning activities . Then , each participant s experience with 
the music provided for the research study is described. 

A Synopsis of the Participants' meriences with nusic B e f o r e  

Enterina the Research 8 t u d ~  

This section provides a brief overview of each 

participant's experience with music as background for learning 

activities before entering the research study. It furnishes a 

synopsis of the participants' prof iles f ound in ~ppendix 15, pp. 

222-248 . 

Chanelle 

Chanelle is a twenty-four year old woman who, outside her 

full-tirne commitment to her studies i n  nursing, teaches 

aerobics, trains athletes, and holds a part-time job. Her way of 

relaxing is to go running with a client. During her childhood, 

music was introduced through figure-skating and at home by her 

older brothers, whose music interfered with her ability to 

concentxate on her school work. Her use of music includes 

recalling a tune when bored, listening to specific music to 

balance her energy, relax, focus, create her own environment, 

and cover the noise of roommates. Her music preference depends 

on her level of energy and her mood and she selects from New 

Age , Dance, Classical, and Popular music. Chanelle pref ers 

complete silence when needing to concentrate on dif f icult 

concepts. She uses certain music for spec i f i c  learning 

activities based on the effect she hopes to achieve. When 



stressed and tense, she selects New Age music to relax and 

focus. When she is feeling tired, she selects ttmore up beat 

musicvt to give her energy. 

Lora is a twenty-six year old woman who loves to sing. She 

recalls spending many hours singing along while listening to 

records as a child, singing in the school choir, and up to age 

thirteen doing her homework in front of the television. As an 

adult, Lora uses music to relax, drown out noise created by her 

roommates, be by herself, and create an illusion that helps her 

stay with the learning activity. ItIt drowns out the f act that 

the roommates have gone to bed. Itts like fooling myself into 

believing 'oh it's not that latet ." 

Like several other participants, Lora likes quiet when 

studying difficult concepts and writing papers, but prefers to 

listen to music while organizing her learning task, and when the 

learning activity does not require a great amount of 

concentration. Most of the time she likes to have some 

background noise, "Sometimes it will be the TV, sometimes the 

radio or a tape.It Whether Lora uses music when studying for a 

test depends on the amount to study, the content, how prepared 

she is, and how tired she feels, When tired, çhe uses music to 

stimulate her and keep her awake. Like Chanelle, Lora chooses 

music according to how she feels. Her favourite music is Soft 

Rock, Pop, and Rhythm and Blues. 



Mia is twenty-nine years old, and also holds a part time 

job. As a child she learned to play the piano, clarinet, and 

saxophone, and accompanied her school work with music. She 

likes, and uses a variety of music, depending on her mood and 

the activity. She did not talk of a noisy home environment, but 

expressed her needs in the following way: "If itls too quiet 1 

canlt concentrate and study.. .I hear al1 the little noises.. . 
When it is too quiet 1 get a song going in my head, then I am 

thinking of that instead of studying." M i a  selects Popular, 
lively music when reflecting on clinical learning experiences, 

Baroque music for writing papers, and loud, fast music when 

typing the paper. When studying for a test, she %anlt seem to 

settle d o m  and do it without the music.It M i a  uses music to 

relax, eliminate other sounds including those in her head, 

adjust her energy level for the Pace of her learning activity, 
and take a break. 

Michel le 

Michelle is thirty-six years old, and lives with her two 

teenage offspring. During childhood and adolescence, music was 

a part of her home environment, and she sang in a church choir. 

Michelle prefers an environment free from distracting noise, and 

music is a distraction. She stated: "1 am not sure 1 ever 

considered it anything else." Finding it difficult to attain 

real quiet with two adolescents in the home, Michelle has 

learned to block out theix noise. Her music selections includes 

Baroque and the Blues. She is not familiar with New Age music. 

She believes that music is Welaxing, curing, and a diversion 

that  prevents her £rom drifting off." 



Wong is a twenty-one years old man who emigrated from Hong 
Kong four years before participating in the research study. As 

a child, he learned to play the piano. Wong expressed his love 

of music by stating: "Music is my second life." He prefers music 

that is %mooth, quiet, slow, and soft, particularly that of 

Beethoven and Mozart. Wong prefers a quiet environment for 

studying, but has difficulty attaining this while living with 

five people. He sometimes uses music to cover the noise; 

however, when he has difficulty concentrating, he prefers to 

have quiet. He finds music relaxing and uses it for that 

purpose. 

Jessie, age thirty-four, also grew up with music. As a 

child, she learned to play the violin, but gave that up when 

enjoyment was dampened by the pressure to perform. She 

associates music with different times of her life and her 

present music choice entirely consists of three specific female 

vocalists. Jessie uses music to relax, and focus and to enjoy 

the learning activity. Like Wong, Chanelle, and Michelle, ~ e s s i e  

prefers silence when the learning task requires concentration. 

She uses music as a distraction to clear her mind of other 

thoughts, and to reflect on learning experiences. 

K a t e  played the flute until she was a younq adult. This 

twenty-four year old woman also has a noisy home environment. 

Like Jessie, when she listens to music, Kate makes strong 

association with experiences and people. She explained her use 



of music for studying in the following manner: 
I go into the studying quite deep and f l i p  out again. I 
am really aware that  there is music on. 1 donv t leave it on 
for decoration. . .There are times when 1 go in so far 
thinking about what ever I v m  reading so much itvs almost 
like resurfacing. Then 1 think: 'Oh, we're on that cut 
already . 
Kate also spoke of stress. She usually prefers silence when 

she is really stressed about her studies, although extreme 

stress is "a rare occa~ion.~~ When less stressed, she usually 

haves music on and Itf orget [s) that it s there. 1f For studying, 

Kate prefers to use Jazz. Like several other participants, she 

makes deliberate music choices based on how she feels. Similar 

to Lora, for K a t e  music provides an illusion and a welcomed 

distraction. She surnmed it up by saying: "1 would rather be 

stimulated by things than let them be wallpaper.. . .Ivm partiy 
using it in my life to heighten my experience, because 1 think 

it deserves to be heightened." 

Dacia 

Dacia, age thirty-six, holds a part-time job. Although she 

did not have any forma1 music education as a child, she loved to 
listen to music at home. As an adult, Dacia experiences 

considerable stress in relation to her school work, and uses New 

Age music with whale sounds for studying to help her relax. For 

her, music has a calming effect, and "takes away the stress.vv 
Like other participants, she selects music to adjust her energy 

level. Dacia prefers "the Oldiesw and New Age music as 

background for learning activities. 



Partici~ants' Esmerience With the Music 
Provided by This Btud'jt 

Participants used the music provided by the researcher for 

a variety of activities. Not al1 participants tried al1 four 

types of music with each learning activity. In general, when the 

music on a tape was not enjoyable, a p a r t i c i p a n t  would not  use 

it again even for a different activity. The following section 

describes each participant's story. 

Chanelle used the tapes while studying for various courses. 

Before working with t h e  music, she used a "piano type of New Age 

music," a favourite selection being Eilary Staggts music. 

Chanelle tried to work with al1 four types of music but 

preferred the New Age selections. She learned early in life that 

when she f i n d s  something which has a positive effect for her, 

she continues t o  use it. 

Learnincr With Barocnie Music 

Chanelle used the Baroque music as background while she 

studied class notes. Even when she was relaxed and cornfortable 

at the beginning of the activity, the Baroque music distracted 

her, and increased her stress and her physical  tension. Because 

she was distracted, wanting to listen to the music, she 

experienced emotional discornfort, irritation, and restlessness. 

Consequently, she shut the tape off after fifteen minutes 

knowing this would help her relax. 



Learnina w i t h  Greaorian Chants 

Gregorian chants gave Chanelle "cornfort. About Gregorian 

chants she states, "Gregorian chant gives a confort because it 

reminds me of being in church, so 1 can relax and think of 

things. It would put me in the same type of aura that being in 

church would. tt Chanelle used this music when tired and mentally 

drained ?#at the beginning of a learning activity which was not 

related to the nursing programfr ~ u r i n g  the activity, her mind 
kept going to the music, but she experienced emotional comEort 

and noted that her thoughts came more freely. At the end of the 

activity she felt Velaxed and comf ortable and f el1 asleep. @l 

Chanelle realized that she can not use this music for school 

work but will use it for other learning activities. 

Learnincr With Steven Hal~ern's Music 

Halpern's music was used by Chanelle on a number of 

occasions while she studied. Each time, although she felt 

stressed at the beginning, while the music was playing she felt 

more relaxed, more focused than usual, was able to concentrate 

the entire time the tape was playing, and experienced a feeling 

of % m e r  peacew. At the end, she felt satisfied with what she 

achieved. 

Learninff W i t h  New Aue Music 

When using the New Age tape as background for studying 

course material, Chanelle was unaware of the music, her thoughts 

came more freely, she became more focused on her studies, and 

was able to concentrate for one ta one and a half hours while 

the music was playing. She felt less stressed, confident and 

happy at the end of the learning activity. When comparing the 

New Age music to that of Steven Halpern, Chanelle noted that 

while studying, both had the same effect. Although Chanelle 



usually feels stressed and anxious when starting the learning 

activity, both types of music allowed her to relax and focus. 

Consequently, she continues to use both tapes while studying 
course material. "It really helps .... It helped me settle my 

thoughts .... I enjoyed the peacefulness of it....Sensation of 

comfort. Iq 

Chanelle compares the Baroque music to the New Age music. 
I tried to do the same studying with Baroque music.. .but it 
just wasn't the same sensation or focusing mentally. ... whereas with this music [New Age], even though I still 
had everything to do, the total concentration was totally 
on what I read....It [ B a r o q u e ]  wasn't giving m e  the total 
clarity. 

She decided not to use Baroque music again while studying, but 

stay with New Age music and that of Steve Halpern, since that 

music made her feel less stressed, more relaxed, and emotionally 

comfortable. ''1 think that music helps me pull it all together, 

not that it forces me, but that I realize that even if I'm not 

totally wanting to do something, I get kind of caught up into it 

and read." New Age and Halpern's music are an alternative for 

Chanelle to reduce stress and increase the ability to focus. 

With that music, she can control the environment making it "more 

comfortable. l1 The New Age and Steven Halpern's music give her 

the same clarity which she could previously attain in %omplete 

silence. It gives me the same sensation that that's all there 

is, what is in front of me, everything is removed kind of 

outside of that. . . . You can feel comfortable, there is a total 
clarity and nothing is getting in your way, and I guess that is 

the difference with the new music.11 In the past, Chanelle had 

used her own selections of New Age music as background for 

studying; thus she was already familiar with music similar to 

the New Age music of the research study. 



Chanellems Favourite Music 

The New Age music is Chanellets favourite and she will 

continue to use that tape. She stated that her grade in one 

course increased by ten percent when she used the New Age music 

as background while studying. This was very significant for her 

because she believed that the New Age music gave her a llcomplete 

clarity of thinking which before [she] had not experiencedtr and 

this helped her to improve her grade. 

1 found that I have done better on some things using that 
music [New Age] , so 1 would keep using it, because 1 feel that 
could have been one of the factors that helped .... There was a 
big change over, and the only thing that 1 changed was 1 
changed the music and the study patterns with the music. 1 was 
using the music more frequently. So because of that, now 1 
would use it more often when 1 am doing that same studying for 
the same course....I know it helped me with my sociology 
before, that New Age music, then I would use it 
again.. .because if it gave me that sensation, then if P m  just 
fooling myself, it doesn't matter because 1 will fool myself 
if it is going to work. 

Chanelle denied that any other factors had changed and thus may 

have contributed to the change in her grade on the test. She 

insisted that there was no change in the conditions that 

influenced her studying for the test with the exception of the 

music but she repeated: %y grades al1 of a sudden jumped up in 

one course...ten percent." 

Chanelle was not familiar with the New Age music on the 

cassette. She enjoys having a wider choice of music to use as 

background to block distractions when studying Ituninterestingt' 

course material. Now, even when she can attain a quiet 

environment, she will use this music for studying because it 

gives her that llclarity.@t An additional benefit that Chanelle 

experienced was a transfer of energy. She noted that the music 
gives her energy, and thus, when tired but needing to study, she 

is able to focus on the learning activity and is "still able to 

grasp the information. 



The Need for Silence 

Chanelle prefers silence so that she %an l i s t e n  to her 
thoughts." Consequently, she did not record her use of the tapes 

for clinical reflections or while planning or writing papers. 

For these activities she needs silence. When she can not achieve 

the silence she will use New Age and Steve Halpern's music to 

block distracting noise. 

Lora s E m e r i e n c e  

Before participating in the research study, Lorals learning 

activities while at home were accompanied by the television, 

radio, or a variety of music containing lyrics. She was not 

familiar with any of the music provided by the researcher. She 

tried a l 1  four tapes as background for learning activities and 
listened to the tapes of New Age, Baroque and Halpern's music 

while studying for tests. When using Baroque and New Age music 

as background, although initially tired, agitated and anxious, 

she becomes less stressed, experiences emotional comfort and 

calmness. 

~earnina With Baroque Music 

Lora f i n d s  especially Baroque music unintrusive, "very 

soothing, It and having "a nice calming and warming ef fect. 

Baroque music is also her favourite when writing reflective 

entries in her clinical journal. Reflecting on her clinical 

learning experience produces stress for Lora and Baroque music 

provides a background in which she experiences llemotional 

comf art and calmness, fr and becomes "ref ocused on the clinical 

experience more positively . She concludes that Baroque music 

helps her "relax, shut away the xest of the world, and foc~s.'~ 



tearnincr With New Aae and Steven Halpern's Music 

When Lora used New Age music while preparing for a test and 

feeling anxious and pressured for tirne, the music irritated her. 

She observed a similar experience with Halpern1 music as 

background for studying. She concludes that she does not like 

this music, and thus did not use it further. She noted that 

although New Age music is also  relaxing at times, she prefers 

the Baroque music as background when stressed but needing to 

study. In addition to Baroque music, Gregorian chants provide 

a suitable background for Lora when she reflects on her clinical 
learning experiences. 

Leasnina With Greaorian Chants 

Lora was not familiar with Gregorian chants, having never 

before listened to this type of music. She likes Gregorian 

chants as background for studying. This music relaxes her. 

Because she can not sing along with the chants, the music is not 

distracting yet provides a calming background. Conçequently, it 

provides a helpful background for learning situations that 

previously required silence. Çhe has discovered that she needs 

to be in a Ilcertain moodN to listen to Gregorian chants, but can 

use Baroque music at any time. She now knows that Baroque music 

and Gregorian chants do not distract or irritate her, but lyrics 

or the television have that effect. Therefore, she can have this 

music in the background for studying at times when, in the past, 

she would have preferred silence because of the tension that she 

experiences. She states: 

1 found that the Baroque music and Gregorian chants allowed me 
to use music f urther. The music that 1 listen to on my own had 
lyrics, so there was a point where 1 would turn off that music 
sooner than now. Now 1 have the option of Baroque and 
Gregorian chants, which allow me t o  use music a little bit 
more, 1 can listen to it when 1 wouldngt have listened to any 
other music....It j u s t  doesn't distract me, it doesn't 
irritate me. 1 just know music with lyrics would distract 



me. . , but 1 can still listen to Baroque and ~regorian chants. 
Itls not agitating me any further. 

This has been a significant learning for Lora, since it is 

important for her to enhance her environment by music or 

television so she can relax, enjoy her learning activity, and 

feel "connected." She intends to continue using Baroque music 

and Gregorian chants. can keep it on longer/' and "1 think 

they helped pass the time a little." In future, when she does 

not want complete silence for learning activity and the 

television is too distracting, she will use Baroque music or 

Gregorian chants as background. 

Loravs Favourite Music 

Baroque music and the Gregorian chants are Lorals 

f avourites. Vhey never interf eren with her thoughts, and she 
feels %oothedM by them even when numerous things are racing 

through her mind. For Lora, these two types of music have 

hannony and "everything fit together and flowed.lr In contrast, 

in New Age and Halpern's music sounds were "competing with the 

rest of the music, and also with [her]  train of thought." This 

was irritating for her. 

Lora listened to Baroque music and Gregorian chants while 

reflecting on and writing about her clinical evaluation which in 

the past was done in front of the television. She noted that 

although she f e l t  anxious when beginning the task, the music 

"helped drown out external noise and pass the timeof1 She 

acknowledges that doing the evaluation in front of the 

television set takes much more time because she uses the 

television to distract her from the stress she exper iences  but 

it also distracts her from the learning activity. Baroque music 

and Gregorian chants will accompany the writing of her self- 

evaluations in the future because she llloveslt this music and 
both tapes are not distracting her from the task but "have the 



same effect," relaxing her and helping her focus. 

With Baroque music and Gregorian chants as background for 

studying, Lora "could think, and then when [she] wanted to get 

away from it there was still the music providing a break but not 

interfering with getting back to the ta~k.~! Now Loravs vlbreakstf 

are shorter than when in the past she worked in front of the 

television, or listened to lyrics during learning activities 

such as studying and reflecting on and writing about 

her clinical learning experiences. 

Insiqhts Lora has Gained 

Although Lorats study habits are still similar to those of 

childhood, and she describes herself as a learner who has always 

been Iva person to do two things at onceftt now she realizes that 

she can still do "two things," but a change in choice of music 

might be helpful. She learned that her present use of music for 

learning activities stem from her childhood learning experience. 

She was reminded of the inappropriateness of her pas-t: selections 

of music and television as background for learning activities, 

and has learned that she can be more selective in the audio 

background she chooses. 

In the past, while reflecting on and recording her clinical 

learning experiences, Lora used music with lyrics, or did this 

work in front of the television set. She has discovered that 

when using lyrics or the television to give her that Ivbreak,l1 

she is distracted, the break is longer, and she gets less school 

work completed. Experiencing Baroque music and Gregorian chants 

as background during home-implemented learning activities 

reinforced for her that although the television and music with 

lyrics connect her with the outside world, they divert her from 

the task. She learned that Baroque music and Gregorian chants 

provide for her an unintrusive audio-environment in which she 



can relax and focus on learning activities, yet still feel 

isolated from her roommatefs noise. 

Lora is now more aware of her tendency to procrastinate 

and realizes that, when she procrastinates, her dislike for the 

learning activity and the stress and tension she experiences 

increase. She also recognizes that her desire to work part-time 

and be an active participant in athletics significantly 

decreases the time available for learning activities related to 

her program of study. The pressure created by the time crunch 

makes her feelmore uncornfortable andthis increases her dislike 

for the learning activity. As before, time pressure continues to 

be a problem for Lora. Participating in this research study 

reminded her that she tends to leave things to the l a s t  minute 

and this creates stress, 

Lora8s Need for Silence 

Lora recognizes that she still prefers silence when the 

activity requires intense concentration, or when she feels very 

pressured for tirne and needs to study for a test. She states, 

"There is an ultirnate level [where] 1 turn everything off. Lora 

did not try using the tapes while planning and writing papers. 

For that activity she prefers silence so that she can listen to 

her own thoughts. "1 am saying things over and over in my mind, 

listening to my own thoughts." 

M i s  s Exper ience 

Miats primary goal when deciding to participate in this 
research was to gain insight into the usefulness of various 

music as background for learning activities and hoped to find 

new music that she can use as background for learning 

activities. To her surprise she discovered that New Age music, 



Gregorian chants, and the music of Steven Halpern, al1 can be 
useful as background when she needs to concentrate. 

She explored her experience with al1 four tapes as well as 

with her own music, and when studying in silence. She used the 

tapes while studying or reviewing course material, preparing for 

presentations, and writing a paper. To become familiar with the 

music, she listened to each tape for ten to fifteen minutes 

before using it for the first time. After working with the 

cassettes, she concluded that al1 four types of music are 

"effectiveu because she is less restless, more relaxed and 

cornfortable, and more f ocused for a sustained length of time (up 

to three hours) while the music provides the background when 

studying. The music helps to blocks her own ltwhispersw and 

external environmental distractions. 

In each written recording of her experience with a tape, 

Mia indicated that in the presence of the music her interest in 

the learning activity increased. She noted that al1 four tapes 

help to make the learning activity enjoyable even when she 

initially feels uncomfortable, restless and bored, and does not 

want to do the task. Consequently, she is able to stay with the 

activity and experience a sense of "relaxation, achievement, and 

satisfaction 

Learninq With Barocme Music 

In the past, Miz. had used her own Baroque music as 

background for home-implemented learning activities such as 

reading and studying. She already knew that slow Baroque music 

%s effective as a backdrop for such activities and deliberately 

did not use the Baroque tape as much." She knew that this tape 

contained music which Itwas really effectivew for her. Baroque 

music was used by Mia while reading, studying for a test, and 

while preparing for a group project. Each tirne she noticed being 



more relaxed and focused, and not distracted by the music- 

Learninq With New Acre Music 

Mia was very surprised by the effect of the New Age music. 

Initially, she was very reluctant to listen to this music since 

she believed that she would not like it. To her amazement, she 

liked the New Age music, and discovered that when she uses it as 

background for learning activities such as planning for 

proj ects, reading course material, and studying, she f eels 

relaxed, experiences emotional comfort and inner peace, is more 

focused than usual, and can concentrate the entire time the tape 
was playing (2 hours). She recorded the following observation: 

"1 felt really good - very relaxed and in high spirits, Enjoyed 
the music and had a good time during work. Had never 

experimented with New Age music before. [It is] like a new 

adventure/discovery finding it works quite well for my learning 
activities (planning for a presentation) . l1 

It was an Ilexciting discoveryw for Mia to learn that New 

Age music can be enjoyable to listen to, and that it can help 

her relax and focus on her learning without interfering with her 

concentration. She explained: 

It wasnlt the type of music that 1 had ever used before. 
1 wasnft even very familiar with it. 1 wasn t aware that 
the music was playing in the background but 1 did notice 
that 1 was really focused on that learning activity which 
was kind of surprising since 1 had been quite reluctant to 
begin it, really just didntt want to do it....I have found 
something else that works for me!....I would probably be 
interested in more of the same type of music, it really 
felt like a new discovery and that it would work well for 
me, that it would be quite successiul. 

Her final comment about New Age music was: 

1 knew music worked for me but here w a s  a type of music 
that 1 have recognized as negative, 1 had never tried 
before, so for me it was really an experiment to find the 
music 1 have not used before. 



In the future, Mia wants to use the tape of New Age as 

background for activities which in the past were accompanied by 

Baroque music. 

Learnincr With Greaorian Chants 

M i a  was familiar with Gregorian chants, but she had not in 

the past considered this type of music as background for 

learning activities. She tried the ~regorian chants once while 

studying. Although she found it lteffective, especially when 

~ t r e s s e d , ~  she likes the New Age music better and tends to use 

that tape as background for reading course material and 

studying. The experience with Gregorian chants which Mia 

recorded on the Learning Response Sheet, took place while she 

was studying for a test. Although initially she had difficulty 

concentrating and experienced a "desire to be doing other 

thingsfg8 she was able to focus on the task for two hours, Velt 

very at ease, very calm, very relaxed. and noted, "1 would try 

it again, especially if stres~ed.'~ Although she normally gets 

distracted by vocal music, this did not occur with ~regorian 

chants. She noted, "It is like one of the instruments, 1 canft 

make out what they Say, so it isn't distracting, 1 cantt 

possibly sing along with them.ll She was quite surprised that 

Gregorian chants relax her and allow her to focus on the 

learning activity. Although she did not use this music often, 

she now knows that, for her, Gregorian chants are relaxing and 

can provide a change from her usual music selection. 

Learnins With Steven Hal~ern's Music 

For M i a ,  the experience with Steven Halpern's music was 

similar to that with New Age music. M i a  was not familiar with 
Steven Halpern% music and learned that this music can be as 

effective as Baroque and Classical music. She used Halpern's 

music as background while studying for a test and while writing 



a paper. Although she usually has Baroque or Classical music as 

background for these activities, Çteven Halpern's music "was as 

ef f ectivert for both activities because it Itdecreased 

restlessness, was not at al1 distracting, words corne easilytt and 
she %eemed to complete the project in less timett (MA/LRS) . she 
noted that this music is similar to the New Age music and she 

will use both for the same activities. She is pleased with her 
discovery, since it gives her a greater variety of music from 

which to choose for various learning activities. 

Learninq W i t h  Music on the Radio 

Mia also explored her experience studying while music on 

the radio provided the background. She observed that studying, 

while listening to the radio is not as effective as when she 

uses the research music as background. Music on the radio 

attracts her interest and she is distracted from the learning 

task, 

What Mia has Learned 

Before participating in this research study, Mia had not 

thought about the reasons why she used music, she "just 

automatically did, knowing that it helped. nt Now she knows that 

when feeling stressed, music is Itlike a constant in the 

background," it relaxes her, keeps her Itvery f o c ~ s e d , ~ ~  reduces 

distracting thoughts which she calls her wwhispers,ft and Itkeeps 

[her] there.It Mia has gained a better understanding of how the 

absence of music affects her. She knew that she could not study 

without music, but did not have a clear understanding of why 

silence interferes with her ability to concentrate on her 

learningtask. Consequently, she explored her experience without 

music as background hoping to discover why she finds it 

difficult to focus on her learning tasks when music is not 

present. She learned that she notices al1 other "little soundsN 



in the environment and her own thoughts tend ta intrude. She 

becomes keenly aware that "the music is missing. . . making it 

difficult to concentrate." M i a  was surprised that she Itnoticed 

the absence of music, that was really something [she] hadntt 

thought about before." She concludes that the absence of music 

f eels "quite uncornfortable, and that the learning activity 

without music turns into a "dismal experience." 

In conclusion, M i a  decided that she will continue to use 

the livelier music when ref lecting on her clinical experience 

and when trying to generate ideas for a project. She explains: 

Those are activities that have a higher energy level for 
me, they are also activities that 1 really enjoy doing, so 
1 like to pick favourite music and just [have] fun 
activities.. . .I am able to pick music then that 1 can be 
distracted by a little bit, 1 don't mind being there and 
doing it so 1 can afford to be distracted a bit. 

For studying, an activity which she 'thates,'t she will 

continue to select Baroque, but now she will also use New Age, 

and Steven Halpern's music. She explains, ''1 think it keeps me 

f ocused, it ' s like a constant in the background. . . it keeps me 
there....It is music that 1 enjoy, it is soothing, it is a 

comforting type of music." Now Mia has a greater variety of 

music from which to chose knowing that New Age and Steven 

Halpern's music and ~regorian chants are relaxing, help her 

focus, and give her a feeling of comfort while reading course 

texts and studying. She now wants to expand her music selection 

to include music of the types that were used in this study. 

Michellegs Exmerience 
Learnincr W i t h  Steven Haloernes Music 

Michelle used the tapes of music for studying for tests, 

reading a text, preparing and writing papers, and preparing for 

seminars . Steven Halpern s music was most effective for 



Michelle. Listening to Halpern's music was a new experience for 

her, since she was not familiar with this musical style. When 

using it as background for studying, it relaxed her, blocked 

external noise and prevented distraction by thoughts unrelated 

to the learning activity. She explained: 

It is taking out those other interferences, and it is not 
exactly moving in itself . . . it is just there. . .The music was 
j u s t  something that blended in along with the studies, 1 
used that almost entirely when 1 was studying.. . .It was 
very much a block, like a block of external noise, but 
something about it being there, it seemed to keep my 
thoughts, even though my thoughts would stray, it would 
bring me back. . . Ahen the distractions came in, 1 became 
aware of them sooner, and instead of just daydreaming, it 
would bring me back to remember what 1 was doing and get me 
back to it. . . it *s just something that keeps you in a 
certain space. 

Steven Halpern's music reduced Michelle's tension and was 

not distracting for Michelle even when she was fatigued or felt 

stressed, but it consistently provided an environment that 

allowed her to stay focused on the task. She used this music as 

white noise, 1 donlt find Halpern's music to be tuneful 

music.. . it is kind of nothingness music, always the same 

noise. .. . there is no real structure to it, it is nothing that 
you are inclined to follow musically, which made it great, 

especially for readingmv For Michelle, Halpern's music was 

associated with a monotone voice of relaxation tapes. "This 

monotone voice [on a relaxation tape] somehow in my head relates 

back to Halpern's music in that itls very much the same, it is 

qui te  monotone, no sudden inflections or anything like that. It 

just kind of lets me slow right down." 

Learnincr With New Aqe Music 

Michelle had a similar experience with New Age music. With 
both types of music, she can accomplish "more than usually is 

the case when studying. lu However, she pref ers Halpern ' s music, 
and now uses it as background for al1 home-implemented learning 



activities but the planning and writing of papers. Steven 

Halpern's music relaxes her, prevents other thoughts £ r o m  
distracting her, and helps her %onnect new information with 

past learning . ff 

Learninu W i t h  Greqorian Chants 

Michelle used the tape of Gregorian chants as background 

while studying for a test, reading in preparation for a seminar, 

and while trying to write a paper. She likes Gregorian chants 

as background for studying when the environment is noisy, but 

f inds it distracting when trying to write. For her, Gregorian 

chants effectively block external noise when studying for a test 

in a noisy environment. She discovered this when studying while 

travelling home late in the evening by subway and aware of her 

f%~ncentration, and ftincreased ability to rationalize material 

being readOff The music "covered the interference [noisy train 

environment] well...It blocked out everything else, it was 

excellent, 1 was going home from my evening class,  an unlikely 
time to be able to concentrate." Michelle described one 

experience while riding the subway and studying, 

1 had a certain amount to cover and it worked well. 1 found 
that quite surprising. 1 don't know Gregorian chants ... they 
corne in more, but that seemed to be a necessary thing for 
that particular situation....I never listened to ~regorian 
chants and it is kind of borderline whether 1 like them or 
not, so when you need major blocking like that, it worked. 

The use of ~regorian chants was a learning experience for 

Michelle. She was not familiar with this music and is not found 

of Gregorian chants, but she discovered that they help her 

relax, and effectively blocks external noise yet do not intrude 

on her concentration. About her experience with Gregorian chants 

she concludes: If~regorian chants at tirnes were a good thing, but 
1 didn t use that tape a great deal, it is not my type of music. 

It didnft appeal to me.If She did not like Gregorian chants as 

background while planning and writing a paper. Then, although 



the music physically relaxed her, and "blocked outside 

interferences," it became an irritant when her mind kept 

drifting to listen to the chants. 

L e a r n i n q  W i t h  Barouue Music 

Michelle liked the Baroque music and found it relaxing. 

However, when she used the Baroque music as background while 

reading course related material, she could not focus. Because 

she 'llovesw the music, she wants to listen to it instead of 

focusing on the learning task. However, when Michelle used 

Baroque music while planning a paper, she felt less stressed, 

forgot that she initially was anxious, and could focus on the 

task while outside noises were blocked. 

To compare the effects of different music, Michelle also 

t r i e d  to listen to Rock music on the radio while studying for a 

test. She found this music distracting, her thoughts wandered, 

and she wanted to get away Erom the task. Michelle now 

recognizes that Halpern's music is "much better" than her own 

music or the music on the radio. 

mat Michelle has L e a r n e d  

Initially, Michelle was interested in trying to work with 

music because she hoped that "when really stressed, it would 

help out. During the third interview she commented: "1 think 

this experience got me thinking toward using music as a help, or 

an aid for concentration.. .Before 1 just went with the idea 1 

had, that in order to concentrate, you eliminate noises. 

Although Michelle has preferences among the music provided for 

the research study, al1 of the music but the ~regorian chants is 

helpful "mostly in reading, and some studying activities." She 

discovered that when music to which she does not like to l i s t e n  

accompanies her learning activity, she can cover the material 



Ilmuch more efficiently." However, when she likes the music, it 

distracts her because she tends to listen to it. Because she is 

not attracted by Steven Halpern% music, "it really helpedtt and 

became her favourite music for studying. Michelle is pleased by 

her discovery that certain music can block external 

distractions, and at the same time reduce her tendency to Ifdrift 

o f P  with distracting thoughts. Now she has a new way to stay 

focused. She explains: %omething about it [the music] being 

there, it seemed to keep my thoughts, even though rny thoughts 

would stray it would bring them back." 

The usefulness of music to promote relaxation and thus help 

her focus while involved in a learning task, was also a learning 

for Michelle. "1 just feel a lot of tension drain away.. . .it 
lets me slow right down." For Michelle especially Baroque and 

Steven Halpernts music are "physically rela~ing.~~ She has 

learned that once she relaxes in the presence of music, she c m  

acknowledge that other tasks that need her attention, can wait. 

In the past, she has not been as successful in doing so and the 

continuing awareness of things that needed her attention kept 

her stressed. Now it is easier to block thoughts of tasks that 

dernand her attention, and she can feel cornfortable while 

immersed in a learning activity. 

A lot of what made me tense was knowing that by the end of 
the day in addition to this [learning activity] 1 had to do 
these three other things. That made me stressed and 
tense...The music is so physically relaxing, and it allows 
me to just Say: 'okay, there is this, and this, but I1m 
doing those at that time and now 1 will do thist. 

Now, Michelle is also more aware of the potential 

interference of silence during home-implemented learning 

activitieç. She noted that silence can also be distracting. 

"There is so much space there with no other distractions except 

possibly what you are supposed to be doing, but endless 

possibilities for the mind to wander.I1 She has learned that 

music can fil1 that void the same way as it blocks the noise, 



The knowledge gained by her experience as a participant in 

this study led Michelle to change her approach to creating her 

learning environment. Now she uses music as background for 

learning activities such as studying for class, projects, and 

tests. Of t h e  four types of music, she prefers that by Steven 
Halpern. She states: 

1 would stick very closely to Halpern .... 1 would try it as 
well for preparatory [work] ... it is something 1 didn't do, 
and from the experience that 1 had, 1 think it should be 
beneficial, and, yes, 1 would keep on using it .... Halpern 
is definitely much better for concentration than the radio 
ever was....It really helps me! 

Michelle has also changed her approach when reflecting on 

and writing about her clinical learning experiences. In the 

past, she more often used no music while reflecting. Now she 

will use Halpern's music or Baroque. She explains the choice of 

Baroque by saying: "Reflecting is a little easier t o  do than 

learning, you just have to remember, so it would be something 

that would be a little bit distracting and still would not be a 

hindrance to getting your thoughts together." 

Michelle's N e e d  for Silence 

The need for silence continues t o  be important for Michelle 

when planning and writing a paper. Then she wants to listen to 

her own thoughts. In addition, Michelle also continues to need 

silence when struggling with t h e  analysis of very difficult 

concepts. She explains: 

When it is really diff icult, when 1 am trying to figure out 
how this is al1 going to fit together, and wanted [to 
compare] one viewpoint with another, I found that 1 was 
back where I started, with silence...lack of any other 
stimulation .... When 1 -get caught up into an activity, that 
pretty well fills the space in there [ the  mind]. 



Wong prefers a quiet environment for learning, and in the 

past has used "quiet, smoothfl music on the radio to block 

external noise when trying to focus on a learning activity. He 

used the research music for a variety of activities. 

Learninq W i t h  Baroque Music 

Baroque music was Wong's favourite. He preferred the 

cassette of Baroque music as background for studying because the 

music effectively blocked outside noise, yet did not distract 

h i m  from the learning activity. He described that music as 

"smooth, quietN and stated: "It does not have surprises for me, 

there are no extremes....I could actually concentrate on my 

studying, the music was not there at all, 1 felt 1 could keep 

going for three hours or even more with the music playing with 

no stopping." He was familiar with Baroque music but did not 

have any in his persona1 collection. Wong likes this music and 
wants to have some in his own collection. He noticed that when 

he uses Baroque music as background for activities that he does 

not want to do, he becomes more interested in the activity and 

"the Baroque music actually blocks al1 the noise Erom the outer 

environment and helps to concentrate on the inner environment." 

Because Baroque music blocks his own distracting thoughts, 

and relaxes him, he now listens to it before he begins his 

studies . He explained: 
When 1 feel frustrated, 1 will turn on the music and allow 
that for fifteen minutes, and that helps. It really helps. 
I use this music to enhance relaxation more than for 
studying.. -1 believe that music is actually a substitute 
for those distractions which used to bother me while 1 was 
study ing . 
Now, Wong also uses the Baroque music as background for 

studying because it gives him an "inner peacefl and "more energy 



to go longertt and "be interested in the taskJ1 He finds that he 

can "actually concentrate on the reading, and the music is not 

there at all. tt However, because he does not have his own Baroque 

music, and finds the repetitiveness of using the same music 

trboring,ll he also continues to listen to Classical music played 

on the radio. When the radio plays music that is in harmony and 

quiet, he leaves it on, otherwise he turns it off. For him, 

t l ~ s i c  that is more in harmony is better." He realizes that 

music which is in harmony, gives him "inner peace, and helps 

him tmget over tiredness." He learned that Baroque music has the 

harmony that he likes- 

Wong often used the music provided for the research to take 

a rest. When Wong is mentally tired during a learning activity, 

he consciously chooses to listen to Baroque and sometimes New 

Age music for one-half to one hour to ffrefreshw his mind. He 

explained: V t l s  just like a drink of water, I am sort of burned 

out, empty inside....I am thirsty and definitely need something 

to refresh me, so the music does thatatl However, if he is 

physically tired and lacks energy, Baroque and New Age music is 

not refreshing. Then he needs to sleep. 

Learninq W i t h  New Aqe Music 

Wong likes the New Age music and finds it so "attractivew 

that it distracts him from his learning activity. He likes to 

listen to the New Age music to reduce his tension before he 

starts a learning activity, to take a break during the activity, 

and to relax and sleep when worries related to school work keep 

h i m  awake. The New Age music helps to reduce worries about his 

school work, and lessen his anxiety. He explained, "1 believe 

that music can refresh my mind. 



The D i s l i k e  of Steven Hal~ern's Music and Greqorian Chants 

Wong does not like Steven Halpern's music because this 

music is unmetered and thus "Iacks organi~ation,~~ it has 

instruments that he does not like, and is "tao repetitive. 

Wong was not familiar with this composer's music, and learned 

that music without rhythm, like Steven Halpern's music, 

distracts him. Being Inan organized person, " he pref ers music 

that is also organized and has rhythm. He wants to feel in tune 

with the rhythm and is unable to do so when listening to 

Halpern's music. Wong xealizes that it is important for him to 

predict the flow of the music and he can not do this with 

Halpern's music. Consequently, he is 'ltotally lost, can not 

concentrate and feels mental and physical discomfort" and is 

distracted from the learning task. Once Wong was aware of this, 

he did not seek further experience with Steve Halpern'ç music as 

background for learning activities. 

Gregorian chants also were not to Wongk liking. He used 

this music only once as background while reading his sociology 

text. For Wong, this music is f'boringwg and makes him Veel 

tired," thus he decided n o t  to try this music as background for 
other learning activities. 

What Wonq has Learned 

Bef ore participating in this research pro j ect , Wong 

preferred silence while studying for a test, when planning and 

writing papers, and when reflecting on his clinical learning 

experiences and only used music when the external environment 

was distracting, and to enjoy a learning activity which does not 

require much concentration. However, by participating in this 

research, Wong has learned that he can use Baroque music as 

background for studying because it reduces his anxiety, and 

relaxes h i m ,  so he can %oncentrate better." When listening to 



Baroque, he tends not to think about the music. "It is not there 

because the rhythm is there and the music drifts in and out.V1 It 

created comfort for him and effectively blocks external noise 

yet does not interfere with his concentration. 

In the past, Wong has used classical music offered on the 

radio as background to block noise and to enjoy learning tasks 

that demanded Little concentration but found that music 

distracting when he had to concentrate. Whether he uses music 

while studying has always depended on how he feels when he sits 

d o m  to study. When he felt stressed, Wong needed quiet to 

concentrate. Now he realizes that music can reduce his 

distracting thoughts and stress and thus help him focus when he 

has difficulty concentrating. Consequently, he now uses the 

Baroque music to decrease distracting thoughts while studying. 

However, he still prefers a quiet environment when Baroque or 

New Age music do not help reduce distracting thoughts that are 

created by school-related pressures. He will continue to use 

music to enjoy his work when 'doing something not too 

important . IV 

Two things were reaffirmed for Wong by participating in the 

research study, first, that he does not easily get tired of 

vivaldiVs "Four Seasons," and secondly, he continues to need a 

quiet environment when writing. Then he Iwneeds to concentrate 

more. Based on the experience with the tapes, Wong learned that 

music can help h i m  reduce worries and relax. In the future, he 

VVwill use music more to rest and refresh his mindll and to relax 

so he can sleep. He will also use the New Age and Baroque music 

when he wants to heighten the enjoyment of a learning activity 

and when he wants to block out outside noise or interna1 

distractions. When he Êeels frustrated he will use music because 

he finds that it helps him relax. Now he has added Baroque and 

the New Age music to his music preference and will continue to 

search for more Baroque music that he can use. 



Jessie used the music while studying for tests, writing a 

paper, planning for a project. and ref lecting on, and writing 

about her clinical experience. Baroque music became Jessiefs 

favourite. 

Jesaie' s Pref esences 

Because Jessie had knowledge of the possible benefits that 

Baroque music could offer when using it as background for 

learning, she more frequently selected the tape with Baroque 
music as background for home-implemented learning activities. 

She explained: "It is familiar and an effective tool to augment 

learning. 1 was also aware about proven effectiveness of Baroque 

music for learning which reinforced my choice of it over the 

others [tapes] . IV However, although she was f amiliar with Baroque 

music and its potential benefits for learning, in the past she 

had not chosen this type of music to accompany her learning 

activities because she preferred the music of the three 

vocalists. Loreena McKennitt, Sarah McLachlan, and Ricky Lee. 

Of the research music, Baroque and Steven Halpern's music 

w e r e  Jessiems favourite selections. She likes that music and 
noted that when she does not feel a great deal of anxiety, it 

"bas a calming effectw' and ~fcomplements the learning activity, II 

Learnincr ~ i t h  Barocnie Music 

The tape w i t h  Baroque music became Jessie's favourite. 

When Jessie uses this music as background for studying, writing 

papers, and reflecting on, and writing about her clinical 

learning experiences, she experiences a sense  of cornfort, feels 
relaxed, and can focus on the task without being distracted by 

the music. In addition, Baroque music serves as a pleasant 



diversion when in need of a "break.I1 

For Jessie, Baroque music "redirects the physical energy, 

which is created by stress into mental energy, thus stimulating 

her thoughts and allowing her to focus, It also creates a space 

for her by blocking out external noise, Because she was already 

familiar with this type of music, Baroque music creates a 

"comfortablett environment and she is not distracted by that 

music as long as the tension created by stress does not 

overpower her need to focus on her learning task. Jessie 

explains her experience with Baroque music by stating, I1It made 

me feel less stressed, and more focused, and my thoughts came 

more freely.. . . It made it more enjoyable. ft 
Although in the past Jessie wanted silence when writing 

papers because of her need to listen to her thoughts, she 

discovered that Baroque music "augmented the experience, and 

added an enjoyment that would not have been there with silence." 

Baroque music also off ered Jessie comf ort and enj oyment when 

reflecting on and writing about her clinical learning 

experience. In the past, this activity was accompanied by music 

of her favourite vocalists, and she usually experienced tension 

related to a sense of urgency when reflecting on, and writing 

about her clinical experience. However, Baroque music increases 

her sense of comfort and her ability ta focus. Consequently, in 

the future, Jessie plans to use Baroque music as background for 

that learning activity. Now she will also use Baroque music when 

she studies in the library because "it created a spacem for her. 

She explained: tv~£fectiveïy 1 operated in a way that other 

people use music in order to create an environment and knowing 

that itls just sort of blocking out some of that external 

environment. 



Learnincr With New Aue Music 

Jessie resisted listening to the tape of New Age music 

because of its title: New Ase, and she !*was pleasantly surprised 

that New Ase in this case had not meant excessively energized, 

synthesized elevator music lacking a soulful qualitymfl She 

explained that her criticism stems from "the feeling that so- 

called New Age music lacked a certain soulful quality." When 

using New Age music while writing her clinical journal, she 

experienced a "sense of enjoyment created by the music.@I 

Jessiems D i s l i k e  of Greqorian Chants 

Gregorian chants were not useful for Jessie when she needed 

to concentrate. She states, "1 tried to use that but. . . like 
vocal music, it didnlt do it for me. 1 didn't listen to the 

whole tape and ended up shutting it off." ~regorian chants 

"irritatedul Jessie, consequently, she will not use them as 

background for learning activities. 

~ e s s i e ~ s  Need for silence 

Jessie recognizes that when her anxiety mounts, she needs 

silence. When stressed, the tension triggers her need for 

diversion and then, music such as Baroque, offers such diversion 

and a release of the tension. Consequently, when time demands 

require that she focus on the learning activity to complete the 

task, even the Baroque music becomes a distraction. 

Prior to using the research music, Jessie used music of her 

three favourite vocalists while preparing for a learning 

activity "to focus and get organized, and shuffle papers," and 

when reflecting on and writing about her clinical learning 

experience. When she studied and needed to concentrate, she 

required silence. After the experiences with the tapes, Jessie 



concluded that she will continue to use music when the work does 

not require a great deal of concentration but in some 

situations, when she can not concentrate, she still seeks 

silence. 

What Jessie has Learned 

Now, Jessie will use music in situations in which in the 

past she preferred silence because she was aware that her choice 

of music with lyrics was distracting. In the future, she will 

more often use Baroque or Halpern's music instead of music of 

her favourite vocalists. She is aware that the vocalistsl music 

acts as a diversion drawing her attention to the lyrics. Thus, 

she used it in the past only when not having to concentrate. Now 

she realizes that the instrumental music such as Baroque music 

and that of Steven Halpern, "is very much in the background," 

and provide the background while studying. She explained: 

Using music in the background while 1 lm studying was not 
something 1 was accustomed to doing, and 1 might try to 
continue to do that, just explore dif f erent kinds of music. 
1 learned that 1 can listen to music and study at the same 
time. 1 had always thought partly because of the choices of 
music that 1 made, that it wasnlt a good idea for me to do 
both at the same time, especially in situations that 
required concentration. Whereas now 1 think Iprobably 1 
could use music in the backgroundf. 

Jessie has learned that Halpernls and New Age music is 

en j oyable but also does not diçtract f rom concentrating . "They 
were enjoyable but didn't do anything, mean anything to me, 

whereas the Baroque selections didOg1 She realizes that she needs 

to be familiar with the music before using it as background 

during learning activities. When not familiar with the music, it 

distracts her from the learning task because she wants to listen 

ta it. 



Previously, Jessie had always thought that shs could not 

have music in the backgrcl-rnd when the learning activity required 

concentration. Now she states: 

Listening to the tapes, 1 was able to just have them going 
while 1 was working, and then I would concentrate sometimes 
very well. So in a way 1 would kind of shut the music out. 
I was aware of it being there, but it was very much in the 
background. 

Although Jessie is farniliar with Baroque music, she does 

not have any in her persona1 music collection and in the past, 
has not used it as background for learning. She finds that not 

having lyrics in the music makes a dif ference, and states: ItIt 

(research music) would be very much in the background, whereas 

when 1 listen to vocal music, I t m  paying more attention to the 

music and to whatt s in the lyrics. Jessie wants to continue to 

explore using music as background for various learning 

activities. She states: "the pleasure is a component, 1 think it 

stimulates thought. 'ft 

When reflecting on her experience two months later during 

the f ocus group meeting, Jessie summarized her experience: 

Gregorian chants were difficult to deal with, 1 had 
problems with the New Age selections, Steven Halpernts 
music was insignificant, most palliative was Baroque. 1 
listened to that because 1 was familiar with it, so it was 
kind of white noise...for me 1 use the music for grounding 
and that is why 1 rely on things that are familiar and 
predictable. 

K a t e  - "1 Prefer mY own Musicww 

Kate does not think about music as a tool for learning but 

wants to listen to it for enjoyxtent. For home-implemented 

learning activities, she chooses music from her large music 

collection as her mood dictates. Although Kate wanted to be part 

of this research study, she found it difficult to listen to the 

music provided for the study because she saw herself as Itbeing 



a part of an experiment." She explained: 

Using the tapes for this experiment really seemed forced to 
me. Most of the time 1 use my own music, and then it was 
almost a distraction when 1 would think: '1 have to use 
this tape because 1% in this thingIt so 1 couldn't let it 
be white noise because 1 would think 'oh no, 1 have to 
formulate an opinion on this, and think how I1m learning'. 

1 know 1 use music a lot in my life but donvt know how 
to measure the effect that it has because 1 experimented 
with each tape one time, So without music maybe the 
experience would be the same or dif f erent or better. . . -1 
have this real thing about music being deliberate choice of 
what put on and 1 donlt like having music on as white 
noise. 1 want io listen to something when 1 have it on, 1 
don' t just want it to tinkle away as decoration so much. So 
the idea of having something on sort of bothers me because 
1 like to be fully present for the music, for the studying 
or the conversation or for whatever is going on. 1 feel a 
bit like I'm cheating myself if 1 have something on, just 
to use as electricity is almost what it seems like. 

Kate was not enamoured by the music. She completed only 

four Learning Response Sheets ,  one for each tape since she used 

each tape only once. She used the tapes as background for 

studying and while ref lecting on, and writing about her clinical 

learning experience. Although she enjoyed the experiences when 

she used the music (with the exception of Gregorian chants) as 

background for learning, in the end she felt that she is really 

not interested in any of the music, and did not listen to it 

more than once. 

Learnincr With Steven Halpern9s Music 

Kate used Steven Halpern's music as background while 

ref lecting on one clinical experience. She was not familiar with 

Halpern's music before participating in this study, and chose it 
as background for the reflection because the music was similar 

to that used in the clinical setting. Steven Halpern's music 

connected her with the clinical experience, relaxed her, and she 

could reflect and I1analyze its [clinical experience] 



significance with ease, and it did not hurtw to recall the 

emotionally difficult experience. Halpern's music also connected 

her with a very happy experience from the past in which similar 

music helped her gain a sense of wcosiness~~ and "created a 

space. She explained: T t  was an association. , . 1 was working 
from a center that was a similar one to when 1 touch home again 

with nursing . IV 
Although the nature of the clinical experience influenced 

the ease with which she could mite her reflections, K a t e  felt 

that the music had a significant influence as well and stated: 

"1 just found that I got better results." She concluded that she 

would use this music again as background during clinical 

reflections since it is relaxing and offers a background 

conducive to this type of activity. Several weeks later, during 

the focus group meeting she added: 'lit is really hard to Say 

what would have happened without Halpern's music. 1 just had an 

intense day in my clinical where 1 would have needed to mite 

well anyway and Halpern happened to be on." 

Learninq With Baroaue Music 

Baroque music provided the background while Kate was 

reading her statistics textbook. When beginning this activity, 

she felt distracted, was ambivalent about studying and wrote, 

" I 1 m  pretty sure 1 will not be able to apply myself to study, 
good mood, but distracted." During the activity, she felt 

relaxed, more focused than usual, her thoughts came freely, and 

she experienced a feeling of inner peace. Although occasionally 

throughout the activity she experienced some emotional 

discornfort and wanted to get away from the learning task, she 

noted that she felt "calmer than expected, and peacefultq and to 

her surprise she "had managed to finish a chunk of reading." She 

decided to use this music again since it was "quite beautifulw 

and %an really help focus." However, her comments during the 



focus group meeting are contradicting: IfPachelbel connected with 

the past. Baroque freaks me out because of sick room music. Some 

is OK but 1 have more favourite versions of the same cuts so 1 

rather listen to those. 1 found it irritating in the 

background." 

Learnincr With New Aue Music 

New Age music is not Kate1s favourite choice. While 

studying, she likes to have music in the background that she can 
enjoy and will natice. She explained, 

1 can appreciate the value of Ibackground musict for 
studying at an intellectual level, but - the noise of rny 
own mind opening up is enough to drown out anything, so 1 
don% look for music 1 wonft notice, I v d  rather have 
silence in that case. I have to wonder about the motivation 
of the composer who wrote New Age stuff, is it out of a 
desire for peace? Canlt quite figure this out. 

When using New Age music as background while reflecting on 

a clinical learning experience, she selected this music with the 

desire to center herself and quietly reflect, and hoped the 

music would help her achieve this. During the activity, she felt 

relaxed, f ocused, and experienced emotional comf ort and inner 

peace. Although she was very immersed in the dayls experience, 

she surfaced occasionally to enjoy the music. She wrote, 

Whought the music was quite lovely - also consistent with my 
mood. ... fit very well with my mood....I was grateful to the 

music for helping me to focus on what 1 was feeling." She 

concluded that she will use this music again "particularly for 
situations when [she] want[s] to Eeel peaceful." 

Kate also recorded her use of New Age music as background 

while studying for a test in statistics. At the beginning of the 

experience, Kate felt distracted and was aware of the many 

things to be done. She wrote, wdubiousness about the effect of 

this music - wondering about it - curiosity.~ She experienced 



Vloating in and outv during the learning activity, and noted 

that she "could not follow [the music] too closely, it was kind 

of ineffectual and frustrating for this reason. I remain 

unmoved, so why listen to this?I1 And then "for a long periodI1 

she would be I1buried1l in her work and not notice the music. She 

wrote, "1 was feeling rested, falsely soothed, 1 was reading 

really intensive statistical work; it was stimulating to me, and 

then the music wasnlt in sync with that same excitement." She 

concluded that her irritation was transient and for the most 

part she was not aware the music was there and decided to try 

this music again. 

Learninu W i t h  Greqorian Chants 

Kate used the Gregorian chant as background while studying 

and writing notes. She noticed that when the music was not 

intruding , her thoughts came %ore f reely ; however , the music 
and her mood were flill-matched, If in that she was "more restless 

than the singers." She was also disturbed by a lack of 

Iftraceable melodyI1 of the music. After an hour, having completed 
the learning activity, she listened to some faster loud music of 

her own "as a reward.I1 She decided that she willuse this music 

again. She wrote, IfIts fun to sing along with. II However, two 

months later she added: III found the Gregorian chants really 

creepy and did not like it at all." 

Kate s Pref erence 

Kate continues to prefer using hex own music as background 

during learning activities. She has a wide selection f r o m  which 

to chooçe, and knows which music is most in sync with her 

feelings at any given time. ~uring the third interview, Kate 

acknowledged that it is important to make a conscious choice and 

select music that is most suited to the situation and her mood 

yet realizes that she does not always make such conscious 



selection when choosing music that is to serve as background 

during learning activities. She recognizes that it works best 

when the music is in sync with her state of being. 

Daciams Need for Music to Ouiet the Mind and Reduce Stress 

Dacia, who needs music to reduce the tension that is 

created by program demands and her personal goals for 

achievement, decided to participate in this research study 

because she wanted to learn more about musicls potential to 

reduce stress and enhance her learning environment. She hoped to 

gain further understanding of the effects of different types of 

music on learning, and Eind music that could help her relax and 

focus on learning activities. The music was used by Dacia while 

studying for tests, reading course texts, and reflecting on and 

writing about her clinical learning experiences. Although Dacia 

was not famlliar with Gregorian chants, Baroque, and Steven 

Halpern's music before participating in this study, she was 

eager to learn about the music and its effect on her. She was 

interested in finding music that reduced her tension and helped 

her focus on learning activities. 

Dacials desire to do well in a test increases the tension 

she experiences when studying for that test. With the exception 

of Gregorian chants, the music offered a welcomed relief from 

this tension. Suddenly, studying for an exam was no longer a 

struggle to reduce the distress and tension she experienced that 

distracted her f rom I1opening that book. l1 With Baroque, New Age, 

and Steven Halpern1 s music as background, Dacia could f ocus. She 

wrote: l'My anxiety level and stress level was dropping. I 

achieved a period of relaxation and comfort...I could open that 

book1l ! With Baroque music as background for studying, Dacia 

experienced "a feeling of inner peace and no stress or anxiety." 

She explained: III was capable of absorbing forty-two pages 



without having to do an all-nighter . . . . 1 f elt a sense of comf ort 
because it put me in such a state that 1 was able to sleep and 

really relax....when 1 got up and put the tape back in, I think 

that it is what helped me refocus on my st~dies.~~ 

Learnina With New Acre Music 

Dacia was familiar with New Age music, and in the past used 

music from her own New Age selection with nature sounds to relax 

and focus when studying for tests. However, she did not have the 

New Age music selections that the tape provided. Similar to her 

experience with her own New Age music, she noticed a sense of 

relaxation when that music accompanied her studying, and found 

it easier to focus. She liked the music because it reduced her 

tension and distracting thoughts. She did not use the New Age 

music when reflecting on clinical learning experiences and 

planning projects. Then she prefers her own music, especially 

"the OldiesV1 . 

Learnincr With Baroaue Music 

Although Baroque music helped ~acia relax while studying, 

this music interfered with her ability to focus when she is 

planning projects and reflect on, and write about her clinical 

learning experiences. She explained: I I I  was unable to keep my 

thoughts focused, which prevented me from capturing what 1 

wanted to Say. It was irritating." She concluded that as in the 

past, she will continue to listen to llOldieslm while writing her 

clinical reflections, 

Daciams Dislike for Greqorian Chants 

Dacia experienced emotional discornfort, irritability, and 

a headache when using Gregorian chants as background while 

studying and while reflecting on her clinical learning 



experience although she had f elt physically and mentally relaxed 

at the beginning of these activities, She wrote: "1 lost my 

sense of inner peace. The music was making me very tense. The 

music was very disturbing and 1 need something to keep me from 

experiencing any tension." She did not like this music since it 

increased her stress level and hence, she did not use it 

f urther . 
What Dada has Learned 

Dacia discovered that Baroque, New Age and Steven Halpern's 

music relaxes her and helps her focus whereas ~regorian chants 

create tension. New Age music will continue to be her choice 

when studying for a test, since she knows that this music always 

works for her. However, now she will also use Baroque music and 

Halpern's music as background when reading a text and preparing 

notes 

Dacia also has become more aware of the specific effects of 

music. Answers that she did not have during the first interview 

seemed to surface later during the second and third interviews. 

In addition, experiences of childhood and adolescence surfaced 

and she has gained insight into the relationship of those 

experiences to her present use of music. In addition, Dacia has 

a better understanding of the influence of past experiences, 

creating stress and tension when she prepares for, and takes 

tests, 

overall Impressions 

Music preference is inf luenced by the initial liking for 

and enjoyment of the music. When the music is liked, and is 

enjoyed, the person will use it for learning activities to 

explore the effects. When the music is not liked, it is not 



used. Liking of music depends on past experience with music. 

Music that was similar to that which the individual had used in 

the past for learning activities is preferred, and used more 

often. In this case, the participant is aware of the benefits of 

the music and thus uses it as background for learning. When 1 

find something that works 1 continue to use it" (Michelle, Kate, 

Chanelle) . "1 was already familiar with it and then I used it to 
be groundedl@ (Jessie) . 

Past experience with music, persona1 music preferences, and 

familiarity with the music influenced the participantsf use of, 

and response to the music. Those who in the past had used music 

to heighten their enjoyment of the learning activity wanted the 

music to be enjoyable. When they liked the music on the tape, 

they experienced increased relaxation and enjoyed t as 

background while studying. Not liking the music resulted in 

feeling irritated and the music was then discontinued. When this 

occurred, participants followed by selecting their own music 

that had in the past provided the enjoyment that was sought. 

Participants who in the past used music as a tool for 

learning wanted to learn about the role of music in their 

learning and used the tapes provided by the researcher with the 

purpose in rnind. They wanted to learn more about the 

relationship of music to learning. For them, the music, with the 

exception of Gregorian chants, increased their ability to 

concentrate . They experienced a sense of llrelaxation, mental 
clarity, and sustained concentration." Two participants spoke of 

increased ability to recall material when preparing for a test 

and when studying. 
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4 ANALYSIS OF THE PARTICIPANTS' EXPERIENCES VVITH THE 

MUSIC PROVIDED FOR THE RESEARCH STUDY 

The content of this chapter addresses how the participants 

responded to the four types of music, the relationship of the 

music to different types of learning activities, the variables 

which influenced participants' selections of and experiences 

with the music, and the relationship of the music to their 

learning. A link to the literature is also included. 

The ~ar t i c ivant s '  Reaction to the Four Tvpes of Music 

How the music influenced the participants during a home- 

implemented learning activity varied. The individual ' s 
uniqueness by basic personality traits, traditions, language and 

culture, as well as geographic, religious and educational 

factors influence the response to the music (Cook, 1981). 

Participants' past experiences with music, the learning task, 

and their goals for, and perceptions of the task were also 

important. How each tape of music was received and experienced 

was unique for each participant. 

BaroqPle Music 

Each one of the four types of music received mixed reviews. 

Baroque, New Age, and Steven Halpern's music were preferred. In 

the presence of the Baroque music, participants feel decreased 

tension, increased relaxation, and a sense of comfort ; 

distractions recede and they can focus better on the learning 

task. Not al1 participants tried the Baroque music with al1 

types of learning activities but of those who did, most liked it 

as background while reading course material, studying, and 



planning pro jects . 

Al1 participants but Chanelle and Kate enjoy the Baroque 

music and feel relaxed when it accompanies various learning 
activities. Mia, Dacia, Jessie, and Lora feel a draining of 

excess tension. The Baroque music gives them a sense of 

relaxation, cornfort, and sustained concentration and they feel 

motivated to stay with the task when reading course material, 

studying, and planning pro jects. They like this music because it 

is "f amiliarfl (lia, Jessie) , and Ilprovides a constantw1 (Dacia, 
Mia, Jessie), and because when feeling relaxed and cornfortable, 

they can focus for a sustained length of time. The Baroque music 

helps to reduce distractions which interfere with the ability to 

focus. Lora, who in the past needed silence to concentrate on 

learning activities when feeling stressed, discovered that 

Baroque music is more effective in decreasing hes tension than 

silence. Wong likes Baroque music as background for studying 

easy to understand material because the steady rhythm of the 

music is relaxing. Both Lora and Wong like this music because 

'lit is more in harmony. 

The Baroque music is not helpful when the participant wants 

to attend to a learning activity but is distracted by the tune 

with which he/she is familiar and likes. Then, Chanelle, Jessie, 

~ichelle, and Wong want to listen or sing along. T h u s ,  for 

Chanelle, Baroque music becomes an irritant elevating her 

tension level. Kate associates the Baroque music with unpleasant 

childhood experiences and thus did not like to listen t o  it. 

The ability to stay focused with Baroque music is 

influenced by the degree of tension and anxiety that the 

participants experience. When persona1 tension escalates because 

of time limitations and the need to complete the learning task, 

Baroque music provides a welcomed escape (Jessie, Lora, Wong). 

The music acts as a desired distraction when the participant 



feels a need to Vake a break" to listen and return xefreshed to 

the learning task. This is also my experience. For me, Baroque 

music is relaxing but the rhythm and the familiarity of the 

music can become a distraction. For Wong, who often experiences 

considerable stress relating to hi s  academic commitments, the 

Baroque music lVacts as a distraction for the stressorl1 because 

he enjoys that music so much that he wants to listen to it. 

Those who in the past listened to music while planning of 

papers and projects continue to prefer their own more "upbeat 

and lively" music for such activities. For reflecting on 

clinical learning experiences, participants also prefer their 

own music although the Baroque music reduces their tension when 

using it to accompany this learning task. 

New Aqe Music 

The New Age music %lows downl' and relaxes participants, 

blocks external noise and distracting thoughts, and creates 

emotional c o m f  o r t  (Chanelle, Dacia, Mia, Jessie, Lora, Wong) . 
Consequently, they can focus on learning activities such as 

reading class notes and studying. Participants who found this 

music relaxing experienced a feeling of enjoyment, confidence, 

clarity of focus, and a sense of increased understanding and 

retention of the material studied. Chanelle and Dacia in the 

past had used New Age music as background for studying. Although 

they were not initially familiar with the New Age music provided 

by the researcher, they like it and find that it gives them a 

sense of lucidity not before achieved with their own music. They 

feel less tense and distracted, and experience 'Iincreased mental 

clarity and sustained concentration." Chanelle explained her 

experience in the following way: 

1 found that 1 have done better on some things using that 
music. Some of my studies are not my favourite, but when 1 was 
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although 1 thought that I put the same amount 
, my grades all of a sudden jumped. 1 didn* t 
else, any of my behaviours. There was a big 

change, yet the only thing 1 changed was the music and study 
pattern with the music, in that 1 used the music more 
f requently [New Age music] . 

The New Age music quiets Mials wwhispersff and Jessie finds 

it useful as white noise to decrease distraction because this 

music Ildoes not do anything." Wong likes the New Age music so 

much that it distracts him because he wants to listen to it. He 

listens to it when he needs a break to "refreshgt h i s  mind. Kate 

continues to prefer her own music. 

Whether the New Age music continues to be used by those who 

in the past wanted to increase their enjoyment depends on its 

ability to of fers a pleasant background to enjoy and f ocus on 

the learning activities. The participants have increased their 

understanding of music and its impact on them. Mia and Lora like 
the New Age music as background for studying easy to understand 

material. Wong likes to listen to it to take a break and 

"refresh the mind." Kate and Jessie, who have a persona1 

selection of music which they enjoy, continue to prefer their 

own music. Kate explained: "1 remain unmoved so why listen t o  

this?" 

New Age music is not helpful when trying to generate ideas. 

Although it is relaxing and increases iocus, when it is 

perceived as less enjoyable than persona1 music selections the 

New Age music does not provide sufficient energy for generating 

ideas. It also is not suitable for planning projects and for 

writing. Then more lively music is preferred. 



Steven Halpern's Music 

None of the participants were familiar with Halpern's 

music. Those who had listened to music to facilitate learning 

(Chanelle, Dacia, and M i a )  , liked Halpern' s music and found it 
most helpful to decrease tension and mind talk, and increase 

focus. They described their experiences as Wery relaxing, 

feeling a sense of 'komfort, inner peace, having mental 

clarity," and "being able to stay with the activity [studying] . 

Participants who in the past used music to heighten their 

enjoyment of a learning activity (Kate, Jessie, Lora, Wong) do 

not like Halpern's music as background for reading and studying. 

They reserve a part of their attention to be entertained by 

music. Although some f ind Halpern ' s music %oothing, they 

experience boredom and irritation, and are distracted. They want 

to be entertained and Halpern's music "did not do anything" 

(Jessie, Lora) and "is boringm (Wong) . Wong complained: IlHalpern 
uses the same melody for the whole music, and 1 was bored with 

that, because 1 was expecting to have something new," In 

addition, for Wong, the music was also W o o  disorganizedn and 

''full of surprises and distracting", whereas in Baroque music 

"there are no surprisesll and thus focus is maintained. He 

explained f urther : 

1 believe 1 am an organized person, 1 prefer to listen to 
something that has rhythm, Steven Halpern's music does not 
have rhythm so 1 found myself totally lost in the music and 
also in the concentration. I felt quite discomforted, 
mentally and physically. Sometimes 1 can guess how the 
melody flows and have the rhythm, but for Halpern's music, 
I couldn't even get how it actually flows, . .my mind 
couldn't adapt to that kind of music, and 1 have to listen 
to it and that is distracting, But for music that has 
rhythm, when 1 concentrated on my task, then 1 did not 
think about the music and 1 could actually feel that the 
music was not there at all. 



Jessie, Lora, and Wongls experiences contradict Halpern's 

intent for his music: to induce relaxation. Halpern's "personal 

goal as a composer has always been to serve, to uplift, and to 

harmonize others through musicv' (Halpern & Savary, 1985, p. 

144). Haïpernls music has no meter and has specifically been 

designed to induce the relaxation response (Watson & Drury, 

1985, p. 90) . According to Leviton (1994) , Halpern's a i m  is '%O 

induce the relaxation response and inner harmony as fast as 

possiblef1 (p. 83) . " H i s  music hovers around a steady tonal 

center so the listener feels 'always at home' and in the present 

moment, without the need to follow a melodic tneme to its futüre 

unf oldingl' (Leviton, p. 83 ) . Halpern deliberately keeps elements 
out of music that will incite the listener to anticipate, or 

look ahead, because these activities obstruct the relaxation 

response (Leviton, 1994) . Halpern and Savary (1985) emphasize 
that, to promote the relaxation response, al1 semblance of a 

regular beat should be removed from the music. However, the 

absence of those elements, rather than promoting relaxation, 

became a source of irritation and increased persona1 tension for 

Wong, ~essie, and Lora. They did not like Halpernls music. 

McClellan (1988) points out that the liking or disliking affects 

the individual's response. 

Halpern's music served as white noise to block external 

noise and rnind talk for Michelle. She explained: IWalpern1s 

music is not too attractive, a nothing noise, therefore it is 

not interesting, it did not do anything and consequently, it is 

useful as white noise to block  distraction^.'^ Whereas "other 

music is a distraction in itself and if interested in it [she] 

listens to it." She experiences Halpern's music as a "pleasant 

noise. . . a good backdrop for studying . . . blocking other 

distractionst' and the repetition provides I1a constant and 

offers few surprisesw and allows her to relax and isolate 

herself from external noise and her inner critic. Steven 

Halpern's music became Michelle's favourite for a background 



while studying. According to Funes and Munson (1975), 

"repetition c m  provide an ultimate sense of repose if the 

listener has corne to terms with the nature of the music" (p. 

156) . 

Participants who used Halpern's music as background while 

planning a paper continue to prefer their own music for that 

activity. They also prefer their own music as background when 

reflecting on clinical learning experiences. 

Greaorian Chants 

The Gregorian chants either relax or irritate participants. 

For Mia and Lora, this music "provides a pleasant backdrop", 

decreases persona1 tension, and helps them concentrate. Lora is 

amazed at her liking of ~regorian chants and her increased 

ability to focus on learning activities for which in the past 

she needed silence (studying for a test, understanding difficult 

concepts) . Michelle discovered that Gregorian chants are very 
effective in blocking loud noise when trying to study. She likes 

to listen to that music when studying while travelling on the 

subway. Chanelle finds the Gregorian chants relaxing but is 

reminded of church and thus she can not use that music while 

studying. Others (Jessie, Kate, Dacia, Wong) do not find this 

music useful as background for studying. They do not like this 

music and feel irritated and stimulated by it when, instead, 

they want to reduce their tension to focus on a learning 

activity. As indicated above, several participants experienced 

the calming effect with Gregorian chants while others did not. 

Although Gregorian chants may relax the participant, that 
music is not seen as helpful when reflecting on clinical 

learning experiences or planning proj ects . Then, more lively , 
upbeat music is preferred. 



The Relationshi~ of the Music to Different T n e a  of Learninq 
Activities 

Participants preferred specific types of music for 

individual learning activities. ~ h e i r  choice from among the 

tapes was influenced to some degree by earlier preferences. In 

the past, most had used relaxing music such as slow Baroque, 

classical, Pop, Jazz, and New Age music as background for 

studying, and more Igupbeat, energeticm music for creative 

activity such as planning projects, reflecting on clinical 

experiences, and writing. The type of learning activity for 

which the participants like the music as background for learning 

is unique for each individual and depends on the liking of the 

music, persona1 tension level, and past experiences with music 

as background for similar learning activities. 

8 tudv inq 

Most participants listened to the music to become familiar 

with it before using it as background for learning activities. 

In addition, participants are aware of the complexity of the 

task and their processing needs and often sense their tension 

level when initiating a learning task. Consequently, they choose 

music to modulate their persona1 tension level (Mia, Lora, 

Jessie, Dacia, Chanelle, and Wong) . They select llupbeatlf music 
to give them energy when wanting to generate ideas for projects, 

and %low, soothingI1 music to reduce persona1 tension which 

disturbs their ability to focus. Particpants select not to 

listen to music when the learning task is such that listening to 

music, besides attending to the task, would result in exceeding 

the participants1 current processing capacity. 

Ali participants liked some of the music for background for 

studying and reading course material. The type of music used 



depends on individual preference. Al1 four types of music are 

used for studying by some of the participants. Those w h o  in the 
past listened to music to increase their enjoyment while 

studying ( M i a ,  Kate, Lora, Jessie, Wong) continue to listen to 

music when studying material that is easy to understand. In the 

past, they had listened to music while studying ffalready 

somewhat familiarf@ material. Mia, Lora, Jessie and Wong like the 

Baroque music. They also continue to listen to their own music. 

Mia also likes New Age and Halpern's music for the same type of 

activity. She is surprised by the fact that she likes the New 

Age music having felt very sceptical about that music initially. 

~ichelle, Dacia, and Chanelle experience a more complete block 

of dissractions with the New Age music, and Michelle does so 

with Halpern's music as background while studying at home. 

Gregorian chants also serve that purpose for Lora. She also 

likes New Age music as background for studying. Kate continues 

to prefer her own music. Participants like the music for 

studying because it is aEpleasantlf and helps them to relax and 

f ocus. 

Some participants do not find any of the music useful when 

the material to be learned is complex and difficult to 

understand, when t i m e  for learning the material is limited, and 

persona1 goals and past study experiences increase persona1 

tension level. Jessie, Wong, Lora, and Chanelle experience a 

point where the complexity of the task, or the level of personal 

tension is such that they can no longer concentrate and the 

music becornes a distraction- However, Lora and Michelle, who 

previously require silence, discoveredthat music, which relaxes 

them, can serve the same purpose as silence when they need to 
concentrate. With the Baroque music, Lora can focus on 

activities which in the past required silence. Michelle, who in 

the past perceived music as a distraction, prefers Halpernf s 

music as background for activities which require f f  total 

con~entration.~~ This music ffremoves al1 distractions. tt 



Plannina Proiects and PaPers 

Whether the music is liked as background for planning 

projects and papers is also unique to the individual. 

Participants who in the past listened to music while planning 

projects and papers do not like the research music for that 

purpose. They want music to increase tension and energy level. 

Dacia, Lora, Mia, and Kate reach for their own more %pbeatt@ and 

"energeticW music when planning projects. Mia explains: "1 want 

to be thinking quickly, 1 want to have lots of ideas, and I want 

a high energy level and thoughts to come really quickly.. . .It 
gives me a certain energy level...it keeps the Pace up. When 1 

want to write and think about it, then 1 want it lively." 

Refiectincr on and Writiner About Clinical  Emeriences 

In the past, most participants listened to music while 

reflecting on clinical learning experiences and they continue to 

do so. The type of music preferred is also unique with each 

individual. When the research music is liked and found relaxing 

it is used as background for reflection. participants also 

continue to like their own music. Before entering the research 
study, half of the participants played music in the background 

while writing their clinical journal. Only Mia and Lora like the 

research music for that activity. 

Variables ûhich Influence the P a r t i c i ~ a n t s '  Selection of,  and 
Exmsriences With the Music 

The selections from among the four types of music and the 

experiences with that music are influenced by the participantsf 
personal expectations, knowledge of, and past experiences with 

music for learning, and their like and dislike of the music. 



Their goal for the music, the type of learning activity, and the 

initial reaction to each of the four types of music also 

inf luenced their responses . In the past , participants ' selection 
of music varied and was related to their experiences with music, 

their desire to create an environment conducive to their 

learning needs, and their wish for comfort and enjoyment. The 

use of the music provided by the researcher followed a similar 

pattern. 

Persona1 expectations affected the participantsf selection 

and experiences with the music as background for learning 

activities. Participantsf reasons for taking part in the 

research study influenced how they received the music. Michelle 

and Wong in particular were looking for ways to decrease their 

stress and enhance their ability to focus O learning tasks. 

Michelle "hoped the music would help out when really stres~ed.~~ 

Wong wanted to "get some assistance to help with studying and 

anxiety level." He hoped to find music to relax and decrease h i s  

stress. Dacia, who already used music to reduce her stress while 

studying, was interested in learning more about music and its 

potential role to decrease stress. She had previously "noticed 

that there was a difference with music1@ and wanted Ivto see for 

Cher] self what that difference is.lV Mia was **hoping to find out 

what types [of music] are more effective for learning." She 

commented: "1 am interested in the idea of music with studying 

because often you are encouraged that you need this quiet 

library-like atmosphere and that just does not work for me." 

Wong, Mia, Chanelle, Lora, and Kate saw their participation in 

the research as an opportunity to learn about new music that 

they could enjoy as background for learning activities. 



Knowledcre of Music 

Past experiences with music as background for learning 

activities gave three participants an awareness of music as a 

tool to facilitate learning, while others had learned to use 

music as a medium to provide enjoyment while involved in a 

learning task. Beliefs and knowledge of personal responses to, 

and benef its of music inf luenced participants ' selections f rom 
among the tapes and their reactions to the music. 

Recocniisincf ~usic as a T o o l  for ~earninq 

Not al1 participants were consciously aware of the reason 

for their choice of music. Only Dacia, Chanelle, and Mia, in the 

past had chosen music intentionally to promote learning. They 

saw music as a tool to facilitate learning, used it as such, and 

listened to the music with that purpose in mind. They had gained 

an understanding of the relationship of certain music to 

themselves and their learning and had used music to augment 

learning activities, believing that its presence could increase 

their ability to focus. Dacia, Chanelle, and Mia were more 

likely to use music when the learning activities required high 

concentration. They knew which music to choose and had a 

personal collection of music available to use as background for 

home-implemented learning. 

Although they entered the experience with an open mind, 

cur ious to find out how the music would influence them, they did 

have preconceived ideas of the role of music in their learning. 

They wanted to increase their awareness of the types of music 

that would help them focus on a learning task. Their preferences 

from among the research music were based on their desire to use 

the music as a tool to help them achieve the learning task. In 

the past, Baroque music was chosen by M i a ,  while Dacia and 

Chanelle selected quiet New Age music without lyrics for 



studying material which require concentration. Before, each had 

listened to "upbeat, energeticm music from among the "OldiesN, 

Pop and Jazz and while planning papers and projects and 

reflecting on clinical experiences. 

Recocniiainu Music as a T o o l  to Enhance Enio~ment of 

Learninq Activities 

Several participants (Kate, Wong, Lora, ~ e s s i e )  did not 

speak of music as a tool for learning. In the past, they used 

music to add enjoyment to learning tasks which were easy to do. 

They were aware of their processing needs for a learning task, 

knew that music was not suitable background when the task 

required l'total concentration, " and recognized when music became 
a distraction. T h e s e  participants were not aware of specific 

music as a tool for learning but spontaneously used music as 

background for learning activities to be entertained and at 

times to block external noise. ~ h e i r  main goal was to increase 

their enjoyment of the activity. They had learned that when the 

task is easy, they can reserve a part of their attention to 

actively listen to music. As Kate explained: "1 use it to 

heighten my experience because it deserves to be heightened.Iv 

They did not have a learning activity-related goal in mind when 

selecting from among the music provided but reserved a part of 

their attention to actively listen and enjoy the music. 

Michelle had learned not to listen to music during learning 

activities. She believed that music only serves as a 

distraction. However, she was interested in exploring her 

learning experience with music. 

~ecoqniz incr  Music as a T o o l  to Balance Persona1 Tension 

Persona1 energy and tension influences participants' 

ability to focus on l e a r n i n g  activities and the music helps 



adjust their tension level. Al1 participants sensed changes in 

persona1 energy and tension levels before and during a learning 

activity and became aware of being distracted when persona1 

tension does not suit the task. They recognized that music can 

help them regain a balance. In the past, they had used music 

when I1tiredtW or Wvbored,lv to "gain energy when feeling tired, 

stimulate thought , brainstorm, generate ideas, and "get the 

mind ra~ing.~' M i a ,  Chanelle, and Dacia had used music to reduce 

distractions and persona1 tension. They are aware that 

distractions increase their energy level. Al1 participants 

understand that music can block external noise and thus decrease 

the distraction and subsequent frustration, 

A L i n k  to the ~iterature 

According to Bonny and Savary (1990), Merritt (1986) , and 
McClellan (1988) , choosing the Vightw' music is important. 

Halpern and Savary (1985) point out that the key is to select 

music that tends to balance, harmonize, and synchronize the 

brain. 

~onecni (in Deutsch, 1982) states: I1when people choose 

between various pieces of music. . . , they are aware from prior 
experience of the general characteristics of the piece of music 

about to be listened to, including its complexity and 

information-processing requirementsw (in Deutsch, 1982, p. 505). 

They are aware of how much their processing capacity would be 

taxed and choose simple melodies when their processing ability 

was reduced by the elevation of arousal characteristics of 

pronounced emotions (p. 506) . Konecni points out that "the 

process-capacity factors of varying cognitive tasks, unmediated 

by arousal-level fluctuations had a direct effect on choice 

between melodiesI1 and %ocially induced emotional states, 

nonsocially-induced high arousal (due to loud tone), and 



processing requirements of concurrently performed cognitive 

tasks, al1 affect choice between melodies differing in 

complexity" (in Deutsch, p. 507) . Konecni also reports that %ot 
al1  of the listenerls attention or processing capacity is 

devoted solely to the appreciation of the chosen piece of music. 

As often as not the person may be concurrently engaged in other 

intellectual activitiesff (p. 505) . In addition, people ff  actively 

seek different types of music at different times in order to 

optimize their mood or offset the impact of adverse stimulation" 

(p. 513). 

Past Emerience W i t h  Music as Backqround for ~earninq 

How each participant responded to the music as background 

for home-implemented learning activities was influenced by the 

uniqueness of each personls past experience with specific music, 

as listener, musician, and learner . Subsequent music pref erences 
contributed to what the participants perceived. In addition, al1 

participants had different purposes for listening to music 

during learning activities and their past experiences influenced 

these . 

The participants' past experiences with music for learning 

activities varied. Music had accompanied home-implemented 

learning activities during elementary and secondary schooling 

for Mia, Lora, ~essie, and Kate. For Wong, Michelle, and Dacia, 

music was not a part of the learning environment during 

elementary and secondary schooling, and Chanelle, who preferred 

silence found the intrusion of her brothers' music an annoyance 

while involved in home-implemented learning activities. 

Regardless of previous experiences with music for learning, al1 

participants found at least one of the four types of music 

suitable as background for various learning activities. Those 

for whom music has been a companion for learning activities 



since childhood (Mia, Lora, Kate, Jessie) had no hesitation 

about trying the various tapes as background for their learning 

activities. When Mia listened to the tapes, she applied her 

knowledge of the benefits of music as background for various 

types of learning activities to assess the musicf s eff ectiveness 

in helping her V o c ~ s . ~  Lora, Mia, Jessie, and Kate, who in the 

past chose music to be entertained and increase the enjoyment of 

their learning activity, continued to seek entertainment. 

Mia, who in the past used music to reduce tension, 

eliminate distracting thoughts, and enhance the enjoyment of a 

task, used the research music for those purposes. In contrast, 

before participating in the research study, Hichelle did not 

like to use music for any learning activities but viewed it as 

a distraction. Bef ore entering the research study , Jessie 

listened only to three female vocalists, while Dacia liked New 

Age music and the ftOldiesff, and Wong wanted lfonly smooth and 

very quiet. . . slow and softIt Classical music. Other participants 

had used a wider range of music depending on availability of 

music, their mood, and the learning activity. Mia, Chanelle, and 

Kate selected specific music based on their need and the 

activity, while Lora listened to whatever was available on radio  

or television before participating in the research study. 

Participants past use of music for learning was dependent 

on availability. With the exception of M i a  and K a t e ,  

participants did not have a wide selection of persona1 music 

from which they could choose. Chanelle and Dacia had acquired a 

selection of tapes specific to their learning environment. Those 

who listen to music during learning activities to increase their 

enjoyment of the activity (Wong, Jessie, K a t e ,  Lora, and Mia) 

want a variety of music and often rely on the radio to provide 

the musical background for learning activities while at home. 

Al1 were eager to discover new music that could be used as 

background for their learning. 



The Imraortance of Likincr the Music 

Every participant's experience is distinctive and based on 

individual uniqueness. How each tape of music was perceived is 

also unique based on the participant's experience with music and 

learning, and the liking for the music. In addition, individual 

music preference is influenced by each participant's unique 

nature and lif e experiences within that individual s distinctive 

sociocultural environment. 

Past experiences influenced participantst liking of the 

music. Wong, who grew up with Classical music, loves to play the 

piano, and pref ers %piet, soothing, softtt Baroque and classical 

music, prefers the tapes of Baroque and the New Age music which 

contains mainly piano selections. He has a limited persona1 

music selection and in the past used the radio to provide music 

for learning activities at home. He quickly Itgets tiredw of the 

same music or music that is repetitive. Wong recognizes the need 

to increase his selections of Baroque music because that type of 

music "keeps his interest for a longer duration. Mia and 

Chanelle, who in the past listened to Baroque music during 

learning activities, like the Baroque tape. Chanelle and Dacia 

like the tape of New Age music, having used that type of music 

for earlier learning activities. 

Participants like the music when it gives comfort and a 

feeling of relaxation and "inner peacet' . Mia, Dacia, Chanelle, 
Wong, and Lora experienced a quieting of mind and body when 

listen to Baroque, New Age, and Halpern's music. The music 

blocks Mia's wwhispers.tl Baroque and New Age music quiets 

Dacia' s %xitic. Chanelle gains %laritylt in thinking with New 

Age music. Baroque music V e f  reshest' Wong, and Baroque music and 

Gregorian chants give Lora Ita break." Dacia and Mia experienced 

wcomfort,tv Dacia enjoys t'happiness,tt and Wong and M i a  feel 

tminner peacetw with the Baroque music. 



participants like the music which meets their learning 

needs by helping them focus on an activity. Mia, Wong, Jessie, 

Lora, and Dacia liked Baroque music for that reason. Although 

Michelle was not familiar with Steven Halpern's music, that 

music is most relaxing for her. Baroque music also relaxes her, 

but she can not use it as background for learning activities, 

because she wants to listen and enjoy the music. Chanelle and 

Dacia find the tape of New Age music most relaxing. 

participants liked the music which had meaning for them 

because of persona1 experiences with similar music in the past. 

Thus, Wong, Mia, and Chanelle prefer the Baroque music and 

Chanelle and Dacia find meaning in the New Age music. 

Several participants experienced boredom with the music. 

Those who wanted to be entertained by the music did not use it 
to focus on the learning task. For them, if the music is not 

enjoyable, it is perceived as a distraction (Jessie, Wong, Kate, 

Lora) . Kate expressed her desire to be entertained by the music: 
1 found it irritating in the background. 1 have this real 
thing about music being a deliberate choice of what 1 put 
on and 1 donlt iike having music on as white noise, 1 want 
to listen to something when 1 have it on, 1 dontt just want 
it to tinkle away as decoration so much. So the idea of 
having something on, sort of bothers me because 1 like to 
be fully present for the music, for t h e  studying, or the 
conversation of for whatever is going on. 1 feel a b i t  like 
I t m  cheating myself if 1 have something on jus t  to use as  
electricity is almost what it seems like. 

participants refrained from further use of music which 

created boredom or irritation and thus could not be used for 

entertainment. For Jessie, Wong, and Kate the sameness of the 

music, when using it repeatedly as background for learning 

activities, acted as an irritating distraction. They expressed 

a need to be entertained while involved in a learning activity. 



A Link ta the Literature 

According to Lewin, repetitiveness of music can result in 

satiation. 

Satiation occurs when the same activity is repeated over 
and over again, that is where certain areas of the person 
are kept in a more or less constant state. . . . if the 
activity is kept sufficiently peripheral no satiation may 
occur. Both agreeable and disagreeable activities are more 
rapidly satiated than neutral ones...In bath cases, more 
central areas are touched and therefore larger areas of the 
person are kept in a f ixed state. (1951, p. 334)  

Some participants experienced boredom. 

According to Campbell (1997), continuous use of the same 

music can result in habituation. 

It is important not to overuse music and risk losing its 
ef fectiveness.. . .A golden rule of thumb is to play it in 
the background no more tban twenty-two minutes per hour. A 
continuous twenty-two minute selection is stimulating but 
shorter blocks of time distributed throughout the hour 
works as well alsol' (p. 203) . 

Campbell does not document the research which supports h i s  

statement. The participants reported that the positive effects 

of the music was maintained even when using the same music over 

a prolonged period of two to three hours. 

The Im~act of Participantsm I n i t i a l  Errperiences 

With the exception of Kate, al1 participants readily 

listened to the various types of music, and entered each new 

experience listening to a tape with curiosity. The initial 

listening to each type of music influenced the use of that music 

in the future. When the first experience with a selection of 

music resulted in enjoyment, an increased sense of comfort and 
relaxation, or an increased ability to focus and stay with a 

learning task, the music was used again. Michelle explained for 

al1 of them: "once 1 know something works 1 will use it." 



Michelle, Dacia, Chanelle, Mia, and Wong tended to select 

the music which contributed to the enjoyment of their learning 

activity and gave desirable results. Although they t r i e d  al1 

four types of music initially, they favoured the one which they 

liked and which "workedI1 for them, While involved in a learning 

activity , several participants (Mia, Lora, Dacia , Chanelle, 
Michelle) selected to listen to the same piece of music for a 

prolonged pewiod of time to promote the desired persona1 tension 

and comfort. If the music is perceived as being boring, or is 

disliked, it is not used as background for learning. When the 

music is not liked, it is less likely to promote relaxation and 

is not used. Consequently, not al1 participants listened to al1 

music as background for the various learning activities. Wong 

explained: "If the music keeps playing again and again, once 1 

get bored, 1 don't enjoy that music at all...once 1 don% like 

it, 1 wonlt play it.It Wong, Jessie, and Lora did not like 

Halpern1 s music and found it irritating. Kate f ound the Baroque 

tape annoying since it reminded her of Itsickroom experienceslI of 

her childhood. Several participants (Wong , Jessie, Dacia) 

disliked Gregorian chants, 

Kate did not like the choices of music. Although she wanted 

to participate in this study, and commented that al1 the music 

was wbeautiful,ll K a t e  resisted using the tapes and concluded 

that she "did not really use it [the music] much, preferring 

[her] own music.I1 Participating in the study limited Kate to 
choose from music selected by the researcher. During the focus 

group meeting Kate expressed her reaction to the music: 

I think people probably branch out far into what interests 
them and what helps them for a variety of reasons and then 
corne to and try to filter those tastes through four tapes 
is really difficult. It is a forced choice. 

She spoke of the feeling of confinement she experienced by the 

choices of music. 

There is a whole world of music out there and this 
literature is probably grounded in Western thinking and 



Western ideas and I think there are a lot of other types of 
music. The instrumentation thatls used in it is quite 
narrow and limited and 1 think that, as weird as it may be, 
it can also be really constraining when it cornes from a 
certain culture. There are lots of female singers, groups 
that have amazing voices, from the Middle East that are a 
variation on the theme of ~regorian chants that don't have 
meters and its vocal, but it's completely different. 

Other participants did not share Kate's feelings. 

Having to use the music made the experience VorcedW for 

Kate. She wanted different music. Consequently, she resisted 

using the tapes. 

Using the tapes really seemed forced to me. Most of the 
time 1 used my own music, and then it was almost a 
distraction when 1 would think: '1 have to use this tape 
because I'm in this thing, ' so 1 couldn't let it be white 
noise because 1 would think 'oh no 1 have to formulate an 
opinion on this, and think how I'm learning. There was one 
incidence where 1 had Halpern on, but it is really hard to 
Say what would have happened without Halpern's [music], 1 
just had a intense day in my clinical where 1 would have 
needed to m i t e  well anyway and Halpern happened to be on. 

1 know 1 use music a lot in my life but don't know how 
to measure the effect that it has because 1 experienced 
each one time. So without music, maybe the experience would 
be the same, or d i f  ferent, or better. I found the Gregorian 
chants really creepy and did not like it at all. Pachelbel 
connected with past. Baroque freaks me out because of sick 
room music. Some is OK but 1 have more favourite versions 
of the same cuts so 1 rather listen to thase. I found it 
[Baroque] irritating in the background. 1 have this real 
thing about music being deliberate choice of what 1 put on 
and 1 don% like having music on as white noise. 1 want to 
listen to something when 1 have it on I donlt just want it 
to tinkle away as decoration so much. So the idea of having 
something on sort of bothers me because 1 like to be fully 
present for the music, for the studying, or the 
conversation cf for whatever is  going on. 1 feel a bit like 
P m  cheating myself if 1 have something on just to use as 
electricity is almost what it seems like. 

Selecting her own music would have increased Kate's interest and 

involvement in the study. 



A Link to the Literature 

The liking of the music is influenced by past experiences 

and the choice of music determines the individual response 

(Spies Pope, 1995) . According to Crandell (1986) "we bring to 

our listening, our own experience and Our individual mode of 

being , which influences our way of hearing (p. 2 0 ) and "our 

ears are conditioned by our culture, our personal likes and 

dislikes, based on our experiences and our view of the world" 

(p. 28). Stratton and Zalanowski (1984) state that persona1 

preferences play a role in determining whether the music used 
promotes relaxation and Farnsworth (1969) reports that most 

research has shown W h e  effects of music to be greater the more 

the music has meaning for the listenertl (cited in McClellan, 

1988, p. 132). 

According tu Konecni, the degree of enjoyment of a piece of 

music may affect t h e  probability of t h a t  particular piece being 
chosen in the future and varies as a function of the concurrent 

social and nonsocial micro-environmental conditions, which also 

may affect the probability of that particular piece being chosen 

in the future (in Deutsch, 1982, p. 501) . Konecni also found 
that "[pleople do not simply choose one piece over another but 

actually proceed to listen to the chosen piece for some tirne" 

(p. 505). 



5 THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE MUSIC TO LEARNTNG: 

EXPLORING THE THEMES 

The following discussion sununarizes the themes as they 

emerge from the data, It also connects the themes with 

material of the literature. 

Each participant's experience with music as background for 

home-implemented learning is unique. However, there are 

similarities in the beliefs individuals hold about the 

relationship of music and learning and several common themes 

emerge which reflect the participants' experiences when using 

music as background during home-implemented learning activities. 

Major themes include: music as an isolator, a tension modifier, 

a motivator, a connector and thought generator, a promoter of 
wholeness, and a distracter. The two most prominent themes 

revoïve around seeking isolation from external environmental and 

adjusting persona1 tension level. 

Isolatincr With Music 

The music acts as a medium to block other distractions and 

thus isolates the participant. Whether distractions are barred 

is inf luenced by that person's past experience with, and purpose 

of using music during learning experiences. 

Blockincr External Noise 

Al1 participants recognize music as a tool to block 

external noise and thus use it to isolate themselves and gain 

control over their environment. For most, isolation from 



external noise is important to reduce distractions and 

subsequent frustration. In the past, al1 but Michelle used music 

to block external noise, The music provided by the researcher 

also serves that purpose. It is used to "cover up that noise" 

(Wong) , and l t to shut the door. . . . to drown out other people's 
noisew and 88create own environment18 (Lora) . It takes ~ a c i a  I8out 
of the environment" and blocks the noise of Chanelle8s roommates 

providing her with her "own environment, II to I8isolate within, 

and 18be within own boudaries. The four types of music bar "al1 

the little noises" for Mia. Kate feels that at times she is 

%uch more susceptible to al1 of the input," so she tries V o  

drown it out with music. 

The Baroque music blocked external sounds for Jessie, M i a ,  

and Wong while they were working in the university library, 

~essie explained: "It created a space. . . ef f ectively blocking out 
some of the external distractions, there were quite a number of 

students studying, there was a level of tension and people 

talking." Wong found that the New Age music effectively blocked 

other students' noise while writing an essay in the libraryls 

computer lab. For Mia it eliminated 88all the little noises, such 

as the humming of the lights and rustling of papers.'I 

The music also serves to isolate the participants from 

their own thoughts. They like the music to block distractions 

created by mind chatter that is unrelated to the learning 

activity. Mia and Dacia want to be isolated from mind chatter 

produced by their persona1 critic and their desire for 

recreation. They use music to "elbinate intruding thoughtsœN 

Baroque and New Age music blocks Dacia8s % m e r  criticfi@ and al1 

four types of music bar M i a  s 88whispers. Chanelle gains 

"clarity of thinking" with New Age and Halpern's music. For 



Michelle, Halpern's music "keeps extra thoughts awayvt and 
"prevents daydreaming . " 

Some students (Michelle, Lora, Jessie, Chanelle), who 

previously had preferred silence for activities which require 

intense concentration, discovered that the Baroque music as well 

as New Age and Halpern's music Qecrease distracting mind talk, 

and thus they can stay focused for activities which the past 

required a quiet environment without music. Chanelle was 

surprised by the clarity she gained with the New Age music and 

Michelle was amazed by the effectiveness of Halpern's music to 

block I1everything else.'' Lora was delighted that she could have 

Baroque and New Age music and Gregorian chants as background for 

activities which in the past required silence. Wong discovered 

that he is more relaxed and focused when Baroque music 

accompanies h i s  studying. 

Music as White Noise 

Music that does not distract and is perceived as 

ttnothingness music, nothing that you are inc l ined to follow 
musically" (Michelle) or as "boring" (Wong) is more likely 

perceived as white noise and used as such. That type of music 

"was great especially for reading ... this [Halpern's music] made 
an excellent block for outside interferencett and "drown out 

other noise." Michelle was amazed at her ability to focus on a 

learning task in the presence of music, since she has always 

considered it as a distraction. Halpern's music helps her relax. 

Once relaxed, she %hut[s] it out,t' but allows the music to 

create a barrier. 



 ala an ci na O ~ ~ o s i n q  Forces 

For the participants, physical, emotional, and psycho- 

social needs and desires at times conflict with school demands 

and the need to achieve academic and career goals. The conflict 

creates stress and a subsequent shift in persona1 tension. 

External noise, social demands, a desire to "have fun,'' 

distracting thoughts, depletion of persona1 energy , the shift in 
tension, and an awareness of xestlessness, fatigue, or boredom 

act as forces to distract the individual from the learning task. 

While the desire is to achieve, career goals, program demands, 

and time constraints are the major driving forces to get the 

task successfully accomplished, tension, created by distracting 

elements, conflicts with the desire or need to complete the 

learning task. The distracting elements, the resources available 

to cope with these distractions, and the shift in persona1 

tension propel a participantst decision to use music as 

background for home-implemented learning activities. Those 

forces influenced participantst use and choice of music before 

participating in the study, and dictate their preferences from 

among the four selections of music. Frustration and subsequent 

undesirable tension generated by conflicting forces create a 

powerful drive, triggering the need, unconsciously or on a 

conscious level, to reestablish balance. Music becomes a tool to 

attain the harmony needed to focus on the learning task. 

Before participating in the research study, al1 but 

Michelle intentionally or automatically reached for music to 

balance the opposing f orceç and adjust persona1 tension level 

during learning activities. Each individual, with the exception 

of Kate, found at least one type of music from among those 

provided by the researcher, which helped to establish the 

desired balance. Participants choose from among the music on the 

basis of its effectiveness to adjust persona1 tension or 

increase enjoyment. Which music selections best offer a sense of 



cornfort and relaxation, or enjoynient while allowing focus on the 

task, varied and depends on the participant Is perception of, and 

reaction to the music. 

The goal of academic achievement acted as a driving force 

for al1 participants. The reward of moving doser toward 

achieving the professional goals and attaining a desired grade 

motivated the participants to accomplish the learning activity 

and stay with the task. In addition, at times, a desire to do 

other things that are perceived as "funw generates conflict and 

persona1 tension which repel the individual from the learning 

activity. Often participants became aware of a decreased ability 

to focus on the learning task. They experienced the elevated 

tension as lldiscom£ort, restlessness , and @*irritation. tv 

Although they may not have been cognizant of the shift in 

tension, they recognized a need to focus. The desire to achieve 

outweighs the desire of unrelated physical or psycho-social 

needs and action is taken to decrease the discornfort and 

reestablish harmony. Reinstating harmony helps the individual 

satisfy the need to move toward achieving the professional goal 

while gaining a sense of balance and harmony or "inner peace.'I 

Mia, Chanelle, and Dacia purposefully select specific music to 

gain a sense of balance. For them, the music helps achieve the 

learning goal. 

In contrast, K a t e ,  Lora, Jessie, and Wong select music that 

"heightens the experience. For them, the desire to complete the 

learning task and the desire to have fun both act as driving 

forces for the selection of music. They use music to decrease 

the escalating tension generated by the need to participate in 

an activity that they did not want to do. They also seek 

entertainment. Consequently, they choose from among the music 

for those purposes. Which type of music is selected depends on 

past use of music and on experiences with the various types of 

music provided for the study. The choice is related to the 



liking of the music and the desire for entertainment. The goal 

is to decrease discomfort created by a need to take part in an 

activity which the participant does not want to do. Although 

academic achievement is also the goal, the desire to have fun is 

a powerful driving force which deflects from the academic goal. 

The need to complete a learning task such as preparing for a 

test to achieve a desired grade motivates participants, while at 

the same tirne they desire to do other things. The music chosen, 

at times reinforces the deterrent. 

A Link to the Literature 

Breeton, Hayman and Neylor (1978) point out that when the 

individual feels uneasy she/he is ready to examine why the 

uneasiness is present and to initiate steps to narrow the gap 

between the ideal and the reality (p. 82) . The need to adjust 
persona1 tension levels can be examined in relation to Kurt 

Lewint s (1951) force field theory. Gottf redson (1984) defines 

force field as "the social-psychological field that immediately 

surrounds a decision or action. It includes the forces that 

compel or restrain against alternative actions as they are 

perceived by an individual" (cited in Egan, 1985, p. 135). 

According to Lewin (1951), al1 changes are due to certain 

forces. He points out that the needs of the individual, his/her 

strengths, values, and hopes, al1 are forces which play an 

important role in the decision making process. Lewin explains 

that a need of an individual 

leads either ta locomotion of the individual in the 
direction of the psychological force or to a change of his 
cognitive structure in a way which corresponds to such a 
locomotion or which f acilitates it . Theref ore, al1 
intellectual processes are deeply affected by the goals of 
the individual. (p. 83) 

In addition, the intellectual process of an individual depends 

upon his/her emotional state, that is, "the tension, the degree 



of dif ferentiation, the s i z e ,  and the f luidity of the life space 
as a wholetf (p. 83) . The individual's perception is dependent on 
needs and emotions (pp. 83-84) . 

when a need is not satisfied, the person experiences a 

"relative constant state of tension of certain inner persona1 

systemsw (Lewin, p. 333). In addition, pressure from the 

environment may keep the individual in a certain state of 

tension. According to force field theory (Lewin, 1951), at any 

given moment, the behaviour of a person is subject to forces 
which promote change and forces which resist change. The forces 

which promote change are driving forces or a positive valence, 

and those that resist change are restraining or resisting forces 

or negative valence (Lewin). Lewin explains that no change will 

occur if the forces are in equilibrium. It is the unease 

participants' experience as a result of conflicting forces and 

the need for change which motivates them to select music and 

choose from among the four types of research music. 

Music as a Tension Modifier 

As described earlier in this chapter, a variety of elements 

influence the individualts decision to use music as background 

for learning activities while at home. Although not al1 

participants were aware on a cognitive level why they reached 

for music, in the past al1 but Michelle selected their own music 

to adjust persona1 tension for some learning activities. A 

summary of the Pre-interview ~uestionnaire data (see ~ppendix 

2B, p. 197) shows that prior to participating in the research, 

music was used to study for tests, read texts, plan and m i t e  

papers, and to reflect on experiences. When the need to adjust 

persona1 tension was driven by a deficit of energy and interest, 

lively music was chosen to increase the energy and tension, 

stimulate the mind, and enhance motivation. In contrast, excess 



energy and tension commonly resulted in the use of slow, quiet, 

soft, and soothing music to "ease tension, decrease stress and 

anxiety, relax, be soothed," and @'be distracted from thoughtsw 

that diverted from the learning activity. 

Music Reduces Persona1 Tension 

In most situations, the music for the research study served 

to lower participantsr tension and increase feelings of comfort, 

relaxation, and "inner peace." Participants described the 

outcome as "total concentration, clarity, sustained 

concentrati~n,~~ and the learning activity "goes easier and more 

is ac~omplished.~' Once a participant was familiar with the 

music, and understood which music gave the desired effect, the 

individual used that tape for other similar learning activities. 

The need to decrease persona1 tension level is more 

dominant than the need to increase it. Al1 participants spoke of 

using music "to relax," to be more productive in their learning 

activity. Pearce (1984), Hughes (1992), Shane (1983), and 

Diekelmann (1990) show that stress is experienced by nursing 

students. Bastick (1982) points out that when tension is 

reduced, confidence, intrinsic motivation, and organization of 

perception is enhanced. The music provided for the research 

study fit into the category of slow, quiet, and soft music and 

did flcalm, soothe, and relax1' participants. 

The Reaction to the Four T m e s  of Music 

Whether the music has a calming effect is unique to the 

individual and depends on the participant's liking for the 

music, the learning task, and the intensity of tension 

experienced. When the music is experienced as a block to 



external and interna1 distractions, it lowers persanal 

When the music in itself becomes the distraction, 

tension escalates and blocks concentration. Each one of 

tension . 
personal 

the four 

types of music at times lowers the participants1 tension levels 

and sometimes becomes a distraction. 

When there is an awareness of the inability to focus on the 

task, persona1 tension escalates. That occurs for participants 

when silence is desired to "listen to own thoughts, I1 the music 

"is too attractive" and compels them to listen, and when they 

feel tense because of conflicting desires and demands or a 

difficult task. Several participants reach a stage where the 

music will become an additional stressor increasing an already 

uncomfortable tension level. Then, they turn the music off. The 

need for silence is addressed more extensively later in this 

chapter . 

The participants1 experience with each type of music 

varied. Mia, Dacia, Chanelle, Jessie, and Wong are aware that 

persona1 tension level needs to suit the task. Lora has gained 

that insight since participating in the research study. Mia, who 

previously had selected Baroque music and Jazz, found that New 

Age and Halpern's music also lowers her tension. She wants to 

I1rnake t h e  learning more of an enjoyable experiencett and decrease 

undesirable tension produced by her dislike for studying. Mia 

explains her reaction to t h e  Baroque, New Age, and Steven 

Halpern's music: V t  slows me down, 1 stop thinking about 

everything that' s gone on al1 day.. .gets rid of energy, it gives 

a break, relaxes, soothes, and is calming. It For her and Dacia, 

music "is comforting." For Dacia I1it takes off the stress. " 

Dacia already knew that some New Age music coufd reduce her 

anxiety and has discovered the music on the Baroque and New Age 

tape serve to that end. Chanelle feels relaxed with the New Age 

music. She seeks slow, relaxing music to "get rid of al1 the 



extra energy, . . .to corne down a bit." and thus be less distracted 
by her desire to be physically active. In the past, she listened 

to New Age music when she "needed to sit down and read, to let 

Cher] relax and get rid of al1 the extra energy.tt The New Age 

music has that effect. When Jessie feels %ervous, anxiety, and 

stress tension energygt she %an use the Baroque music to pull 

those pieces back inN and wfocus.gt She employs that music Y o r  

groundingw and release of tension,It The music helps her "ease 

the tension between the task and the thoughts not being there." 

Wong knows that quiet, smooth music relaxes him. He 

prefers *%low, quiet, softtt music, and enjoys the Baroque and 

New Age music to take a break and "refresh the mind. " Lora likes 
the Baroque music and Gregorian chants because they allow her to 

focus and thus she feels less stressed, She is amazed that she 

likes Gregorian chants, and that she is relaxed and can focus 

when using chants as background for studying. Michelle, who 

initially believed that music was "a distracti~n,~~ likes Steven 

Halpern's music because it "eliminates al1 distractions." Kate 

prefers her own music. 

A Link to the Literature 

According to Ostrander and Schroeder (1979), in order to 

learn so one retrieves what one perceives, a relaxed state and 

synchronized rhythm are required (p. 62). When tension is 

reduced, confidence, intrinsic motivation, and organization of 

perception is enhanced (Bastick, 1982). He explains that 

%kilfully composed music ... use[s] our culturally conditioned 
response tendencies to evoke in us emotional sets and mild 

dissonance and lead us to combine emotional sets, giving us the 

pleasant reduction in anxiety" (Bastick, p. 180). 



Music Transf ers Enerqv 

Several participants (~essie, Mia, Chanelle, Dacia, and 

Wong) describe a transfer of energy with music. They receive 

energy from the music. Music helps Jessie gain energy when she 

feels like she does "net have enough energy.I1 She describes the 

effect of the Baroque music by stating: "it transfers physical 

tension to mental tension." Mia uses the Baroque music to "get 

the mind racing.Im She explained: I1Some of the energy of the 

music transi ers to me, and gets me thinking quickly. Wong often 

feels anxious and llbecomes onet1 and feels relaxed with 

l%oothing, soft, quiet musicv such as the Baroque music. Then he 

%an think.  II In addition, when energy is drained, the New Age 

and Baroque music "give him energy, it "refreshes like a drink 

of water. Lora gains energy and is llmotivated" when listening 

to %omething calming and quiet." When stressed, al1 but 

Halpernf s music helps her to rebalance so that energy is 

available for the learning task. Music ulpaces" Kate and "gives 

Cher] graceI1 while working on a "particular difficult project.I1 

For her, music "creates a certain kind of tensionftl gets her 

"heart racingw and she feels her "pulse start to go fastev1 For 

her, music Ildrums sparks at an emotional and physical level. 

She comments: III am partly using it to heighten my experience.I1 

She prefers her own music. 

Chanelle prefers the New Age music "high energy music to 

get going.,.to think more and be more quick." She states: 

If 1 need to increase my energy then 1 use the New Age 
tape. If 1 need to hurry, or be more quick, then 1 use the 
more high energy [musicf to get myself-going. . . . 1 listen to 
it and try to get up with it. 

According to Seashore (1938) "nature has provided a means 

of transforming the musical medium from one f orm of energy to 

another; and in this process the waves are adapted progressively 

to each medium, finally resulting in the brain activity 



associated with the musical experienceN (p. 15) . ItAnxiety. . .may 
block the easy flow of energy and music may be used as a bridge 

to change the tensions of anxiety into creative energym 

(Winston, 1972) . 

Music A c t s  as a Desired Distracter 

Mia, Jessie, Kate, and Lora believe that music can increase 

the enjoyment of learning activities which do not interest them. 

Then, music serves as "a distraction from an otherwise arduous 

task." Jessie explained: 

1 m i g h t  be doing something that 1 dontt want to 
do.. . something that doesntt have a great deal of meaning 
for me, so 1 make the choice not to involve a lot of energy 
in the task. So 1 will allow myself to be distracted by the 
music. 

Lora stated: 

When the silence is there...it makes me aware of what 1 am 
doing, and sometimes, the task 1 have to do for school is 
more obscure, so if 1 am thinking about what I am doing in 
terms of doing nothing except doing thiç, 1 dontt like to 
do it. Whereas, if there is something else that can 
distract me, if there is that as well as the school 
activity that 1 have to do, I1m doing both. 

In addition, when Lora "[has] to stay up latew to complete 

learning activities, music "drowns out the fact that the room 

mates have gone to bed...it fools Cher] into believing that it 

is not that late" and keeps her motivated. The Baroque music and 

~regorian chants serve that purpose. Chanelle likened her 

experience to that of a runner: 

It is like if youtre feeling pain on a run, instead of 
thinking how brutal your legs are feeling, you are getting 
comfort from the music so you donlt have to worry that you 
are not going to be able to walk tomorrow. 

The tape of New Age music was most useful for that purpose. 



K a t e  prefers listening to jazz during home-implemented 

learning activities because it gives her "the illusion of having 

a better time than [she] is actually having while ~tudying.~~ It 

ttgives the illusion of being in some fantastic nightclub rather 

than sitting at the desk. tt She pref ers her own music selections. 

Sometimes Dacia Itjust [does] not want to do it [the 

learning taskJvt and when there is no background music, her 

thoughts intervene and tell her that I1it is not w o r t h  putting 

myself on to al1 this stress." She feels tmcomfortedtt by music 

Itlike a mother comforting a child." The Baroque and New Age 

music gives her that comfort. Mia, who "hates studyingfvt goes 

for new musictt while studying something which does not 

require intense concentration. The music on the four tapes offer 

her a suitable alternative to attain the desired comfort level. 

On occasion Wong, Lora, Jessie, and Kate use music fvto 

take a breaktt preventing satiation produced by the learning 

activity. Then, music clears their mind and refreshes so that 

they can focus on the activity with renewed vigour. Wong, who 

often experiences considerable stress relating to his  academic 

commitments, "takecs] a breakt1 with the Baroque or New Age 

music. It ttacts as a distraction for the stressor - . . refreshes 
and gives inner peace.It Lora listens to music to take a break 

and connect with the rest of the world. Music gives her relief 

from escalating tension when involved in what to her is an 

isolating or boring activity. The Baroque, New Age music, and 

Gregorian chants provide that "natural breakeut ~essie prefers 

music from her three favourite vocalists to increase the 

en j oyment of "easyW assignments . 

For some participants the music is Voo attractiveft and 
thus distracts and increases persona1 tension. The Baroque music 

has that ef f ect on Michelle, Chanelle, and Jessie and the New 

Age music on Wong. Steven Halpernts music resulted in undesired 



elevation of tension for Wong and Lora because it was Voo 

disorganized and thus not in syncB1 with the their own rhythm. 

Gaininq Control 

Participants use music to gain control, stabilizing 

persona1 tension while involved in home-implemented learning 

activity. Music gives a sense of control by reducing or 

eliminating distractions such as external noises and thoughts 

produced by their persona1 critic and distracting from the 

desire to fulfil persona1 recreational needs. Chanelle uses 

music to "get controlw and "get something done." 

Control of the  Inner Critic 

Some of the music provided by the researcher helps the 

participants gain a sense of control over the mind chatter 

produced by the persona1 critic. Chanelle, Mia, Dacia, Wong, and 

Michelle noticed that the type of music which relaxes them does 

so by eliminating their mind chatter and their persona1 critic, 
thus they gain a sense of "clarity of thinking and total focusql 

on the learning task. They noted the disappearance of their ego 

chatter in the presence of Baroque music. New Age music does so 

for Chanelle and Mia, and Steven Halpernts musicts provides that 

benefit for Michelle. Chanelle gains an "unusual clarity of 

thinking" with New Age and Halpern's music. For her, music 

prevents learning activities from becoming "a chore. It lets 

[her] go through the uninteresting stuff, scan more and focus on 

the whole page." Mia's ftwhisperswf are silenced when she listens 

to the tape of Baroque, New Age, and Halpern's music. For Dacia, 

Baroque and Steven Halpern's music "stops the intruder." For 

Wong, the Baroque selections "substitute for those distractions 

which used to bother [him] while studying. tt Michelle notes the 



total absence of those distractions in the presence of Halpern's 

music. K a t e  listens to "something sedate to keep [herlself under 

contr01,~~ when I8jumpy,l1 and her I1life feels kind of frayed 

around the edges . " 

Dacia and Mia require music as background for learning 

activities to gain control over the constant mind chatter (Mia), 

and the distracting thoughts of a powerful persona1 inner critic 

(Dacia) which generates undesirable tension. A quiet environment 

without sounds interferes because the space created by silence 

is filled by external noise and unrelated thoughts. Mia 

explains: "Silence left a void, allowed space for inner 

distracting thoughts to corne in. ..increased restlessness, caused 
discomf ort" and %ncreases awareness of external sounds For 

Mia and Dacia, the chatter of their persona1 critic escalates 

persona1 tension which in the past M i a  blocked with Baroque and 

Dacia with New Age music. Mia favours the Baroque cassette and 

Dacia prefers the tape of New Age music, but both admit that 

Baroque, New Age, and Steven Halpern's music blocks the mind 

chatter. Mia now uses al1 three tapes of music for reading and 

studying. She is astounded by her liking for the New Age music, 

its relaxing influence, the comfort and inner peace she 

experiences, and how effective it is in blocking her " ~ h i s p e r s ~ ~  

and external distractions. 

For Jessie, who was familiar with Baroque music but did not 

have any in her personal collection, the Baroque gives her 

control by "pulling those pieces back inw when she feels 

scattered. Consequently, she experiences balance of personal 

tension and stays focused on learning activities which in the 

past required silence. When she feels @mnervous, anxiety, and 

stress tension energyu she %an use the [Baroque] music to 

f OCUS. " 



1 personally experience that sense of control and inner 

peace in the presence of Steven Halpern's music. Although the 

Baroque and New Age music relaxes me, none of them can help 

adjust my personal tension as well as Halpern% music. Like 

several participants, I am distracted by music which has a tune 

that 1 like and can recall, Steven Halpern's music can not be 

recalled, consequently, one can not sing along with the music. 
It does not have a rhythm and thus one is not distracted by the 

rhythm, For me, when I: need total concentration to work on my 

dissertation, no other music is able to reduce my distractions 

and generate a sense of well being and inner peace like the 

music by Steven Halpern. Halpern's music replaces the space in 

my mind which is occupied by my critic, IfHawk." Thus there is no 

room for the critic and, like the participants, 1 gain a sense 

of clarity and total concentration. According to P e t e r  Hamel 

(1979), music can serve as a vehicle to r e m o v e  inner 

restlessness, quiet ceaseless thinking, and stop the mind from 

running away so that one can achieve inner quietness. 

Control of the External Environment 

~ u s i c  helps Chanelle, Lora, Mia, and Wong gain control of 

their external environment. In addition, Kate needed control of 

the choice of music. Although she consented to participate in 

the study, she wanted to select her own music and thus resisted 

listening to the music provided. 

Motivation and Learninq 

Music is experienced as a motivator by Michelle, Chanelle, 

Wong, Lora, Jessie, and Dacia. When persona1 desires and needs 

interfere with the ability to focus on a learning activity, 

music acts as a motivator because it helps the individual to 



quiet the inner voice which requests fulfilment of the persona1 

need. Consequently, the learner can focus and continue with the 

learning activity. Chanelle explains: 

Music helps me because if 1 am n o t  totally wanting to do 
something it helps me get caught up in it and read. . . . When you 
are f orced so that you have no choice (eg. time constraints) , 
then that's your control. Whereas if you have a bit of a 
control you take advantage of it a bit, so the music helps me 
still get the control but using it in a positive way to get 
something done.....f)ecause 1 care about the grade 1 have to 
focus, so 1 might as well listen to music that gives me more 
satisfaction. 

Wong commented: "If the music is there 1 get more interested in 

reading the textbook rather than doing something that 1 really 

don% want to do. II Lora is umotivatedlt by music because she 

"hates studying" and Ilthere is that feeling of just doing 

homework that isolates Cher]. An hour, or two, or three of just 

studying and nothing else just drives [her] insane. tf For Jessie, 

music Vills a need," is "an escape route,'' and 

gratification, a pleasure, making an arduous task seem more 

pleasurable." Dacia anticipates successful achievement of the 

learning task when music accompanies the activity. 

The music provided for the research study also acts as a 

motivator. When Baroque music is present while Wong studies, he 

Irget[s] more interested in reading the text book rather than 
doing something that Che] really wants to do. The music 

I1refreshes [himl when tiredtt and gives an I5ncreased feeling of 

energy to go longerw before needing a break. Lora and M i a  are 

also motivated with the Baroque music when tired and Chanelle is 

encouraged when she gains lklarityN of thinking with the New Age 

music. The New Age music gives her "that extra push to still 

grasp the information when reading" she '5s taking in more where 

otherwise nothing is going in when tired." 

The learnerls continued use of the music is motivated by 

the perceived success of the learning activity. Chanelle and 



Dacia spoke of increased learning and increased recall. Whether 

the specific development of the melodies of the music was a 

variable can not be confirmed by this study. Both participants 

linked their success to umetered New Age music. 

Beina Present for the Learnina Task 

Distracting thoughts, external distractions, and the 

tension and unease created by the negative and positive elements 

in the individual's force field impede presence, that is, the 
ability to "be presentv for the learning task. Although 

participants used music to reach that state, they were not 

consciously aware of their valuing of presence or being present 

in the moment. Often participants did not intentionally seek to 

"be presentw for the activity, but sensed an unease or tension 

which interfered with their ability to focus. Participants 

experience presence for the learning task when al1 distractions 

are blocked. This is achieved with some of the music for al1 but 

Kate. Although none of the learners spoke of being present or of 

presence for the task, they descrlbed that experience by labels 

such as total clarity (Chanelle), inner peace (Mia, Dacia, Lora, 
Wong) , total concentration (Michelle), stay with the task (Lora, 
Mia, Chanelle, Wong), no distractions at a l 1  (Wong), and 

quieting the "whisperstl (Mia) . 

When the individual is present for the learning activity, 

al1 aspects of that person can focus on the task and the whole 

being is involved with the activity. The learner can focus on 

the activity in a holistic way. A sense of wholeness is 

experienced by several learners. Learners who use music as 

background to enjoy the learning activity, experience a sense of 

emotional and spiritual comf ort, a "peacef ulness , 1' and '%mer 

peaceu with some of the music provided by the researcher. The 

individual who experiences the absence of distractions and a 

sense of balance and "inner peaceI1 in a holistic way can focus 



on the task. With music, Jessie "pulls all those piecesm of 

herself together to be whole so that she can focus with the 

Baroque music. Lora achieves a sense of holism by connecting to 

the outside world with Baroque music and Gregorian chants. Kate 

uses her own music as background for learning tasks to feed the 

part of herself that is neglected during learning activities. 

Dacia, with Baroque music, achieves wholeness by a sense of 

comfort of "a mother comforting a child." 

When the learner can bridge the distance created by 

external distractions and distracting thoughts and join with the 

learning material, the sense of union with the material, which 

is the focus of the task, can maximize the learning achievement. 

The joining may be occurring for participants when IVtime passed 

more quickly" (Lora), when a sense of "clarity," and lttotal 

concentrationw (~hanelle,Mia, Michelle) is achieved, and when 

the participant is not aware of any distracting thoughts and 

external interferences while music accompanied the learning task 

(Chanelle, Dacia, Michelle, Wong, Lora). The relaxing effect of 

the music allows the individual to be present in the moment, and 

be mindful. 

Kate listens to music during home-implemented learning 

activities because she "want[s] that little extra bit of 

decoration for the other half of my brain." She uses music "to 

top up something that is lacking.. . .to nurture the other part of 
me. Music reminds her "that there is stuff going on insideu and 

"that there is something else going on in the ~orld.~' Dacia uses 

music as background for studying because she "need[s] that sense 

of inner peace to enable [her] to studymrV She explains: "1 need 

to be happy with myself and what I am feeling just to help me to 

focus on my studying. . . .Music automatically makes me feel 

secure, comforted. She tfassociate [s] music with a mother 

comforting her child.. ..Music is like a comfort, like a mother 

comforting a child." Jessie, Chanelle, and Lora listen to music 



to l8connect with self .IV For Jessie, who at times feels 

%cattered, and "losing touchtl with [her] self, music is I1a way 

to connect with [herlself and pull those pieces back in and 

reflect." Chanelle "recaps inside." Lora experiences a feeling 

of "missing out on somethingN while " d ~ i n g ~ ~  the learning task 

and listens to music because then she is %onnected to what is 

going on every day in the w ~ r l d . ~ ~  Wong feels that music and he 

are just like one and actually together somehow. . . . Quiet, 
smooth, slow music feels like a part of [hirnl~elf.~~ Wong, Mia, 

and Dacia gain I1inner peacelV and for Jessie and Dacia, music 

makes them Yeel loved and secure.It Kate feels her glspirfts 

soarw when listening to music and for her, Lora, and Mia, music 
"adds enjoyment and pleasuregl to the learning task. 

I experience presence with the learning activity when 

Halpern's music provides the background. In the presence of the 

music al1 distractions are absent and 1 experience an inner 

peace, a complete contentment, a feeling which to me is holistic 

wellness. 1 am aware éhat when 1 am in that moment 1 am totally 

with the task and use al1 aspects of myself. For me, the music 

frees me of al1 distractions and offers that sense of comfort 

and by doing so, it also eliminates barriers which keep the 

various aspects of myself separate. Consequently, the physical, 

spiritual, relational, rational, emotional, and intuitive 

elements of myself can combine and together act in my learning. 

The music eliminates the barriers between the six capabilities 

and the barriers which block my learning. Other music which was 

used in the research study, the New Age, and Baroque music and 

the Gregorian Chants are soothing and relaxing for me but they 

eventually become a distraction and thus a source of escalating 

tension which prevents "total clarityw or inner peace. 



A Link ta the Literature 

Presence is a state of being in one place and not 

elsewhereu (Grove, 1963, cited in Gilje, 1992, p.55). It also 

means "existing in a single situation, position, location, or 

portion of spacew (Merriam-Webster, 1988, p. 556) .  ilj je's 

(1992) review of definitions of presence found in the literature 

concludes that the major defining quality of presence was @@the 

ability to psychologically or emotionally be with, or attend to 

a person, place, or object . The major antecedent of presence was 
a temporal spatial connection with the person, place, or object1# 

(p. 61). She also concluded that in current literature "being 

with was the most consistently used definition of the word 

presencetw (p. 61). According to Gilje, presence is an 

llintrasubj ective energy exchange with a person, place, ob j ect , 
thought, feeling, or belief that transforms sensory stimuli, 

imagination, memory, or intuition into a perceived meaningful 

experienceg* (p. 61) and <* through presence, persons experience 
aesthetic, ernpirical, and persona1 ways of knowingNt (p. 63) . She 
concludes that in this context presence requires congruence of 

mind, body and spirit. 

According to Karl (1992) , 'being therel@ means a spiritual 
presence, an atunement with the situation and a capacity to 

competently absorb, process, and acttl (p. 3). Karl points out 

that the capacity to be there for the moment requires balance of 

mind, body and spirit; when in balance, one is %ore present 

everywherem and balance !*highlights considerations of temporal 

durationfw and includes Vssues of values, limits, priorities, 

and proportions, as well as societal and cultural (p. 5- 

6). He maintains that if there are balances that enhance a 

situation, it is important to k n o w  what they are and how they 

can be promoted in the individual. According to Karl, balance is 

promoted by a Ifholding environment," an environment which 

nurtures the individual. 



Reeder (1992) suggests that l'being there well" for the 

moment starts with creating a hospitable place (p. 20) . 
Participants seek the balance and use the music as background 

for the home-implemented learning activities to create the 

"holding environment" and thus attain presence for the task. 

According to Parker (1992) one element of "being there" is 

overcoming the distance of separation and experience a sense of 

union or joining. When we are not mindful, we are simply not 

fully present" (Miller, 1992, p. 47) . Miller points out that 
mindfulness allows us to let go of our own thoughts, the "ego 
chatter" (1992, p. 47) Then one can be present to focus more on 

the moment. When we do something, we do it completely. Our 

consciousness is wholeVw (Miller, 1994, p. 62) . 

According to Lingerman (1983) , music can rebalance and 

harmonize the whole being. Seeking a sense of wholeness is a 

motivator for using music as background for home-implemented 

learning activities for most participants, and several gain a 

sense of wholeness when music accompanies a learning activity. 

Bonny (1984) urges the use of music to promote holism, and Kenny 

(1985) states that music promotes Our persona1 expression, and 

thus can guide people into wholeness. Broucek (1987) encourages 

the use of music to restore wholeness of individuals. 

~ r i f f  in (1989) mites about learning as a holistic process 

for which the individual needs to use physical as well as 

emotional, relational, intuitive, rational, and spiritual 

aspects of self. In that context, when the learner is present 

for the learning activity those capabilities can be tapped. 
Three participants, Mia, Chanelle, and Dacia intentionally used 

music as background for learning to be present for the task and 
apply al1 aspects of self in the learning. 



Connectina and Creatinq 

For al1 participants, music offers a medium to connect with 

emotions, past experiences, and relationships. It is also used 

by several participants to recall information from previous 

learning activities and connect with ideas for learning 

activities such as papers and presentations. 

For Jessie, music "evok[es] emotions by connecting [her ] 

with past experiences and relationship~.~ This was also reported 

by Lora and Kate and Mia. Hale (1990) and McClellan (1988) 

report music's ability to evoke memories, and Goldman (1992) 

points out that music eliminates barriers within ourselves and 

between ourselves and others. 

Several participants gained a sense of connectedness and 

continuity in the presence of music. This is achieved by Jessie 

when she listens to music of her favourite vocalists because 

they tlconnect [her] with different points in time. ..keep up 

continuity, connecting the present, the past, and the future.Iv 

Her comment: "1 use music to associate with dif ferent periods of 

time and differentmemoriesu also reflects Mia, Kate, and Lorals 

experiences. Mia gains a sense of continuity with music. Kate 

uses jazz to be reminded of a nightclub while studying. Lora, 

who is uncomfortable with the isolation she feels when involved 

in home-implemented learning activities, uses music as 

background so she is %onnected to what is going on in the world 

besides just doing homework." Music also helps her connect the 

Varniliar with the newl1 while studying. She needs continuity 

when learning something new and then listens to music to which 

she is accustomed because she "needs something Eamiliar to take 

in something new. It 

Music helps several participants to connect with ideas for 

various learning projects such as papers and presentations. In 



this case, music serves as a distraction, allowing "the mind to 

wander and ideas to come.I1 Music becomes a tool to generate 

ideas for Mia, Jessie, Lora, Kate, and Dacia. Popular music and 

Jazz helps M i a  to "think faster.. .get a lot of different ideas 

coming quickly. For Jessie, music by her favourite three 

vocalists l~stimulates thought." It "distracts Cher], and clears 

the mind....It allows ideas to flow." She added: 

1 use it to refocus my attention.. Ahen I am trying to come 
up with an idea, a good way to do it is not to think about 
what 1 want to do. 1 just put the music on and allow it to 
come and go. It distracts me, clears my mind to allow 
things to pass in and ideas to come. 

Lora listens to music while trying to generate ideas for 

papers and projects because music "helps Cher] mind to race, so 

[she] can brainstom. Music helps Kate generate i d e a s  by giving 

a break. Dacia listens to the lfOldiesw to spawn ideas. Chanelle, 

Wong, and Michelle require a quiet environment without music 

when planning a paper and generating ideas because they want to 

"hearl1 their own thoughts, but use music as background once the 

planning is complete, ideas are generated, and "the typing can 

begin" (Mia). Then music is used to "increase the enjoyment of 

the activityu (Mia, Lora, Jessie) . 

Music triggers recall of clinical experiences and material 

previously learned. Al1 but Michelle listen to self-selected 

music when reflecting on, and writing about their clinical 

learning experience. Then, music is a medium to aid "recallW of 
the experience, to facilitate the Vlow of thought~,~' and 

"generate ideas . The music selected depends on individual 

preference. Chanelle listens to music to recall information and 

"recap inside." While writing a test, Dacia thinks of the music 

that accompanied her studying because it helps her to recall the 

material. Music's ability to promote recall has been reported by 

Bastick (1982) , Balch, Bowman, and Mohler (1992) , and McClellan 

(1988). 



In general, when the music is enjoyed, reduces undesirable 

tension, and blocks distractions while at the same t i m e  not 
becoming a distraction, it helps learners to connect with the 

clinical learning experiences and generates ideas. "Music is in 

the f irst and last instances, in. . .the mind of the listener , not 
actual sounds but images, ideas, thoughts, and emotions" 

(Seashore, 1938, p. 14) . The triggering of images by the music 
may facilitate the generation of ideas which participants 

described because the music acts as a catalyst for thoughts, 

images and ideas. ~efïecting on clinical experiences is 

perceived as "easy, and the music, when liked, adds to the 

enjoyment of the activity. Even learners who prefer silence to 

concentrate, f avour music when writing their clinical j ournals. 

Although al1 participants felt relaxed and comforted by the 

music which they tried as background for reflection, and they 

commented on the " e a ~ e ~ ~  with which they were able to connect 

with the learning experience, the preference for more energetic 

music won out for several learners (Mia, Dacia, Jessie, and 

Lora) . Also, some participants do not find the music provided 
for the research study as useful for the generating of ideas. 

Chanelle and Wong continue to prefer silence to listen to their 

own thoughts. Kate, Lora, and Dacia continue to pref er their own 

music selections when reflecting on and writing about clinical 

experiences , and when generating ideas for papers and proj ects . 

In contrast, Jessie and Mia noted that ideas  corne freely in 
the presence of al1 music provided by the researcher, with the 

exception of Gregorian chants. They attribute this to the 

freedom of distractions and a sense of comfort which they 

experienced in the presence of those selections. Michelle 

learned that, f o r  ber, Steven Halpern's music and the Baroque 
selections reduce the distractions when she reflects on, and 

writes about her clinical learning experiences . According to 
Watson and Drury (1987) , Steven Halpern created his music to 



"leave spaces between the musical phrases and allow the 

meditative mood to develop - thereby increasing the alpha brain 
wave pattern in the consciousness of the listenerw (p. 90). 

According to Bastick (1982) " [ t ] o  encourage ... intuitive 
ideas to corne, creative people try to create environments in 

whichthey have previously experienced such intuitions. This may 

involve props to act as stimuli. . . .The environments for 

creativity must have no ego-threatening anxiety and therefore 

familiar surroundings are usedw (p. 384). This may explain why 

Kate reached for Steve Halpern's tape when she wanted to recall 

the clinical experience, Dacia continues to prefer the Oldies, 

Mia likes Jazz, Jessie continues to prefer her three vocalists 

when planning papers, and Michelle likes Steven Halpern's music 

as background when trying to generate ideas for papers and 

pro j ects . 

Music and the Perception of Svace 

Participants listened to music during learning activities 

to create the space needed for the activity (Dacia, Chanelle, 

M i a ,  Michelle, Lora, Wong) . Kate, Lora, M i a ,  Chanelle, Dacia, 

and Wong talked of the presence of music as space. Kate, Lora, 

Mia, Chanelle, and Dacia spoke of music giving them a specific 

space. Jazz put Kate in a different space while involved in a 

learning activity. She explained: "It gives me the illusion of 

being in some fantastic night club or something like that, 

rather than sitting at my desk reading statisti~s.~ None of the 

music for the research project was effective to this end for 

Kate. For Lora, music creates her '@place...it creates [her] 

environment and room...itfs like going home." The Baroque music 

and Gregorian chants help her to create that persona1 space. Mia 

can use al1 four tapes of music to "create that environment." 

Chanelle puts herself within her %wn boundariesl@ and "a more 



comfortable environmenttl is created with her own New Age music 

and the New Age music provided for the research study. Gregorian 

chants placed Michelle in her own space while studying on the 

subway and Steve Halpern's music creates her own space when at 

home. The Baroque and New Age music and Halpernq s music puts 

Dacia Ilin a different world. For Wong, the Baroque music 

provided by the researcher %ubstitutes those distractionsw in 

his mind, which used to bother h i m  while studying. 

Music also is perceived by participants as occupying space 

in their brain or physical body. Kate explains: III won't be 

taken up enough by the subject that 1% reading or studying, or 

writing, so 1 want this little extra bit of decoration for my 

other half of the brain, there is part of me that is sort of 

fiddling away at listening to that rather than being involved 

with the subject.I' She prefers her own music for the extra 

decoration. Music Vills up space, blocks distraction" for Mia. 

The Baroque and New Age music fills the space in the mind for 

Mia and Dacia. For Wong, the Baroque music 'lsubstituted those 

distractions which used to bother him while studyingI1 and he and 

the music luare one." My experience is that Steven Halpern's 

music resides in the space which otherwise is occupied by my 

inner critic. The music seems to push the critic out of that 

space in my mind and replaces that room with a soothing and 

relaxing element. The other three types of music also at tirnes 

can serve that purpose for me but their power is not sustained 

over a period of time. 

The space offered by the music can also be experienced as 

a force which increases persona1 tension and thus distracts and 

blocks the ability to center and be present for the learning 

activity. Wong likened music to space. He experienced being 

'Itotally lostl' in Steven Halpern's music and ~regorian chants 

%ake overl' Dacia ' s mind. 



According to Campbell (1997), "Ambient music...can give us 

more room to relax...It can make our environment feel lighter, 

more spacious, and more elegant, or it can make our space feel 

more orderly, efficient, and activem' (p. 73) . Zuckerkandl (1956) 
points out that music discloses to us a form of space which 

obliterates boundaries and with which we "can be one, which 

permits encounter to be experienced as communicationw (p. 339) . 

The Matter of Rhythm 

Wong and Jessie need a steady pulse in music. They need 

music that is organized and are irritated by Halpern's unrnetered 

music. Wong explained: "1 am an organized person and therefore 

need organized music. Funes and Munson indicates that Vhythmic 

pattern are an important factor in musical organization because 

they are one of the chief means of providing both tension and 

repose. A sense of repose generally results when some one 

element supplies unity by remaining unchanged while other 

elements are undergoing signif icant  modification^^^ (Funes & 

Munson, p. 55). Drury (1985) explains that the structure 

inherent in rhythm offers a sense of regularity which stimulates 

mental perception (p. 58) . 
When a rhythmic pattern is subjected to considerable 

variation (other elements aside), the unpredictability of the 

variation and the large amount of information the listener must 

absorb can generate a great deal of tensiont' (Funes & Munson, p. 

55). Wong and Jessie spoke of the unpredictability of Steven 

Halpern's music causing them to feel increasingly irritated and 

tense . 

According to Funes and Munson (1975) , "we do respond to 
time in music in very direct and active ways. Whether 

consciously or unconsciously, we sense how time - along with 



other musical elements - create the effects of tension and 
repose that are central to our response to musicN (p. 26). Music 

with an even pulse Veflect Our apparent need to regulate and 

keep track of where we have been and where we are goingw (Funes 

& Munson, p. 26). 

The  Need for 85lence 

Music also serves as a distraction, interfering with the 

ability to focus and thus it acts as a negative force. 

Participants who prefer silence when the learning task requires 

their total concentration or they feel tense and anxious (Wong, 

Jessie, Kate, Lora) are then distracted by music. The type of 

music which contributes to such disturbance varies with 

individual and with specific learning situations. Wong is 

distracted by music I1which is loud, fast, and contains the sound 

of drums. tf Such music irritates him. Dacia, Chanelle, and Mia 

know that lyrics are distracting. When the music is enjoyed too 

much, it becomes a distraction for Mia, Jessie, Wong, and Lora. 

When the music distracts, it is turned off and the absence is 

then a means to regain focus. 

Several participants (Wong, Lora, Kate, Jessie and Mia) 

also listen to music to benef it from the distraction, take a 

rest from the learning activity, and to be diverted from 

stressful thoughts. Participants seem ta know instinctively when 

music shifts their tension to a plane which is not conducive for 

the concentration needed for the learning task. It is a high 

tension level that ultimately provokes the individual to shut 

the music off because the pressure interferes with the ability 

to focus. Then, music produces wrestlessness, irritation, 

tension," and a feeling of 8rtiredness.w 



Several participants continue to need silence during 

complex learning task. For them silence is important when their 

persona1 tension escalates to such a level that the background 

music no longer blocks al1 distraction but instead itseif 

becomes a distraction (Lora, Wong, Jessie). Although they 

reserve a part of their mental processing for the music when the 

learning activity is tleasyn and they want to be entertained, 

when the task is complex and taxes their processing capacity 

they required silence. Several participants (Chanelle, Dacia, 

Lora, Michelle) discovered that the music of the research study, 

if it gives comfort, relaxes them, and is in itself not a 

distraction, helps keep their persona1 tension Erom escalating 

and thus serves the same purpose as silence. 

Several participants who required silence for activities 

requiring intense concentration discovered that Baroque, New 

Age, and Halpern's music allowed them to stay focused with the 

activity for which in the past they required a silent 

environment. The music helps them decrease tension and mind 

talk, and consequently permits them to focus. The Baroque music 

intrudes less and keeps Wong, Lora, and Jessie relaxed and 

focused when in the past silence was needed. Chanelle noted that 

she stays focused for a longer period of time when the New Age 

music accompanies her studying. Michelle is less distracted, 

thus stays calm and centred with Steven Halpern's music. 

However, for a l 1  but Mia and Dacia, there is a point where the 

task is too demanding and their persona1 tension escalates to a 

point where the music becomes a distraction. In that case, 

rather than gaining a feeling of control and relaxation, they 

experience restlessness, irritation, and unwanted increased 

tension level . 

Silence also gives the space that is needed to focus on the 

task. For Jessie, Chanelle, and Wong, silence gives that space. 

Jessie explains: "It [silence] creates a space for me, 1 use it 



in the way other people use music to create an environnient and 
know that it blocks out some of the distractions. lm For Chanelle, 

silence gives the space needed when she tries to lforganizetm what 

she needs to cover in a papers and "ask the question of what 

[she] needis] to answer to fulfil the objective." 

Although it is beyond this research to assess the 

complexity of the participants' learning activities as perceived 

by each individual, it is clear that the complexity of each task 

was perceived in a unique way by each individual and was 

inf luenced by the various elements which inf luenced the personal 

tension level and ability to focus. When the learning task is 

perceived as more complex, increased attention and processing is 

required. Consequently, participants choose less distraction, 

L e .  no music, when involved in learning activities that 

required a considerable amount of information processing to 

allocate more processing capacity to these cognitively more 

demanding tasks. Since complex stimuli are more difficult to 

process, participants choose to decrease additional stimulation 

(Michelle, Jessie, Wong, Lora). 

Konecni (1982) showed that subjectst selection of music was 

strongly affected by the task in which they were engaged while 

choosing and processing the melody (in Deutsch, p. 506) . In her 
research, subjects were required to perfonn cognitive processing 

tasks of varying complexity demanding varying arousal, the 

complexity of the task influences the choice of melodies. She 

found that when individuals are required to work on tasks which 

require considerable amount of information processing, they 

prefer less complex melodies. This may explain why some 

individuals prefer silence for learning activities which require 

intense concentration. 



Conclusion 

Al1 participants experienced interferences with their 

ability to focus on learning task and al1 but Michelle had in 

the past used music for some learning activities. They al1 

uniquely differ in their experience with the four types of 

music. The response to the music provided depends on the 

uniqueness of the participant's nature, knowledge of, and past 

experiences with music, liking of the music, and type of 

learning activity, and persona1 goals. Al1 participants like 

some of the music as background for some learning activities. 

The type of music selected f o r  specific learning activities 

is also an individual choice. Al1 four types of music were 

useful f o r  some participants. The Baroque, and New Age music and 

Halpern's music were seen as helpful as background for studying. 

Gregorian chants were distracting for some. Participants found 

that the music of choice helped to isolate, create a space, 

adjust persona1 tension, gain control, and motivate. The music 

was preferred for studying. For planning projects and papers, 

and reflecting on experiences, most participants continue to 

prefer their own music. 

According to Campbell, 1997, music can mask unpleasant 

sounds and feelings, slows d o m  and equalizes brain waves, 

reduce muscle tension, change the perception of time and space, 

generate a sense of well-being, and strengthen memory and 

learning (pp. 65-78). The consequent outcome is the ability to 

f ocus and be present for the task, connect with experiences, and 

generate ideas. 



6 CREATIWZ SYNTHESIS: 

THE EXPERIENCE - LIFE OF THE BEACH 

The Imaae Emercres 

According to Tesch (1990) phenomenological r e f l e c t i o n  is a 

tlprocess of Wondering about1 and searching, delving into a 
phenornenon, awakening to it, and letting o n e s e l f  be inspiredn 

(Tesch, 1990, p. 70) . "In the creat ive  synthes i s  process ,  there 

is a free reign of thought and feeling that support the 

researcher s knowledge , passion, and presencefl (Moustakas, 199 0 ,  

p. 52)  and Veelings,  thoughts and images that  have been 

awakened will return again and againw (p.  5 5 ) .  My initial 

thoughts of the shifting tension that the participants 

experienced and the adjustment of that t e n s i o n  became a 



recurring theme. I suddenly had moved beyond the data; the 

recurring theme of shifting tension and my own feelings helped 

me grasp the essence of the experience. The image surfaced while 

on vacation and walking along the shoreline of Florida. A year 

long immersion with the data, freedom from usual pressures, and 

an environment that nourished my whole being provided a fresh 

breeze to clear barriers to creative synthesis. The meaning 

became clearer over time and took on the spirit of a beach. The 

image, life of a beach, surfaced. 

While on a short vacation, 1 wanted to take a break from my 

immersion in the data and let incubation (Moustakas, 1990) take 

its course, but 1 unexpectedly found myself in the middle of the 

creative synthesis phase (Moustakas, 1990) of heuristic 

research. With a sudden clarity 1 understood that the life of 

the beach is like the experience of learning with music. As I 
walked along the beach for two to three hours every day, images 

surfaced and meshed with the themes, revealing a new level of 

understanding of the participants' stories and my experience 

with music as background for learning activities. The similarity 

between the life of the beach and the participantst experiences, 

and the relationship of music as background for learning emerged 

gradually as 1 daily walked seven to ten miles of the Florida 

coast. 1 realized that just as a learner is affected by the 

environment, the beach is influenced by its surroundings. Also, 

the nature of the beach and the circumstances surrounding it 

influence the life of that beach as the learner8s nature and 

circumstances influence the learning. Back at home, over the 

next several months, 1 reflected on the participantst stories 

and with the aid of my photos reviewed the beach experience. The 

similarities between the life of a beach and the participants' 

experiences unfolded as the details of the life on a beach 

became clearer in my mind. 



The Beach 

The character and life of a beach are dependent on its 

unique composition of natural and man made elements and the 

environment. The human hand often acts to intervene and modify 

a beach, and natural forces of sea and weather help create or 
disrupt its balance. These forces define whether peaceful 

harmony or ciiscord reigns and governs the life of the beach. 

When harmony prevails, the beach is at peace, it remains 

constant, and beach creatures can be successful in their pursuit 

to sustain life. When discord triumphs, it disturbs the natural 

rhythm of the beach. 

Natural elements such a s  wind, tides, and weather cycles 
govern the sea and set in motion the waves that help shape the 



ever changing uniqueness of the beach. They serve to fashion the 

character of that world and shape its life. Creatures that live 

in and on the Sand respond to these forces and to the natural 

rhythm of changes of light and tides. Depending on the wind's 

velocity, the waves' force oscillates to caress or batter the 

shore. Wind drives the water and adjusts the waves to violently 

tear into the beach or tenderly embrace it. When the wind 

escalates to s t o m  velocity, the tempestuous sea, driven by the 

storm, shatters the peace and harmony that exists. Then, the 

natural rhythm of life is disrupted by the turmoil that ensues, 

and the character of the beach is transformed. Yet, a harmony, 

a balance remains as the wind shifts and the ebb and flow of the 

sea is adjusted by the alternating tides. A gentle wind casts 

its calming influence over the sea, smoothing the waves to 

bestow tranquility. Then, the beach is changed, yet in balance. 

There is a sense of tranquility as the sea creatures, plants, 

and birds resume their natural rhythm of life. A peacefulness 

reigns, as gentle waves wash the sand and deposit new 

microscopie life to nourish minute creatures that live in the 

sand. The birds pursue their daily activity searching for food 

among the seaweed and shells. 

As the wind increases in force, the rising energy and 

tension replace the tranquility, and the inhabitants of the 

seaside respond to the change. Birds who warmed themselves in 

the sunt s rays, or wandered at ease in search of a meal, now 

stand facing into the wind. Some take f light. People, who rested 

or played, become torrnented by the stinging sand, which is 

disturbed, as the wind builds to a gale. Many gather their 

blankets and leave. Shells disappear as they are covered by 

drifting sand. Small, delicate crustations are uprooted and 

tumble out of sight while others, clinging to life, quickly dig 

deep into the ground. The waves increase their intrusion and 

tear into the beach. The peaceful existence is lost. Birds that 

stood finn facing the wind now disappear in search of safe 





The Beach Experience 

The stormy, dark, horizon appears  r e s t l e s s  
And the brooding, churning sea is endless. 
I t  is an omen o f  discontent. 

A t  the horizon, the sea and clouds do not end. 
As the storm drives the waves toward the land 

I t  urges mountains of water t o  toss the sand. 

S h e l l s  f r o m  t h e i r  rest ing place are torn,  

They are tossed and covered w i t h  water and sand urged along 

by the storm. 

As the gale is spent, a gentle breeze commands the  scene 

Bnd once again on the sand, treasures can be seen. 

With the t ide ,  water extracts sand so shells are revealed 

Which during the storm had been concealed. 

The Sun again i l luminates sea and beach. 



Sea creatures r e t u r n  that had been out of reach 

And along the seashore, 
pink sand sparkles i n  the Sun once more, 
As the day p e r s i s t s ,  t h e  wind has no will 

And l i f e  on the- beach stands s t i l l .  

Birds s t o p  s e a r c h i n g  fo r  food t o  seek s h e l t e r  from the heat 
And beach worshippers seek water in defeat. 
A sea star d i e s  stranded on land 
And shells become bleached and burn i n  the sand. 

A p r a y e r  f o r  a fresh breeze ascend 

T o  b r i n g  icsrtia to an end. 
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The Learnerws ExDerience is L i k e  the L i f e  of the Beach 

The natural elements of wind and tide, and character govern 

the sea's motion, and form the waves that help shape the beach. 

These elements determine whether peaceful harmony or discowd 

reigns. When harmony prevails, sea shore creatures can be 

successful in their pursuit to sustain life, whereas discord 

disturbs the natural rhythm of the beach. Similarly, the natural 

elements, environmental components, and unique characteristics 

of the participant, and the learning activity, at any given 

tirne, control the individual's own balance. They govern the 

learner's involvernent in the learning process and the ability to 

achieve the task. When the person feels in balance, he/she 

experiences a harmony and inner peace, and can center and focus 

on the learning task. When discord reigns, the focus is lost and 

the learning process is disturbed. 



Just as the motion of the sea, under the spell of the wind 

and tides, caresses or batters the shore and promotes harmony 

and peace or discord in the life of the beach, so too, the 

participant's experience is influenced by the environmental 

elements which soothe or disturb the person. As the natural 

elements change, affecting the life of the beach, deciding its 

balance and harmony, so too, the various elements in the 

learner's environment govern that individual's sense of balance 

or discord. 

The beach life is never the same. The water1s edge is 

always moving and changing. When observed for a short period, 

the beach seems unchanged, but on close inspection and with 

alternating tides, significant transformation can be observed. 

~imilarly , the participant s experience is never the same 

because the various elements which affect the her/him are 

constantly in flux. Never ending oscillations supply sand and 

sea creatures to form and sculpt the beach, while the water 

ceaselessly washes the sand and deposits its gifts. Likewise, 

the participant% environment in its simplicity and diversity, 

helps to mold that individual's uniqueness as a learner and 

contributes to her/his knowledge and skills. 

As the external elements influence the beach life, so too, 

do external elements influence the participant. As the beachls 

presence is transformed, so too, that learnerts environment is 

continuously altered in subtle ways and influences the 

individual's presence. External forces together with persona1 

elements of the individual such as goals, desires, needs, and 

thoughts affect the learnerls balance just as the environmental 

forces and natural elements of the beach influence its life, 

External forces influence the learnerls personal tension levels 

and act to drive or restrain the learner, They affect the 

individual ' s peace of mind, and ability to center and be present 
for the learning task. Similarly, the environmental forces 



change tension of the natural inhabitants of the beach and 

determine whether peace reigns. 

The beach changes as the winds shift and grow. Similarly, 

the learnerls relationship with learning material can be 

suddenly influenced by changes in environmental elements. Shifts 

in wind velocity are like changing environmental elements which 

distract the learner and influence persona1 tension level. AS 

wind increases tension, birds stop their wandering in search of 

a meal, and stand facing the wind to hold their footing. Srnail 

shells roll out of sight and people gather their belongings to 

leave. Similarly, the learner's peace is disturbed when external 

distractions mount and raise persona1 tension. The natural 

harmony of the learner fades, information and thoughts become 

scattered, and are difficult ta retain. When wind escalates to 

a gale, there are no birds or shells to be seen, as waves roar 

and crash ont0 the sand. For the learner, clarity of thinking is 

lost and ideas disappear, as distracting elements overpower the 

balance of persona1 tension and inner peace. Consequently, the 

learner can no longer be present for t h e  task, 

The sea's wave represents the participant's persona1 

tension. Just as the wave tension governs the beach's life, so 

too, the persona1 tension affects the learnerls ability to 

immerse in the learning process. The ever changing wind affects 

the waves. So too, the individual's persona1 tension is 

influenced by elements which comfort or disturb. The wavesf 

power shape the beach, influencing its lifels balance. 

Similarly, the participant's tension level vacillates, affecting 

the balance of the learner. Thus, persona1 tension governs the 

ability to be present for the learning task. Like waves, 

compelled by strong wind, cover treasures on the beach, so 

escalating personal tension blocks thought for the learner. 



A stonny sea is like the escalating persona1 tension which 

clouds the mind and disturbs the thought process of the 

participant. The rough sea disturbs the peaceful balance on the 

beach, just as the learner's escalating persona1 tension level 

disturbs the individual's hanaony and concentration. As the 

beach is in turmail and shells are tossed and living creatures 

disappear from view, so the  learner's thoughts are in turmoil 

and the individualls ability to be present is lost t o  the 

persona1 storm. Information and ideas disappear as thoughts are 

scattered and replaced by disturbing tension. The churning sea 

tears shells from the sea floor and tosses them in the raging 

waves, to be finally released on the calming beach. Similarly, 

the escalating tension which blocks the learner's focus can 

dislodge deeply hidden thoughts and alert the learner, just  as 

w e t  shells compel the shell seeker after a storm. 

A storm blocks the view for the learner. Al1 participants 

spoke of stress and persona1 tension that obstructs their 

ability to focus and be present for a learning task. Especially 

for Dacia and M i a ,  escalating tension is very unsettling. Their 

experience is like a storm which shatters the peace of the 

beach. Dacials description of her tension when she tries to 

study for a test is particularly poignant. She feels the tension 

"gohg thorough [her ] hair . Tension which disrupts the 

learnerqs balance is like a storm which disturbs the peaceful 

existence of the beach. 

As the storm subsides and is replaced by a gentle breeze, 

the sea is calmed, turmoil on the beach ends, and peace is again 

restored. For the learner, soothing and gentle music is like the 

gentle breeze that calms and relaxes. When harmony exists on the 

beach, creatures resume their daily tasks. Similarly, when the 

participant experiences harmony , he/she can ref ocus on the 

learning activity. Thoughts that were blocked by tension, just 

like the living creatures and treasures of the beach can surface 



and be examined. ~ i k e  the gentle breeze restores peace, so too, 

soothing music allows inner peace and focus. When there is peace 

on the beach, creatures successfully conduct their daily 

activities to sustain their vitality. Similarly, the learner's 

zest is renewed. 

Like the shells and seabirds, which are disturbed and 

become hidden by the storm, the person's thoughts are forgotten 

when tension mounts. When there is balance, like the return of 

shells and life to the beach, ideas and concepts formerly 

learned return and be examined. Some shells are washed out into 

the sea by the storm. Similarly, some ideas recede to the deep 

recesses of the mind. As clarity of thinking returns with a 

sense of inner peace, what is studied or explored is clear, and 

can be understood. Thus, there is success in achieving the task 

just as the beach creature is fruitful in finding its meal. 

Al1 participants described how the calming music restores 

a sense of cornfort and inner peace. For Mia, Jessie, Wong, 

Dacia, and Lora, Baroque music quiets the inner tension created 

by stress. Chanelle, Mia, Michelle, and Dacia experienced that 

comfort with Steve Halpern's music when using it as background 

for studying. New Age music offers that restored peace for 

Chanelle, Dacia, and Mia. Lora also experiences the sense of 

serene comfort that comes when the storm of stress ceases, and 

calm is restored with Gregorian chants. That music, and Baroque 

music create the breeze which sweeps away distractions that 

escalate her tension level. When tension rises, Wong listens to 

the Baroque or New Age tape to take a respite from his learning 

activity. The music is soothing, decreasing tension generated by 

external noise, and distracting thought. 



The Elusive Idea 

The above image depicts my experience of searching for the 

meaning and the appropriate label. Often 1 feel frustrated when 

1 want to access what seems lost, The meaning seems clear and on 

the surface perhaps just covered with a thin layer of mind 

clutter, just as a shell on the beach is covered with fine sand 

revealing only its shape, and when uncovered it closes tight to 

hide what is inside, Clarity was there a moment ago or yesterday 

when 1 did not have tirne to mite, but today, trying to connect 

with the idea is like trying to catch a wisp of wind. You can 
detect its presence, but can not hold it, It remains a vague 

memory. Like the shell which was in view and now is covered by 

the incoming tide, so my thoughts disappear with the ever 

present tides of life. 

1 feel frustration when 1 can not make meaning of the data, 

when intuitively 1 feel 1 understand, yet can not label what I 
know, because somehow, the total and details are not yet 

revealed. In my frustration, 1 take a break, ever so conscious 



of tirne marching on, and that with it my personal target date 

recedes further and further into the past. Yet, 1 am aware that 

no forcing will yield results, but patience and time, to allow 

fruition to occur. Although frustrated, I walk away from the 

task to gain a new perspective, ever conscious of the need to 

return. 1 listen to music to move away and let tirne, diversion, 
and relaxation free my mind of barriers which keep ideas firmly 

hidden. 1 create distance by a walk, sleep on the idea, or 

immerse myself in another task to gain a new perspective. When 

ready, my mind suddenly reveals what 1 could earlier not grasp. 

Similarly, the crustation that f inds rest in the sand conceals 

what it holds and only in time, when dried by Sun and air, will 

it divulge its secret inside. 

The participants also use music to take a break, to be 

distracted, and secure a distance, to "refresh the mind, gain a 

fresh perspective, clear the mind,tt and "let ideas come.It We 

search for a thought that is hidden, like a beachcomber seeks to 

explore a hidden treasure on the beach. 

The beach can not affect the elements which control it. In 

contrast, the learner can modify some of the forces which 

influence the mind and thus become more present for a task. The 

participants and 1 use music to gain control. Music molds and 

shapes the experience, modifies external pressures, and 

transfers energy. We select music to act as the modulator, just 

as the wind modifies the waves. Calming music acts like a 

calming wind soothing and restoring balance and peace. Thus, it 

adjusts the tension which affects Our ability to focus, just as 

the wind adjusts the tension on the beach exerted by waves. When 

the learnert s tension level wanes and focus is lost, like an 

energetic wind, lively music can uplift persona1 tension and 

return vitality for the learning task. 



My Journey 

The Seascape 

W a t e r  and wind give enerqy ,  
Sand is my barrier, 
Shells a r e  my t h o u g h t s .  
A gen t l e  breeze i s  the m u s i c  that calms m y  soul. 
The s h o r e l i n e ' s  motion i s  m y  persona2 t e n s i o n  

W h i c h  a f f e c t s  t h e  clarity of my mind. 

When the  wind and waves are g e n t l e ,  
I feel i n  balance ,  my mind is clear, 
And I can be present  for the l e a r n i n g  task. 
Then, thoughts surface and can be e x p l o r e d .  

A disturbance on the beach by  e s c a l a t i n g  wind and 
w a v e s  i s  m y  escalating t e n s i o n .  

I t  distracts and interfere w i t h  my imer peace. 
Sea foam fash ions  t h e  cobwebs that cloud my m i n d .  

A s torm unsettles m y  essence, it conquers my vision.  



A storm is brewing a t  the  horizon, the dark c louds  
are gathering. Low and full, they  are dr iven  

towards the beach by a g a l e .  Darkness descends. The 
sea p i c k s  u p  the r e s t l e s ç n e s s  of the wind. Turmoil 
i s  f i rs t  perceived i n  the  d i s t a n c e  where a band of 

darkness obscure the hor i zon .  I t  cornes closer, 

sending its tentacles onto the shore.  The shoreline 

is i n  motion, yet on the  beach, royal terns s t i l l  

stand i n  columns facing i n t o  the e s c a l a t i n g  wind,  

now f i l l e d  w i t h  sea spray, and p a r t i a l l y  

obs t ruc t ing  the previously  clear view. 
The sea is dark ,  r e s t l e s s ,  and n o i s y .  I t  is the  

harbinger of discontent that disturbs peace . W a v e s  

have pushed shells i n  a heap on the  beach and al1 

but the t o p  layer  is exposed.  Sand has filled gaps 
and p a r t i a l l y  blown over an entire pile, so t h a t  
only a few shells are t o t a l l y  i n  v i e w .  



As the s torm i n c r e a s e s ,  waves are pushed o n t 0  t h e  
beach, c o v e r i n g  shells t h a t  adorned the sand. Chaos 

ensues ,  and a r o a r  r e p l a c e s  a l 1  soundç. The 

restless sea churns ,  disturbing the magical peace 

and t r a n q u i l i t y -  of an hour ago . Grey mountains of 
water  and froth cover p ink  sand.  The roya l  terns 
are gone, s e e k i n g  t h e  comfor t  of a s h e l t e r e d  cove. 

O h ,  t o  have  the peaceful  quiet of a g e n t l e  breeze. 

At last, the h o r i z o n  clears, and a g e n t l e  breeze 

d r i f t s  i n ,  ban i sh ing  the storm. T h e  sea ca lms .  

Water r e c e d e s ,  and w i t h  i t  p u l l s  away sand,  to 

flaunt seashore t r e a s u r e s  t h a t  were los t .  S h e l l s ,  

which had been d i sp laced  and t o s s e d ,  now f i n d  a 

r e s t i n g  p lace  on the beach. Quie t  r e t u r n s ,  a l l o w i n g  

sounds o f  s e a g u l l s  and g e n t l e ,  Zapping waves once  

more. As sunray  i l l u m i n a t e s  sea and sand, t u r q u o i s e  

water  g l i s t e n s ,  pink sand s p a r k l e s ,  and beach 

t r e a s u r e s  are d i sp layed  on the warm sand. 

There is a r e t u r n  of t r a n q u i l i t y ,  and comfort. 

Royal terns again  are  present, now fac ing  a g e n t l e  
breeze . 



The calm breeze continues. Sea foam that lingered 
like moçs, is dried by a warm breath o f  gentle 
wind. People who had been driven away by the storm, 

r e t u r n  t o  the beach and children, laughing and 

content b u i l d  castles i n  the sand. 

Peace and c l k t y  at l a s t !  

Parched sand f a l l s  from a h u l l  . The shells are here  
t o  stay! Each is caressed, cradled, and supported 

by a gentle breeze, and warm sand. 

New shells have arrived. Shells are heaped i n  h i l l s  

where before, sand, sea foam, 

t he i r  presence. They g l i s t e n  i n  

the i r  beauty t o  behold. T h e  

tender, delicately caresses each 

reveal its true splendeur. 

and water denied 
the Sun, and o f f e r  
breeze, warm and 
shell,  inv i t ing it 



F a m i l i e s  o f  shells are now p r e s e n t .  They l i e  i n  

heaps ,  p a i n t i n g  the beach  and o f f e r i n g  b o u n t i f u l  
choices for l a v i s h  and creative d e s i g n s .  A serene 
harmony replaces the former t u r m o i l ,  w h i l e  
uncovered t r e a s u r e s  beckon t o  be admired and 
u n d e r s t o o d .  

The artist, h a s  r e t u r n e d  t o  the beach ,  t o  collect 

shells l i ke  jewels. In her mind,  a d e s i g n  u n f o l d s  
a s  m a g n i f i c e n t  shells a r e  s e l e c t e d ,  e a c h  u n i q u e  and 
m m e l l o u s  t o  behold. They form a collage o f  

n a t u r e  ' s wonders ,  a wor ld  t o  p e r c e i v e ,  u n d e r s t a n d ,  
and e n j o y .  New interest  is sparked .  As meanings  

s u r f a c e ,  a t o t a l  c o l l a g e  o f  wonders comes clear. 
The scene is p e r c e i v e d  and unders tood ,  

I wander a l o n g  the seascape  and a t  a g l a n c e  take i n  

the t o t a l  v i e w .  I t  is clear today ,  the Sun is o u t  
and there is a calm breeze. T h e  sand i s  d r y  and 
adorned w i t h  numerous shells, Al1 a t  once, a s  I 
scan the beach  and e n j o y  the v i s t a ,  I see the 

d e t a i l s  and the b e a u t y .  A b i v a l v u l a r  shell t h a t  is 
s l i g h t l y  open,  draws m y  a t t e n t i o n .  I p i c k  it up and 
t r y  t o  open  it t o  l o o k  inside. I t  resists and w i l l  
not  reveal its secrets. The muscle, h o l d i n g  the two 
s i d e s ,  t i g h t l y  contracts, and k e e p s  the treasure 

f irmly guarded . 

I can o n l y  g l i m p s e  a minute  p o r t i o n  and o n l y  
imagine  what  i s  i n s i d e .  N o  m a t t e r  how hard I try t o  
pry the h u l l  open  and unders tand  the shell i n  i t s  

whole b e a u t y ,  I can  not a c h i e v e  t h i s ;  its q r a s p  is 
t o o  firm. My resolve t o  k e e p  t r y ing  only b r i n g s  

frustration and tension. Fina l l y ,  u n s u c c e s s f u l ,  I 

g e n t l y  p l a c e  the shell back  i n  the sand and, i n  my 



mind mark i t s  l o c a t i o n ,  and I cont inue my s t r o l l ,  
e x p l o r i n g  many o t h e r  treasures along the way. The 
walk is refreshing and my s p i r i t  soars. 

Eventually I r e turn  to the  spot where I placed t h e  

unyie ld ing shel'l. The crustation seems t o  tempt m e  
t o  try again, and m y  i n t e r e s t  is sparked once more. 

This t i m e ,  i t  is easy to open. T h e  sun and gentle 
wind have s o f t e n e d  the shel18s reserve t o  conceal 

its secret and i t  qives way t o  my gentle nudge. I 
marvel a t  the s h e l f  Is wholeness and finally 

understand i t s  part in creating the t o t a l  seascape 

with a l 1  the d e t a i l s  and charm. I have learned and 

gained understanding! 



EPILOGUE 

-ansion of mv Horizon 

"Self -understanding and self growth occur simultaneous ly in 

heuristic discoveryl' (Moustakas, 1990, p. 13) . My involvement 
with the research has heightened my understanding of myself and 

moved me to a different realm of being. I have grown as a 

person, learner , educator , and researcher . Beincg creative was 
not easy since my persona1 critic, ItHawk, If demanded perfection 

and thus did not want to validate ideas that surfaced. 1 have 

learned that this thesis would never be completed were 1 to 

achieve ltHawkfsw perfection. In addition, what is perfection to 

one is imperfection to another. What is important is to start, 
to let the ideas surface and be acknowledged. Music now removes 

llHawkfsff chatter. The implications of that awareness are 

significant not just for writing this dissertation but have 

meaning for myself as educator. 1 have gained an increased 

appreciation for learnersf struggles to achieve their goals. 

One of my big challenges has been the juggling of time. The 

desire to write and work towards completion of my thesis has 

been constant. Often however, 1 feel trapped because my full 

time job seems to consume my life. When 1 have time to immerse 

myself in the research project, 1 sense progress and ideas begin 

to f low. Then, there are weeks and months when 1 cannot return 

to the thesis and ideas disappear like the shells that are 

washed away into the sea. After such periods, much more time is 

needed in returning to that natural flow of ideas which seemed 

to surface so readily with daily immersion. 



The Most Powerful 8torms 

For three years, while 1 worked on this thesis, my pet 

rabbit ttPepperlf was a constant presence. From her vantage point, 

she spent her time watching me at my desk. Pepper also liked the 

music and seemed relaxed in its presence. When 1 played faster 
tunes for diversion or a change, she became agitated and l e f t  

the room, Invariably, that music was also not conducive to my 

writing, and ultimately 1 would replace it with Halpern's music 

or, occasionally, slow Baroque. Pepper eventually returned and 

continue her vigil as long as the quiet, soothing music played. 

While 1 was writing chapter four, Pepper became il1 and died 

within three weeks. Her absence left a void so vast, and grief 

so intense, that no music could help me focus on my thesis. Only 

slowly could 1 return to my writing when my new rabbit, fifPuffygf 

became a member of the family and started to sit under my desk 

while I worked. 

Pepperts loss has taught ne the significance of inner 

peace. In her own way, she had contributed to my sense of inner 

peace. That experience has reinforced for me the signif icance of 
comfort and inner peace created by one's surroundings. 1 learned 

that music, although helpful, alone is not enough to banish 
intense distress. How profoundly a change can influence a 

learner was clear, The emotional rewards of a relationship with 

one's pet and the overwhelming impact of that pet loss were 

suddenly sharply etched in my mind. That experience has 

heightened my sensitivity to the emotional turmoil which 

learnerst experience because of changes in their lives, which 

leave them unsettled and distracted. 

Coping with death and terminal illness of close family 

members has taught me to be more realistic with my goals. 1 

learned to demand less of myself, and now have more patience 

when it 1s impossible for me to concentrate. 1 had to admit that 
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emotions and worries can not always be swept aside. 1 learned to 

become more flexible with target dates, knowing that no amount 

of forcing will help when 1 feel spiritual distress. My own 

experience has increased my understanding for students when 

their daily life is disrupted by the worry or grief experienced 

over a loved one's illness or loss. My compassion for their 

plight is heightened by my own struggle to complete the t h e s i s  

while filled with worry and grief. 

From T i d e  to T i d e  With Bhiftina Wind 

Music has become a part of my life as an educator. 1 have 

added a stereo set and a selection of music to my office at the 

university. During the day and before a class, 1 use music to 

center. Music also accompanies learning activities in my 

classes. Students listen to music before the class begins and 

during breaks. It has also provided the background for centering 

exercises, group activities, and the occasional test. 

The idea of music as background to relax and nurture also 

interests other faculty members in my school. Several have 

consulted me on the topic, and now include music in their office 

environment. In addition, four of us, who teach a first and 

fourth year course, on a regular basis incorporate music i n t o  

class and lab activities. Students like the music, and when it 

is not present at the beginning of class they comment on its 

absence and remark on its benefits. Music Hwelcomes, relaxes, 

and centresw them. 

The participants1 stories have increased my understanding 

of learners, their needs, habits, challenges, and struggles . 1 
encourage students to examine their stressors, persona1 needs, 

and coping styles, to discover w h a t  promotes and interf eres with 

their sense of balance and inner peace. They are encouraged to 



reflect on their learning style, habits, what is needed, and 

strategies which are successful or create barriers to their 

learning. Self awareness as learner is a topic in my course. 

Music as background for learning and as a tool for holistic 

health has become a theme in the first year's course of the 

basic baccalaureate nursing program in which 1 teach. Thus, my 

experience is shared with al1 students who enter the program. 

Some students seek knowledge about music that may help them 

reduce their tension level. They borrow from a selection of 

tapes with music which 1 have made available, and are encouraged 

to try a variety of tapes to find music suitable for them. 

Students have also taken music to the health care setting. 

There, they discuss music's potential as a healing strategy with 

other nurses and introduce music to their clients as a healing 

strategy . 

On several occasions, students have requested music as 

background for test writing. 1 have accommodated that request 

twice, with the understanding that 1 would turn the music off if 

there was one person who found it distracting. 1 emphasized that 

the environment had to be conducive for a l1  learners and music 

would be replaced with silence if anyone was distracted. Once, 

the music remained on during the entire test, and on a second 

occasion, one student experienced distraction and it was turned 

off. When music was not a distraction, students commented that 

"it relaxedt' them and they f elt ''more f ocused. '' They added: "it 
works because it is low volume and relaxing." The music used was 

that of Steven Halpern, S~ectrum Suite. The students themselves 

had selected the music, being familiar with it from a centering 

experience at the beginning of a class of rny course. Some 

students have expressed a desire to have music as background for 

al1 tests to help them cope with the tension they experience. 



Si~nificance for Learners and Educators 

Since tbis qualitative study is based on the experience of 

eight participants who were student nurses, the f indings can not 

be generalized to other adult populations, but must be seen in 

the context presented. However, the findings do suggest that 

educators and learners should explore the use of music to seek 

understanding of the individual experience. Findings show that 

these learners experience stress and tension, and music helps 

them to gain an inner sense of balance they feel is needed for 

an en j oyable and productive learning experience. As educators , 
we must be sensitive ta the various influences which create the 

stress and tension which interfere with Our learners' ability to 

be fully present in their learning activity. We must also 

continue to learn of approaches which may be useful for 

alleviating this stress and tension. Dialogue between educators 

and students can be helpful to uncover strategies learners may 

employ for relieving the tension that interferes with their 

learning , 

Furthemore, educators need to be open to the idea of music 

as a tool for learning, and sensitize learners to the potential 

relationship of music to learning. ~ntroducing the idea of music 

as a tool for learning may provide learners with a new 

alternative in coping with stress. Making learners aware of a 

strategy which has the potential to help alleviate some of the 

stress and tension experienced can only be seen as a positive 

step towards making learning a more holistic experience. In 

addition, inf orming learners of others ' experiences with music 
as a means of coping with stress and tension can lead the way to 

their own exploration with music, in learning about their 

individual needs. 

This study suggests that educators might heighten their 

awareness of the learnert s unique set of influences which affect 



the ability to focus on a learning activity. In the future, 

music rnay well be useful for enhancing the learning environment 

in the home and in the classroom ta reduce stress and make the 

learning experience more satisfying. Music is used in the 

education of children (Purcell, 1992; Dean & Grow, 1992; Smith 

1984, to name a few). It can also be useful to enhance adult 
learnersl environment at home and in the classroom and 

contribute in a positive way to learning experiences. 

A balance of persona1 tension which is needed for holistic 

wellness must be present for learning tasks. Learners need éhat 

sense of balance. Excess or inadequate persona1 tension, both 

result in a loss of focus. Music is a tool which can help to 

provide the tension needed for the learning activity and restore 

the balance. However, when inner balance is lost by overwhelming 

emotions and spiritual distress, music can help console, but may 

not be suff icient to restore the learnerls focus. "Music might 

be a polygot, but its many languages are understood intuitively 

by nearly everyone. Through its judicious use in our schools, 

work places, and daily lives, we can stimulate our intellects, 

unlock our creative potentialsI1 (Campbell, 1997, p. 207) . 

The research experience highlights the significance of 

experiencing holistic wellness and allowing sufficient time for 

germination of ideas. In addition, it emphasizes the need to be 

aware of, and understand one ' s inner critic. Learners a immersion 

in self-reflection and self-dialogue with their own inner critic 
increases understanding of that voice. It teaches them the value 

of the critic, and imparts an awareness of barriers produced, 

which block the creative flow of ideas. The use of music as 

background for learning activities is one way to quiet that 

critic. Music occupies space; for me it replaces my inner critic 

"HawkW. Music helps to create a sense of inner peace, thus 

removing the barriers blocking recall and the generating of new 
ideas. When the mind is not occupied ky distractions that cloud 



thinking, then space for f ocusing, ref lecting, and connecting is 

present. Baroque, New Age, and Steve Halpern's music can provide 

that space for the participants. Other music may also offers the 

restoration of inner harmony for the learner. 

An additional noteworthy point is the need for time. The 

mind needs time to consolidate information gained for generating 

new ideas. 1 have learned to be patient and work when ideas 

f low, and not to force when the well seems dry. ~ynchronicity of 

readiness is critical. Learners need time for the process that 

allows them to make meaning of their experiences. Only when the 

learner cxeates her/his own meaning can transformation occur 

(Mezirow, 1992) . Inner dialogue helps to create meaning which 
only occurs when the mind is free from distractions. Music can 

facilitate inner dialogue by replacing distractions. 

As educators, we must be sensitive to each learner1s 

uniqueness and ways of coping with the challenges faced as 

learner. We must be open to the experiences and recognize the 

impact that life has on the ability to cope with educational 

program demands . Educators can facilitate a dialogue with 

learners to examine the learning process and learners1 

experiences. 

The following themes can be explored in dialogue among 

educators and students to heighten learners' self awareness and 

share knowledge and experiences: 

stressors experienced by learners 

management of stress 

coping styles, and their effectiveness 

the learning process 

the experience as learner 

the habits as learner 

strategies to promote centering 

ways to focus. 



To increase learnersl awareness of the effects of music, 

and its potential to promote holistic well-being and learning, 

educators can encourage the following activities for adult 

learners : 

1. Reflect on their own experience as learner. 

Reflect on their habits related to learning and 

explore the reasons for their use and their 

ef f ectiveness , 
when using music as background for learning, analyze 

pattern of use, selections, purpose, benefits, and 

disadvantages, and 

keep a journal to record persona1 learning experiences 

to glean an increased understanding of usefulness of 

various strategies. 

2. Participate in a dialogue to share experiences as learner. 

Explore the experience with music as background for 

learning , 
explore which type of music helps and hinders the 

ability to focus for various learning activities, and 

explore the need for silence, when does it exist and 

why . 

As an educator, introduce music in the classroom to 

increase learners' knowledge about music and its potential to 

mask sounds and feelings, adjust tension, generate a sense of 

wellness, and prornote centering for learning activities. Expose 

learners to a variety of music and have them reflect and discuss 

the experiences. Provide the theory base about music, 

relaxation, and learning and begin the class with music and a 

centering exercise. To increase an awareness about the potential 

of music, educators need to have dialogue among themselves to 

discuss experiences with music as background for learning. In 

addition, schools and educators can build a music library with 

a selection O£ music available for faculty members and students 



for various learning activities. 

As educators we must remember that we can increase a 

learnerl s awareness, but the learner is the one who makes the 

choice about the strategies used to promote focusing on learning 

activities. We must be sensitive to the learner as a whole 

person, influenced by forces of nature and al1 aspects of life 

- physical, emotional, rational, intuitive, relational, and 

spiritual. In addition, we need to be open to learnersl 

suggestions for innovative strategies, to create a learning 

environment which supports learnersl holistic wellness. Finaïîy, 

as educators and learners, we need to explore our own experience 

and understand our own learning process. Understanding ourselves 

increases our sensitivity to the experience of others. That, in 

itself, can create harmony and inner peace. 

fm~lications for Future Research 

Research is suggested to further explore how adult learners 

use music and the relationship between music and learning. The 

use of music to promote relaxation is widely reported in the 

literature. There is limited literature reporting university and 

college students' experience with music for learning. Future 

research should focus on: 

individual learner's music preferences; 

the relationship between the sense of balance and the 

use of music as background for learning; 

the relationship of specific music and external 

environmental distractions; 

t the relationship of specific types of music and 

distractions by the inner critic; 

the relationship of specific music and selected 

learning activities such as: learning material for 

recall, analysis of difficult concepts, self 



reflection, and generating ideas. 

Such exploration will increase our knowledge of the relationship 

of music to learning and uncover what potential powers music may 

hold to promote learning for adults. 
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PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to discover the place of 
music in your life. Your name is NOT required. 

PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUEBTIONS 
Please indicate if you use music to help you deal with any of the 
following situations. and if you use music, please give your 
reason for using the specific music in each situation. 

USE MUSIC TYPE OF 
MUSIC USED 

YE8 NO 

Wgy DO YOU USE THIS 
SPECIFIC MUSIC IN 
THIS SITUATION? 

When physically 
exercising 

When studying 
for a test 

When writing a 
PaPer 

When learning a 
psycho-motor skill 

When writing 
anecdotal notes 

When feeling 
very stressed 

When feeling sad 

When trying to 
relax 

When trying to 
sleep 

When visiting 
with friends/ 
family 

When trying to 
salve a problem 



When travelling 
to school 

When trying to 
be creative 

Other (specif y) 

Do you choose to listen to music every day? Yes - No 
Since you entered the nursing program, have your music listening 
habits changed? 

I have not changed my use of music in my life 

use music more Reason 

use music less Reason 

What music do you listen to most? Please priorize from 1-3, 1 
being the 
music you 

Music 

Classical 
Baroque 
Sof t rock 
Hard rock 
New Age 
Jazz 
POP 

music you listen to most frequently, and 3 being the 
listen to the l eas t  frequently. 

Frequency Rating Example of musical selection 

Other ( Specify) Frequency Rating 

Please explain your reason for your priority rating 

How old are you? years 

Would you be willing to be interviewed to provide additional 
No information about your use of music in your life? Yes 

If yes, please add your name and a phone number where you can be 
reached , 

NAME PHONE # 
PLEASE PRINT 

TaANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION! Barbe1 Anderson 



APPENDIX 2 

RESüLTS OF PRBLIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Number of Responses: 82 

8tudying for a Test 23 59 2 8  

Writing Papers 17 65  21 

1 

Use of Music 

Reflecting/Writing CSinical 30 52 36.5 
Journal 

Yes No Percentage 
Using ~usic 

Reason for Use of ~usic 

8tudying for a Test To relax, concentrate 

Writing a Paper To relax, is reflective, 
stimulates my thoughts, gives 
energy, cancels distractions, 
increases focus, to keep me 
awake, to relieve stress, put 
me in a thinking mood 

Reflecting/Writing Clinical Journal Relax, cover white noise, 
for background, to f ocus, 
to avoid getting bored, to 
concentrate, stimulates 
memory, some lyrics suit 
the situation 

Find it inspiring, energizing, 
stimulates thought, promotes 
visualization, soothing, for 
background, sows ideas 

63 (77%) of the respondents choose to listen to music every day. 

25 (30%) of the respondents use music more s i n c e  entering the 
Nursing program. 21 (85%) of these respondents used the music to 
relax and alleviate stress. 

18 (19%) of the respondents use music less s ince  entering the 
Nursing program because they have less t i m e  due to program 
demands 
Age of Respondeats: 20-39 



APPENDIX 2B 

RESULTS OF PRB-INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

Humber of participants: 8 

Studying for a Test 4 4 

Reading a Textbook 6 2 

U s e  of Music Y e s  N o  

Planning a Papes 4 4 

R e a s o n  for Use of Music 

Writing Papers 

Reflecting on 
Clinical  
Experience 

Writing Clinical 
Journal 

To relax, concentrate, to be 
cornfortable, to focus. 

To relax, it's calming, 1 
need the noise, it prevents 
other distractions. 

To relax, calming, to 
settle, allow 
thoughts/ideas to flow, 
to keep high interest and 
increases work output, 
keeps noise away. 

Keeps me awake, keeps my 
morale up calming, 
relaxing, lets me get 
creative . 
Calming, allows ideas to 
flow, starts me thinking, 
relaxes, aids recall and 

process of analysis, helps 
provide background when 
organizing thoughts. 

Relax, it's a nice 
counterpart, 
keeps me awake, does not 
distract me, gives energy, 
aids recall and analysis, 
helps to provide background 
when organizing my 
thoughts . 

One participants used music more than before entering the program 
because it separated her from other distractions, helped her 
settle and have tirne for herself. 
'Iiwo participants used music less since entering the Nursing 
program because of more t i m e  constraints. 



One participant uses it less because it was distracting. This 
participant did not change her selection of music since in the 
program, while those who listen to the same amount of music or 
more, select specific music f o r  certain learning activities. 

Each participant's responses on the questionnaire provided some 
direction for the subsequent interview. 



APPZNDIX 3 

BAROQUE MUSIC 

Bach: A i r  on t h e  G s t r i n g .  ( A i r  from S u i t e  #3 i n  D )  
CD: (The B e s t  of  Baroque, #2)  

Gluck: Dance o f  the Bleseed S p i r i t .  (Orfeo ed E u r i d i c e ,  ActII) 
CD: (The Best of  Baroque, $3) 

Handel: P a s t o r a l  Symphony, (Messiah) London Symphony 
CD: ( V i c t o r i a  Sec r e t ,  Vol, 5, #3) 

Bach: Chorale,  L i t t l e  Su i t e .  London Symphony 
CD: V i c t o r i a  S e c r e t ,  Vol. 5, #6. 

Pachelbel:  Cannon i n  D. 
CD: Baroque Experience,  Vol. 4, #1 

Handel: Largo (ombra m a i  f u t  from Serse ,  A c t  1. 
CD: The B e S t  of  Baroque, #11 

Handel: S u i t e  £rom Watermusic, II, A i r .  
CD: The B e s t  O£ Baroque. 

Teleman: Concerto f o r  t h r e e  t rumpets  and orchestla i n  D,  
III Adagio 
CD: The Baroque Experience,  #16 

Micheal Jones:  Af t e r  t h e  Rain ( exce rp t s )  

Yanni: I n  t h e  Morning Light  

One Man's Dream 

Before 1 Go 

Whispers i n  t h e  Dark 

Danny Wright: Phantasys (excerpts) 

STEVe üA?,PERNoS MUSIC: 

Spectrum S u i t e  ( e x c e r p t s )  

Comfort Zone ( e x c e r p t s )  

ORE WRIAN CEANTG : 

Schola Cantorum of Amsterdam Studen ts  wi th  Wim Van Gerven (excerp t s )  

Hildegard von Bingen ( s e l e c t i o n ) ,  CBC Recording 



QUESTIONNAIRE 1 

The purpose of thfs questionnaire is t o  discover the place of 
music in your present lifestyle. 

PLEASE AN800ER ALL QUESTIONS 

In Column 2, please indicate by a check mark under Yes if you use 
music to help you deal with any of the following situations, and 
a check mark under No if you do not use music in those 
situations. 

In Column 3 please name specific music selection that you use. 

In Column 4 please give your reason for using the specific music 
in each situation. If you do not use music in the identified 
situation, please give your reason for not using music. 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 

SITUATION USE MUSIC TYPE OF WHY / WHY NOT DO YOU USE 
MUBIC THIS SPECIFIC MUSIC IN 
USED THIS SITUATION? 

YES NO 

When physically 
exercising 

When studying 
for a test 

When reading my 
textbooks 

When planning 
a paper or 
pro ject 

When writing a 
pape= 

When learning a 
psycho-motor 
ski11 

When reflecting 
on my clinical 
learning 
experience 



When writing 
notes about my 
clinical 
experience 

When reflecting 
on my relation- 
ships with others 

When feeling 
very stressed 

When feeling sad 

When trying ta 
reflect on past 
experiences 

When trying to 
express eniotions 
and feelings 

When trying to 
get in touch 
with my feelings 

When trying ta 
relax 

When trying to 
sleep 

When visiting 
with f riends/ 
f amily 

When trying to 
solve a problem 

When travelling 
t o  school 

When trying to 
be creative 

Other (specify) 

Do you choose to listen ta music every day? Yes 



Since you entered the Nursing Program, have your music listening 
habits changed? (Please circle) YE8 NO 

1 use music more since studying Nursing YES NO 
Reason 

1 use music less s ince  studying Nursing YES NO 

Reason 

1 use different music now that I am studying Nursing YES NO 

Explain 

What type of music do you listen to most? 
In the frequency column, please priorize (on a scale from 1-5) 
according to listening frequency, the types of music you listen 
to (1 being the music you listen to most frequently and 5 being 
the music you listen to t h e  least frequently).Pleaçe name a 
specific music that you listen to in each type of music category 
that you selected when prioritizing. 

Type of Music Frequency ~ating Example of musical selection 

Classical 
Baroque 
Soft rock 
Hard rock 
New Age 
Jazz 
POP 
Country 
Rhythm & Blues 

Other (Specif y) Frequency Rating 

Please explain your reason for your priority rating 

How old are you? years 

What is your ethnic or ig in?  

In what country were you born? 



GUIDE FOR THE FIRST INTERVIEWS 

To obtain general information that provides background 
information, the following questions/statements will be used to 
direct the participant's narrative: 

1. Whct made you decide to be part of this study? 

2. Talk about the role of music in your childhood and past 
expexiences as adult. 

Probes : 
Was music part of your home environment as a child? 
Describe your experience of listening to music as a child. 
Describe the music played, your parents approach, attitude 
and habits related to music. 
Did you have informal/formal music lessons as a child? If 
so, describe your experience of these. 
What was your experience with music as a child in school? 

3. Talk about how music relates to your learning. 

Probes : 
Tell me about your learning environment? 
What do you need in the environment for learning? 
Where does music fit in your learning? 
Describe the physical, mental and emotional reactions that 
you are aware of, when you use music as background during 
learning activities. 
Talk about your learning habits. Do they differ now from 
when you were a child? How and why? 

4 .  Tell me about your experience with music as an adult. 

Probes : 
Talk about how music fits into your life now. 
What role does music play in your life, your learning? 
Do you select specific music for certain activities? 
During what activities do you choose to listen to music? 
Explain why you choose to listen to music at these times. 
Talk about your music preferences, what they are and why. 



GUIDE FOR THE SECOND INTERVIEW 

This interview will focus on a critical incident. 
Participants will be asked to recall a specific incident when 
they used music for background during a learning activity. 
The four phases of Hunt's experienced knowledge cycle (Hunt 1987) 
will be used as trigger points to help the participant focus on 
the experience, associated feelings, and persona1 meaning of the 
experience. 

Direction for the interview will be as follows: 
1. Concrete experience (Relivina) : 
Think back to a time when you used music while trying to learn 
something- Recall an experience where you used music that was 
particularly significant and a positive experience. 
Try to remember the experience as intensely as possible. 
Recall as detailed as possible the setting, time of day and year, 
what you were doing. 
Close your eyes and place yourself in the  situation, return to 
the day t h e  time and the room where the experience occurred. 
Recall al1 the feelings and physical sensations that you were 
experiencing at that tirne. 
Try to experience the  situation with al1 your senses. 
Allow yourself to experience as fully as possible, with al1 your 
senses. 
What do you see, hear, smell, feel with your skin, what are you 
feeling? 
Examine the experience as detailed as you can. 
What was the experience like? Focus especially on your feelings. 
Take a minute to be in that experience. 

2, Reflective Observation (~iqhliahtins, Notinq): 
Corne back form the experience and review it noting the 
highlights. Talk about the experience. It does not have to be in 
a specific order, talk about what ever cornes to mind that is 
significant for you. 
Probes to facilitate this reflective observation: 
What physical sensations did you experience? 
What were your feelings during this experience? 
How did you feel about your learning? 
What were your thoughts, perceptions at the tirne? 

3. Abstract Conce~tualization (Analvzina, Makina Sense): 
Probes : 
How is this experience different from other times when you are 
trying to learn something and there  is no music playing in t h e  
background? 
How is this experience different from other times when you used 
music as background for learning. 



How would you explain what happened and why? 
Why did you feel positive about this experience? 
Why was this experience so significant for you? 
What does this experience mean to you? 
What does this experience tell you about your learning? 

4 .  Active Emerimentation (Plannina) : 
Why did this experience work? 
What made it work? 
What role did music play in this? 
Would other music give the same result? 
Based on what you experienced when using music for learning, how 
do you approach learning activities now? 
1s this different from your approach toward learning before this 
experience with music while learning? Explain. 
What will you do to have a repeated successful experience in 
learning as this was? 
What are the implications of this experience for you about how 
you approach learning activities in the future? 



LgARNING EXPERIENCE RESPONSE BHEET 

Date: Time : 

Length time spent learning activity : 

Learning activity (see attached sheet for description of learning 

activities) Please give a brief description of the learning 

activity 

Check the music you used during the learning experience: 

Halpern: ~elections 

Baroque Music: Selections 

Gregorian Chants : Selections 

New Age: selections 

Other: Please specify: 

Please check off when you use4 the music 

I used the music before the learning activity to prepare 

myself for learning 

1 used the music during the learning activity 

1 used the music both before and during the learning 

activity . 
Please respond btiefly to the following statements. 
At the beginning of this learning activity 1 was aware of the 

following feelings/sensations 

At the beginning of this learning activity I was aware of the 

following thoughts 



Please check the item which apply: 

During this learning activity 

1) 1 was HOT aware of the music, even though it was 
playing 

2) The music interfered with my studying, preventing me 
from concentration 

3 My mind kept going to the music rather than my studies 

4 1 found the music irritating 

5) The  music made m e  feel more stressed 

6 The  music made m e  feel less stressed 

7) 1 felt relaxed 

8) I f e l t  more focused than usual on the learning activity 

9 )  1 felt less focused on my task 

10) My thoughts came more freely 

11) My thoughts came less freely 

12) 1 was able to concentrate for the entire time 
the tape was playing 

13) 1 shut the music off, because it prevented me from 
focusing on m y  s tud ies  

1 4  1 experienced a feeling of emotional comfort 

15) 1 experienced a feeling of inner peace 

16) 1 was aware of physically relaxing 

17 ) 1 was aware of physically becoming more tense 

1 8 )  1 experienced emotional discornfort 

19) 1 experienced a feeling of restlessness 

20) 1 wanted to get away from the learning task 

21) I forgot that 1 felt anxious 

22) The music made me feel more anxious 



Please respond briefly to the following statemeats: 

~uring the learning activity 1 was aware of the following 
sensations, feelings, and emotions. 

Durfng the learning experience I was aware of the following 
thoughts 

A t  the end of the learning activity 1 felt/thought (describe the 
feeling/sensation and related thoughts) 

1 will will not use this music again for similar 
learning activities because 

Please add any other commenta you wish to make: 



APPENDIX 8 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR LEARNING RESPONSE SHEET 

Please complete one Learning Response Bheet with each learning 

activity duting which you used music for learning. 

Learning activities during which 1 want you to use music as 

background include the following: 
- Writing your reflective journal relating to your clinical 

learning experience. 
- ~tudying for a test 

- ~reparing a paper 

1 want you to experiment with music during different learning 

activities, to find out what your experience is when using music 

as background during learning activities conducted at home. 

Please use the music selectionç for each of the identified 

learning activities. 

The cassettes contain the following selected music: 

1. Steve Halpern: Selections 

2. Baroque music: Selections 

3. ~regorian Chants: Selections 

4 .  New Age music: Selections 

1 am interested in your reaction to each. Try them out with the 

different learning activities, and record your reactions on the 

Learning Response Bheet. If you find that you can not work with 

the music provided, feel free to use music of your choice and in 

that case record your reactions as well. Please do remember to 

record your reactions each time as soon after the experience as 

possible. 



APPENDIX 9 

LETTER TO PROSPECTIVE PARTICIPANTS 

Dear Colleague, 

1 am a student in the Doctoral program in the Adult Education 

Department at the ontario Institute of Studies in Education, 

Toronto. 1 am also a faculty member of the School of Nursing. 1 

am interested in studying the role of music in adult learners' 

living and learning. This study will be a part of my requirement 

for a Doctorate in Education at OISE, University of Toronto. The 

purpose of this study is to seek an understanding of the role of 

music in adultsl learning. 1 want to find out what other's 

experience is with music in their living and learning, and w h a t  
meaning they make of that experience. Presently, 1 am interested 

in finding participants for this research project. 1 am seeking 

participants for the study. I hope to get participants with 

various ethnic backgrounds. 

Your participation will help me to discover what role music plays 

in people's living and learning. This information may help 

educators in adult education settings such as Schools of Nursing 

to enhance the learning environment, and offer to students 

alternate strategies to reduce academic-related stress which 

creates blocks during learning activities. 1 hope that you are 

interested in being a participant in the search to understand the 

role music plays in individual's living and learning. In a second 
letter 1 will provide you with more details on your participation 

in this study. 

Thank you. Sincerely, 

dP;@ $ L A & , c - h -  - 
B a r b e 1  Anderson. 



P r o j e c t / T h e s i s  T i t l e :  

P r i n c i p a l  I n v e s t i  g a t o r  ( f  f Research) 
S t u d e o t  a n d  T h e s i s  S u p e r v i s a r  ( i f  Thesis): ~rr~hd & d e 4  S- 

C h a i r  . . 

> & ( / c d  A n +  
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APPENDIX 12 

CONBENT FROM 8CHOOL OF NURSING 

January, 22, 1994. 

Director, 
School of Nursing, 

Dear f 

As student in the Doctoral program in the Adult Education 
Department at the Ontario Institute of Studies in Education, 1 am 
interested in doing a research study exploring learnersl 
experience using music as background during learning activities. 
Students in the Nursing program, often experience stress and 
anxiety related to their studies. The stress they experience, 
interferes with their ability to learn. There are various 
strategies that can be useful in reducing the stress created by 
the rigorous demands of the program of study, that Our students 
may experience as learners. Various research studies show that 
certain music, when used as background, can help reduce the 
anxiety experienced during learning activities. 1 am interested 
in studying the interaction of music with learning, and want to 
do a study to explore what the experience is like for adult 
learners, when they use music as background for learning 
activities. This study will be a part of my requirement for a 
Doctorate in Education at OISE, ~niversity of Toronto- The 
purpose of this study is to seek an understanding of adult 
learnersl experience when they use music in their learning, and 
what meaning they make of that experience. 

The study involves getting six participants for the pilot and ten 
for the main study. 1 am seeking participants from among the 
third year students of the Nursing program, in the School of 
Nursing. Should the pilot study provide appropriate data, 1 plan 
to use the data obtained in the pilot for the main research 
study- Should the pilot indicate the need for changes, 1 will 
seek ten additional participants for the main study to be 
conducted in the Fa11 of 1994.  



1 will ask permission of the instructor of one section of third 
year students to use fifteen minutes of class time to speak to 
that group of students. Once permission has been obtained from 
the teacher, 1 will explain the study to the students, and hand 
out a letter giving a brief description of the study. Those who 
are interested in the study are asked to contact me by telephone 
or in writing. 1 will m e e t  with those who have contacted me, to 
provide further information and seek written consent of those who 
are interested in participating. 

Once participants have been recruited, 1 will m e e t  with 
participants individually, to conduct three audio-taped 
interviews. During the first interview 1 will ask them to talk 
about their past and present experience with music, and complete 
a questionnaire. This interview will take approximately one hour. 
At the end of this interview, 1 will give them several audio 
cassettes which contain specific music selections that they will 
play as background during learning activities. For the six weeks 
following this interview, the participants will play the various 
tapes of this music as background during learning activities in 
which they participate outside scheduled class and clinical 
experience time. 

After each learning activity in which the participant uses music 
as background, she/he will complete a Learning ~xperience 
Response Sheet. This form contains a checklist and short answer 
questions related to their experience when using specific music, 
or music of their choice, during course related learning 
activities which they pursue outside class/clinical time. At the 
end of this six week period, 1 will collect these completed 
forms, and interview participants again, for about one hour. 
During this interview, 1 will ask them to comment on the 
transcription summary of their first interview, and talk about 
their experience with the music during the last six weeks. 
During this interview, 1 will ask the participant to recall a 
specific incidence in which she/he used music while learning, and 
describe the experience. 1 will tape this interview as well. 

About four weeks after this interview, 1 will be meeting with 
participants again, to ask for their coniments on the summary of 
the information they provided, and my tentative conclusions, to 
see if they make sense to them. 1 want to tape this session, so 
that 1 can use the tape recording for my final analysis. 1 am NOT 
interested in the participants academic performance in the 
program of study, but want to find out what their experience is 
when using music while learning. What 1 learn, will hopefully be 
useful in the planning of curricular and classroom activities in 
our Nursing program, and in programs of other Schools of 
Nursing. Taking part in this study requires that the participants 
have a cassette recorder. It also requires that they will use the 
music on the audio cassettes as background for learning for a six 
week period, and experiment with different music selections 



during different types of learning activities outside the 
c~assroom and clinical experience. 

Listening to music affects people in a variety of ways, and 
different music selections may influence individuals in different 
ways. The music may evoke in the participants a variety of 
thoughts, mental images and feelings. It may also trigger the 
recall of long forgotten experiences. 1 am interested in their 
experience with music while learning, their reaction to different 
types of music, and what the experience means to them. 

Every attempt will be made to keep the information obtained 
anonymous. Participants' names will not be used in the data 
collection. 1, and the transcriber will be the only persons with 
access to the audiotaped data. The transcriber has access only 
for the purpose of transcribing the information. 1 will be the 
only person who has access to the written information which 
participants provide. Information received, will be kept in a 
locked file and in a locked computer. The final report will be 
written to disguise individual's identity. 1 will give 
participants a brief summary of the final report two to four 
months after our last meeting. 

Participating in this study will in no way influence 
participants' relationship with their teachers and the evaluation 
of their performance in the Nursing program in the School of 
Nursing. The faculty of the School of Nursing will not have 
access to who is in the study, nor to any information provided by 
individual participants. At no time will any information provided 
by an individual be discussed with any other participant, other 
students or any teacher. Confidentiality will be maintained. 1 
will request a teaching assignment to ensure that I do not have 
students participating in the study as students in my courses. 
Evaluation of participants performance in the Nursing program in 
the School of ~ursing will not in any way be influenced by their 
decision to participate or not to participate in this study. 
Teachers will n o t  be aware of who is in the study. 

The decision to participate is completely voluntary. 
Participants are free to decide what information they share with 
me during the interviews, a.nd in their written responses. The 
participants will be instructed that they can shut the music off 
at any time, should they feel that it interferes with their 
learning. Participants are perfectly free to withdraw from the 
study at any tirne. If a participant withdraws, upon request, al1 
the data that 1 have collected from that individual will be 
destroyed. Written material will be returned to the individual 
upon request. All data collected from the participants will be 
destroyed one year after completion of the study. 



Thank you for considering my request for seeking School of 
Nursing students to participate in the study. Upon your decision 
to permit this study in the School of Nursing, please read and 
sign the following letter. 

Sincerely, 

' A  ,Ldwc=-* 

B a r b e 1  Anderson, RN, MSN, Ed.D candidate 

L e t t e r  of Consent 

1 have read the letter written by Baerbel Anderson, describing the 

research pro j ect she plans to undertake, exp lo r  i n g  adult learners ' 

experience us ing  music for l e a r n i n g ,  and g i v e  - Barbe1 Anderscn 

permission to conduc t  t h i s  study with stüdents in the School of 

Nursing, Ryerson Polytechnic University, as p r t i c i p a n t s .  
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LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS, DESCRIBING THE STUDY 

Dear Colleague, 

1 would like to m e e t  with you to conduct three audio-taped 
interviews. During the first interview 1 will ask you to talk 
about your past and present experience with music, and complete a 
questionnaire. This interview will take approximately one and one 
half hours. At the end of this interview, I will give you several 
audio cassettes which contain specific music selections that 1 
want you to play as background before and/or during various 
learning activities. 

For four weeks following this interview, I want you to play the 
various audio cassettes with the music as background before 
and/or during learning activities. After each learning activity 
in which you use the music as background, 1 would like for you to 
complete a Learning Experience Response Sheet, and write brief 
comments on your reaction to the experience. The Response Sheet 
contains questions related to your reactions to the presence of 
the music as background during learning activities. 1 also  want 
you to record your reactions if you used the music before the 
learning activity, in preparation for your learning. 

1 will collect these completed Response Sheets at the end of this 
four week period. At that tirne, 1 would like to interview you 
again, for about one and one half hours. During this interview, 1 
would like you to comment on the transcription summary of the 
first interview, and talk about your experience with music during 
the last four weeks. I will ask you to recall a specific incident 
when you used music while learning and describe the experience. 
I hope to tape this interview as well. One to two months after 
this interview, I will meet with you again to ask for your 
comments on the summary and my tentative conclusions to see if 
they make sense to you. I want to audio-tape this session, so 
that I can use the tape recording for my final analysis. 

1 am NOT interested in your academic performance in your program 
of study, but want to find out what your experience is using 
music while you are learning. What I learn will be useful for 
those who facilitate adult learning. The information gained rnay 



help in the planning of curricular and classroom activities in 
Schools of Nursing . 
You are free to decide what information you share with me during 
the interviews, and on the Learning Experience Response Sheets. 
Taking part in this study requires that you have a cassette 
recorder. It also requires that you will use the music on the 
audio-cassettes as background for learning for a four week period 
and experiment with different music selections during different 
types of learning activities. Listening to music affects people 
in many ways and different music selections may affect you in 
unique ways. The music may evoke in you a variety of thoughts, 
mental images and feelings. It may also trigger the recall of 
long forgotten experiences. 1 am interested in your experience 
with music while learning, your reaction to different types of 
music, and what the experience means to you. 

Every attempt will be made to keep the information obtained 
ananymous. Your name will be disguised in al1 data. 1, and the 
transcriber will be the only persons with access to the 
audiotaped data. Your name will be removed from the tape before 
the transcriber has access to the information you provide. The 
transcriber has access only for the purpose of transcribing the 
information. 1 will be the only person who has access to the 
Learning Experience Response Sheets. Information received will be 
kept in a locked file and in a locked computer. When writing the 
final report, every attempt will be made to disguise your 
identity. I will give you a brief summary of the final report 
approximately six month after our last meeting. 

Participating in this study will in no way influence your 
relationship with your teachers, the evaluation of your 
performance in the Nursing program in the School of Nursing, or 
your future job opportunities. The faculty of the School of 
Nursing will not have access to who is in the study, nor to any 
information provided by your participation. ~valuation of your 
performance in the Nursing program in the School of Nursing will 
not in any way be influenced by your decision to participate or 
not to participate in this study. Your decision to participate is 
completely voluntary. You are perfectly free to withdraw from the 
study at any tirne. If you withdraw, upon your request, al1 the 



data that 1 have collected from you will be destroyed. 

Presently, 1 want you to participate in a pilot study. Should the 
pilot indicate that changes are not needed for the main study, 1 
hope to use the data obtained during the pilot study for the main 
inquiry. Names of participants and the name of the school will 
not be identified in the final report of the main study. 

Thank you for considering my request for your participation in 
the pilot and the main study. Upon your decision to take part in 
this study, please read and sign the following letter. 

Sincerely, 

J A d  *-- 
Barbe1 Anderson, RN, MSN. 

Letter of Consent1 have read the 
letter written by Barbe1 Anderson, describing the research 
project she plans to undertake, exploring adult learners' 
experience using music for learning, and 1 agree to participate 
in the pilot and have my data used in the main study, knowing 
that the information in the main study will be made public 
(except for the my name and that of the scholl 1 attend). 1 also 
understand that my decision to participate in this study will not 
in any way influence the relationship with my teachers in the 
School of Nursing, the evaluation of my progress as a student in 
the Nursing program, or my future job opportunity. It is clear to 
me that any information I provide is totally anonymous and that 1 
can withdraw from this study at any time. 

Signature of Participant: 

Signature of Investigator: 

Date : 
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THEMES AND R n E B  OP INCLUSION 

A Experience with Music: Experience with music as child and as 
adult . 

Experience includes : 

1. Use of music f o r  everyday living, patterns, selections 

2. Music/tunes/lyrics going through the mind, 

3. Likes/preferences related to music type 

4. Knowledge about music, 

5. Knowledge/beliefs about the relationship of music to 
learning 

B Study Habits - past and present 
Strategies used to prepare the external and internal (self) 
environment for studying (strategies used for eliminating 
internal and external distractions; creating cornfort; to aid 
concentrating, focusing, and making connections. 

Pattern of studying 

Time management 

- Past - habits used while studying as a child, parents 
and sibling influence on study habits while a child 

Study habits used as adult before being a nursing student, 

- Present - habits used as nursing student before use of the 
tapes 

C Use of Music to augment learning activities 
using music to facilitate learning activity (enhance: 
ability to concentrate; to think; to focus; to write; to 
connect with ideas, experiences, and emotions) 

- Audio Isolator - using music to isolate self, eliminate 
external and internal distracters, clear the mind to 
concentrate and focus on learning activity 

- Audio Distraction - using music t o  change train of 
thought, take a break from intense thinking activity, divert 



attention from mondaine task to make activity more 
en j oyable . 
- Tenaion Modifier, using music to decrease, or increase 
physical and/or psychological tension experienced before 
and/or during learning activity. 

- Audio Organizer - using music to help organize learning 
activity, paper, project. 

- Ldea Generator, connect with stored experiences in mind to 
create ideas for planning papers, projects, writing papers, 
understanding of concepts. 

- Memory enhancer, connect with memory ability to study for 
a test, learn material. 

- Connector - using music to connect thinking and - relationshipa (others) - emotiona (sadnsss, grieving, depression, frustration - experiences (personal, student learning activities 
related, eg. clinical experience) 

D Level of D i f  f iculty ~aterial, (related to nursing course 
work) 
perceived level of difficulty of: 

learning activity, 
content to be learned, 
understanding of concepts, 
degree of concentration needed, 
volume of school related work 

E Stress re Studies, stress experienced relating to learning 
activities as nursing student. 

- Internal: Emotional discomfort/comfort, tension, thoughts, 
frustrations, interest/disinterest in learning activity, 
ability to concentrate, 

- External: time constraints, environmental noise, other 
social role demands. 

F Change, change in use of music/silence for learning since 
working with the four tapes. What was learned re: - the process of learning, - persona1 needs for learning, 
- effect of music on ability to carry out learning activity, - difference in use of silence and music for learning, - oifference in types of music used for specific activities. 



PROFILES OF PARTICIPANTS 

Loraas Emerience: MY o n  World 

Lora is a twenty-six year old  woman who loves music. Until 

age thirteen Lora sang in a school choir. She describes that 

activity as an tloutlet,tt and states: "1 enjoyed singing. It felt 

good. I felt proud." Now she misses the reward that accompanied 

singing in a group, and when at home, while listening to music, 

she often sings along with it. For Lora, sound is part of a 

familiar and soothing environment, and music helps to create 

that environment because it is Itsomething familiar, itls like 

going home.'t She states: gtThat'ç my music, itls my place, my 

time. . . . It creates my environment, my noise, my room. . . . It is 
company.If Music helps Lora to relax, to put words to feelings, 

to flex her emotions and to reduce tension by expressing her 

feelings. Music also gives her energy. She feels lonely without 

it. 

Lorals favourite music include Hard and Soft Rock, Pop, 

Rhythm and Blues, and music of female solo artists. H e r  music 

choice depends on her mood and activity. She prefers music with 

lyrics, especially " w h e r e  the lyrics mean something, but she 

listens to instrumental music without lyrics to let her mind 

wander and reflect on experiences. Music with lyrics and 

Romantic music connect Lora with relationships and feelings. The 

lyrics of music helps her relate with, and express her feelings. 

Music associated with past events help her to reflect on those 

experiences and music with nature sounds relax her, and connect 

her with her childhood memories living in the country. When sad 

or stressed, Lora uses %piet, relaxing music,tt and when she 

needs energy she listens to ttenergeticw music. 



Lora experiences "tirne pressure," fatigue, and a lack of 

control over her environment. m e n  feeling tfpanickyw because of 

an awareness of time limitations and fatigue, she needs quiet to 

concentrate on the learning activity. Boredom and lack of 

interest in the learning task, and feeling isolated from the 

rest of the world also contribute to the tension Lora 

experiences. She fears that she is l~missing out on s~mething.~ 

Throughout her elementary and secondary school years Lora 

did her homework in front of the television or while listening 

to music. Now she has W o  be more consciousl~ of her study 

habits. She describes herself as a lVgreat crammer,l1 doing her 

school work "at the last minute." When she "cari not get a task 

done quickly, [she] getls 3 frustrated. II When she does not feel 

wpanickywm about having to complete the learning activity in a 

limited tirne period, she prefers to have music or the television 
create her persona1 space, block the noise made by her 

roommates, entertain her, and connect her with the outside world 

while she is involved in school activities. This audio 

environment creates a distraction; consequently , she is less 

aware of focusing on, and being isolated by the learning 

activity and is motivated to stay with the task. Although music 

and the television block external noise, and make her feel less 

isolated, she is aware that they can distract her. 

Lora needs silence when she wants to listen to her own 

thoughts, while writing a paper, and when the work requires 

intense concentration. When time pressure creates stress, the 

television and music become an additional distraction for Lora 

because she wants to be distracted from the activity which 

creates the tension. However, an awareness of the additional 

distraction increases her tension and then she seeks silence. 



Lorats inner voice can be distracting. While involved in a 

learning activity, this voice may remind her that she does not 
have suff icient time to do what is required, is isolated from 

the rest of the world, is not having a good tirne, and that it is 
late and others are getting the sleep that she also needs. These 

thoughts increase the tension she experiences. Music distracts 

her and reduces this tension, thus making it easier for her to 

stay with the learning activity. By connecting Lora with the 

outside world, music reduces her boredom and creates an illusion 

about tirne. When Lora needs to focus and gain a fresh 

perspective, music provides the diversion she feels she then 

needs . 

Whether Lora uses music to accompany her learning 

activities depends on the degree to which concentration is 

required for the task. For her, effort needed to concentrate is 

influenced by the degree of familiarity and complexity of the 

material and the amount of time available to complete the task. 

Music accompanies Lorafs studying when the material is "easy to 

understandff because it relates to her experiences. When Lora 

feels pressured for tirne and when the task is perplexing for 

her, she has more difficulty focusing and prefews a silent 

environment without music or other distracting sounds. 

Rock, Pop, and Instrumental music accompany learning 

activities which are "easy" for her. Then, music does not 

distract but gives a "natural breakf* and the Wpbeat, energeticfw 

music helps her to gain energy and to focus. Rock, Pop, and 

Instrumental music provide a background for organizing her 

thoughts. When planning her learning tasks, and while organizing 

her thoughts during the planning phase of a paper, that type of 

music relaxes her, gives her a ftnatural breaktt and Ifdrowns out 

other noise." While reflecting on, and writing about her 

clinical learning experiences, that music relaxes Lora, and 



helps her to recall the clhical learning experience, or to 

trigger feelings which aid recall of the experience. On these 

occasions, music seems to eliminate the awareness of the time 

constraints and isolation, while stress is reduced and the time 

spent becones more productive. When the learning activity 

requires thinking about details, and when she has ta focus on 

something new, Lora pref ers music with which she is familiar. 

Then, unfamiliar music distracts her because she wants t o  learn 

about the music. 

Whether Lora uses music when studying for a test depends on 

various factors. She explains: 

It depends on how prepared 1 am for it. . .have 1 done my 
readings, if 1 have a lot of stuff 1 have to get through, 
what 1 am studying, how tired 1 am. If 1 am too tired, then 
1 turn something on, because if it is j u s t  me reading 1 
find that 1 want ta lie dom. 

Wonqis Exrmrience: 1 L i k e  Only Boft, cniiet Music 

Wong, is a twenty-one years old male who emigrated from 

Hong Kong four years ago. He plays the piano, and expressed his 

love of music by stating: IlMusic is my second life.It He prefers 

music that is llsmooth and quietfV1 and I8slow and soft," 

particularly that of Beethoven and Mozart. For studying, Wong 

prefers a quiet environment, but uses music to cover up the 

noise made by his five roommates. He finds music relaxing and 

uses it for that purpose. When the learning task is tteasy,ll he 

likes music as a cornpanion but when he is challenged by the task 

or experiences pressure by his desire to achieve, he needs 

silence to concentrate. However, he uses music to block his 

noisy environment. 

Wongls childhood mernories of music include learning to play 

the piano, hearing music in his neighbourhood, and taking music 



education in school. At age five he started piano lessons but 

experienced conflict and frustration. He explained, 

My dad doesnft like me to play any music or any musical 
instrument because he believes that is supposed to be the 
girlst place to do. . . It was kind of stressful, when 1 tried 
to do something one parent kept encouraging me and the 
other one would totally disagree. 

When he came to Canada at age seventeen, he stopped taking piano 

lessons. Now, when Wong plays the piano, he gets completely 

involved in the activity. He explains, "1 feel it is my own 

world, and I am the one in control of my environment." Wong is 

also a self taught guitar player and likes to sing, but during 

the school semester his studies corne first. He explains: tvI 

still put my school as more important than playing the piano. It 

is my career and in reality 1 really have to think about my 

career instead of my own interest. 

Program expectations and his desire to succeed, cause 

stress for Wong. He explains, "1 have to think about the future, 

what grade 1 will get and what happens.. . .My goal is to get a B+ 
or B average." That creates "a lot of pressure ... If 1 can get a 
good grade that means 1 have a better future, 1 can get into a 
Master's program." However, his desire for success in the 

program does not quel1 his love for music. He states: "Music is 

my second life. . .Music and me is just like one. 

Wong sees himself as an organized person, and prefers music 

that has organization. Music has to be interesting and have the 

traditional instruments such as piano, oboe, malon, violin, 

f lu te ,  and piano. He only likes music that is smooth, quiet, has 
slow rhythm, is soft, and is without d r u  sounds. Loud music 

makes him "irritable and irritated." His favourite music is that 

of Beethoven, Mozart, Schumann, and Vivaldi's Four Seasons, as 

well as Chinese romance music. Since he has a limited selection 

of his own music, he often listens to radio stations that play 

quiet music. 



Wong uses music as background to relax when he feels 

stressed, to express emotions, to get in touch with his 

feelings, and to sleep. Music accompanies learning activities 

such as reading course texts, writing about his clinical 

learning experiences, reflecting on relationships, and solving 

problems. He does not use music when planning papers and 

projects , writi ng papers, ref lecting on his clinical learning 
experiences, and when studying for a test. It is during these 

times that he Irneeds more c~ncentration.~~ To relax, Wong plays 

the piano or listens to quiet soothing music. When he feels 

stressed, he likes to listen to love songs, Chinese Pop songs, 

or quiet music on radio station 98.1. The music motivates him; 

it helps him express himself. For rnost other activities, Wong 

listens to soft music on the radio. 

During childhood, Wong did not have to %tudy hard, but 

while in high school, he needed a quiet environment for studying 

and today he still prefers a quiet environment. Now, he uses 

music to "get a boostfW and to block external noise. He listens 

to music to enjoy his work as long as the music does not 

interfere with his ability to focus on the task. He prefers 

music as background for learning when the task is %ot too 

important," but when he studies for a test and is aware of time 

constraints, he prefers "total quiet. w@ Wong has learned that he 

'%an concentrate moreit when he uses "quiet, smooth musictV as 

background for learning activities. ~ u s i c  that is not %mooth 

and quiett1 disturbs him and "totally dominates [h i s ]  mind." 

When listening to music while involved in a learning 

activity, Wong wants to enjoy the music. Whether he listens to 

music depends on the activity, how settled he feels to focus on 

the task, the "noise factor of the environment, and the quality 

of the music. He states, "çometimes 1 can study better, my mind 

is there, and 1 can study with or without music. When it is not 

that easy to focus on the task, he prefers to have "no noise at 



Chanelle is a twenty-four year old woman who apart from her 

full time commitment to her studies, teaches aerobics , trains 
athletes, and holds a part-time job in a health care setting. 

Chanelle is used to a busy schedule. She explains, I1I have 

always been active since 1 was a kid....I try to use every 

minute of the day to be doing something, because otherwise I 

feel like I 1 m  just wasting time. 1 dontt have time to sit down 

and listen to music.. .but itls always there. l1 Her way of 

relaxing is to go on a run with a client. 

During childhood, music became a significant part of 

Chanellets life since age five through figure skating, music 

class in school, piano lessons, singing in a choir, and at home 

through her older brotherls choice of music. Presently, Chanelle 

listens to music when teaching aerobic classes, during athletic 

training, and when she wants to block external noise while she 

studies . 
Music helps Chanelle organize her tasks for the day and she 

uses it to adjust her mood and energy level, to connect with 

memories, to visualize and focus when planning her athletic 

training, to motivate herself while running, to create her own 

environment, and to cover the noise of roommates while studying. 

Music makes a tlchoretv more enjoyable for Chanelle. When you 

listen to something, you don% think of it so much as a chore 

because itls just kind of concentrating on the music instead of 

actual action you are doingmV1 Chanelle wakes up to music and 

music ltisolateslt her when she wants to sleep. She has a tune 

going through her head "almost al1 the tirne." When she feels 

bored or experiences a lack of stimulation while attending the 



nursing program's classes, she recalls the last Song she 

listened to while teaching aerobics earlier in the day. For 

Chanelle, music provides a sense of comfort. Her love of music 

and understanding of it as a powerful force, stems from musicls 

ever presence during her life as a figure skater and athlete. 

She states, ''1 use music a lot, 1 know for myself it's 

important, and 1 know it can influence how 1 feel at times and 

how 1 use it." 

Chanelle's music choices consists of Pop, Funk, Hip Hop, 

New Age, Classical, Baroque, and Jazz, in that order. Her music 

selection depends on her energy level. She uses New Age music 

when she wants to relax and "get r i d  of al1 the energyv and 

Dance music to give her energy. For sleep, Chanelle listens to 

New Age music by Hilary Stagg, and mixed Classical electric harp 

music to "change the atmosphere and isolate [herself] within." 

Chanelle 's mood also influences her music choice. When she Peels 

sad she listens to music to Y r y  to get up with it. New Age 

music helps her ref lect and express her emotions when confronted 

with a painful situation which she can not change. But when 

feeling happy and wanting to be with that feeling, she prefers 

more exciting music, such as W i p  Bop. 

Early in childhood, Chanelle learned that music provides a 

tool for focusing and that music with lyrics is distracting when 

she tries to study. She also learned that when she knows the 

lyrics which are associated with a piece of music even when 

these are not contained in the music, she can not use that music 

as background for studying. Consequently, she preferred silence 

for school related learning activities. ~ccasionally however, in 
order to focus she tries to block external noise with music. 

School is Chanelle's priority at the present. She wants to 

succeed in her program of study. So that school work does not 

accumulate, she does "something every day.I1 To reduce physical 



energy, to relax, and to focus she listens to New Age music. As 

athlete and a trainer, Chanelle spends much of her day being 

physically active, and experiences pressure to find time for 

herself and her school work. She explains: 

I've always been active since 1 was a kid.. .I try to use 
every minute of my day to be doing something because 
otherwise 1 feel like Iurn just wasting time....When I'm 
home studying, itls what 1 want to do. So 1 consider that 
[as] doing enough for myself .... 1 know what 1 enjoy doing, 
and to me it doesnut seem like a stressor. 

Chanelle uuhatesw to sit d o m ,  and prefers to "be running 

around al1 daymu1 Her busy schedule keeps her motivated and 

productive. She needs to be always actively involved in a 

constructive venture and since she is accustomed to tirne 
constraints, her thoughts wander when there luis not enough 

pressuremut Her need to be active, her self-imposed goals, tirne 
pressure created by her busy life and school demands, and the 

lack of control of her external environment create tension for 

her . 

Throughout the three years as student in the nursing 

program Chanelle has tried to find music that blocks external 

noise. Before participating in the research project, she used 

electric harp, New Age, Classical, or Baroque music for that 

purpose. She explained, uuunfortunately in downtown...No matter 

whether my roommates are awake or not, usually 1 am never going 

to get complete silence. So 1 use music that will help me 

focus. lu 

The nature of the learning activity determines whether 

Chanelle uses music as background. She explains, "It depends on 

what 1 am studying. If 1 know that 1 could, then 1 would leave 

it silent, and if it was something more structural, 1 can do it 

without music and also sometimes if 1 need it, then it would be 

very 10w.~~ She uses music as background %O get that book infuu 

and when studying for "just a test ."  Music creates her 



environment. She States: 

It puts me within my own boundaries. Technically 1 can 
still think that itfs silence....It kind of isolates my 
room from everything else. Itls not a protection but a 
barrier to other things, and if 1 enjoy it, then 1 can 
still feel like Ifm working in the silence.. .Itvs the 
boundary to everything else. 

She elaborates: l1If it is silent you get the sensation that you 

are within four soundproof walls, that would be the boundary, 

like your aura, but the music is creating that boundary, or 

barrier, or environment." When a learning activity requires 

intense concentration, Chanelle prefers complete silence. 

However, she has difficulty attaining silence in her home 

environment and has learned that music can "promote some of the 

isolationw which she needs to concentrate on a learning 

activity. Consequently, she uses music to isolate herself from 

environmental noise. 

Chanelle uses music to gain control. Control is important 

f o r  her when school-related demands create pressure. Music eases 

the pressure created by her numerous commitments. She explains: 

When I1m under pressure, that's the only way that 1 can control 

that external environment." New Age and Classical music help her 

to have that control. When Chanelle needs t o  study and the 

environment does not offer silence, music encloses her in her 

own environment. Music also helps her gain control by preventing 

learning activities f rom becoming "a chore. She explains: 

w[MusicJ lets me go through the uninteresting stuff ... it helps 
me scan more. . . it helps me f ocus on the whole page. . . . If you are 
focusing on it then you bring yourself to reading the whole 

line. 

Music motivates Chanelle. It helps her f ocus when she needs 

to study for a test but does not want to do so. 

If 1 wasnlt creating my own pressure, if 1 didnft care 
about my marks, then 1 probably go out for a run, but 
because 1 do [care about marks], then 1 have to focus, so 
1 might as well listen to music that gives me more 



satisfaction, and helps me focus. . . . It is like if you are 
feeling pain on a run, instead of thinking how brutal your 
legs are feeling ...y ou are getting comfort so you donlt 
have to worry that you are not going to be able to walk 
until tomorrow. 

To plan a paper, Chanelle prefers quiet so that she can 

listen to her thoughts, but she likes music as background when 

writing. Then music helps to isolate her so that she is I1not 

thinking of anything else;" it helps her to connect with what 

she read, and to formulate ideas, to 'Iask enough to be able to 

corne up with the words...and to recap inside.19 When reflecting 

on her clinical experiences, Chanelle likes New Age and 

Classical music as background. 

silence to Chanelle is "like a determination, lu to focus on 

the learning activity. She prefers silence when llreally needing 

to f ocusI1 while organizing pro j ects , studying material that is 
difficult to understand, studying for a major exam, and when 
very stressed by time pressure. Silence gives her the sense of 

isolation she needs when concentrating on tbese activities. 

Silence means "no distraction1I and the ability to attain 

'klarity . Chanelle pref ers silence when try ing to understand 

difficubt concepts since music "obstructs the readingw and her 

'Iability to Say thingsWgg She recognizes that true silence is not 

achievable in a big city. ~ usic helps her cope with the lack of 

silence and I1get the control. l1 She has learned that New Age and 

Classical music help her to relax and to focus. Consequently, 

these are her music choices for home-implemented learning 

activities. 

Daciams Storv: Music Hel~s me Cope 

Dacia, age thirty-six, holds a part-time job. Although she 

has no formal music education, she loves to listen to music, 



specifically New Age music and what she calls u'Oldies.lu She has 

no knowledge of Baroque music. She makes a conscious choice in 

selecting specific music for different times and occasions. Her 

music preferences are New Age, Rhythm and Blues, Classical, and 

Jazz, in that order. She automatically turns on the radio to 

hear music when she gets up in the morning and when she cornes 

home at the end of the day. She explains: 

Music has a calming effect on me.. .I am able  to get through 
the morning, it's easier to get through the little chores 
1 have to do in the morning. . . Then at the end of the day, 
it helps me relax, and get my thoughts organized on what 1 
have to do in the evening. 

Dacia finds it stressful to live in the big city and uses 

music to cope. She explains: 

At night, when you relax in bed al1 the stress is gone, and 
when you wake up in the morning al1 that stress is still 
not there, so 1 listen to music to deal with whatever 
stress I have to deal with for the day....The music helps 
me ease into the day. 

Stress is also created by her desire to do well in her 

university courses. 

It is my career, so 1 have to pay attention. . . .My main 
focus is nursing...I should do better in the nursing than 
the rest of the course...I don't want anything in my grade 
report to be less than a B-. . . 1 am only in the Bs. . . t h a t  is 
not good enough. 

She also experiences stress because of an inner conflict related 

to a desire to relax and watch television while she iç aware 

that she needs to study. 

I have the little voice in the back of my head saying: 
'Okay that l s enough TV, now you have to study, ' and that 
other voice says, 'oh you can watch a little longer, you 
have al1 night. ' But there is that tension there, and 
knowing that back home when 1 was a teen 1 wasn't doing 
well and 1 am aiming to do well now. 1 know I am trying for 
those As. 

m i l e  reflecting on the reason for her stress, Dacia 

stated: 

1 have major conf lict in school. . . .I think my stress is 



(related to) the fact that 1 remember when 1 was in my 
teens 1 had so many subjects to do at once., .so much work 
to do...I was always told when 1 got home at three-thirty, 
1 was supposed to be in rny room and studying until it was 
t h e  for bed.. .So here in this program now (1) basically 
(1) have the same lot of subjects and now 1 donlt have my 
aunt over me saying you have to be in your room 
studying....Here 1 am, an adult and back in school and I1m 
trying to get those As again. To me itls almost like 1 am 
trying to prove that 1 can do this. The stress is being 
created. 

Attaining the grades she wants, causes her significant anxiety 

when preparing for, and writing tests. 

You would think that now that I'm in third year the stress 
level would be less.. . .I am a nervous wreck when it cornes 
to tests. When 1 have to do tests my stress level is high, 
1 can feel it going through my hair....I know 1 hate test 
periods, and have always hated tests. 

To cope with the stress, she uses New Age music while studying 

for tests, and describes the effect of music, InIt take off the 

stress, has a calming effect, helps me to relax.I1 

Before participating in this research study, Dacia learned 

that music relaxes her, and "helps memory and recall." 

Consequently, she listens to it whenever she feels a need to 

reduce her tension. Dacia knows that her stress relates ta test 

writing, and that it creates severe anxiety which interferes 

with her ability to focus when she tries to study. She has 

learned that New Age music helps her to relax and that she 

cannot study without it. She also understands that music with 

lyrics is distracting because she will "hear [the lyrics] in the 

back of [her] mind. l1 

Dacia acknowlledges that when she is not happy with herself, 

she cannot focus on her learning activities, She states, "1 

guess 1 need that sense of inner peace to enable me to study, 1 

need to be happy with myself and what 1 am feeling, just to help 

me to focus on my studying because sometimes 1 just donlt want 

to do it. When not happy, she feels that what she is doing "bas 

no worthw and she I1just wanting to give upJ1 So she uses music 



as background to decrease this distress. "1 am happiest with 

using music.tt Feeling tlhappytt to Dacia means "more energy.. .a 

pick me up." 

Music motivates Dacia. ItIt helps [her] open that book. . . . It 
makes [her] feel secure, comforted, relaxed ...[ it] gives [her] 
inner peace.I1 Music helps Dacia Vune out what is going on in 

the envir~nment.~~ She explains: "It puts me in a different 

world, . It takes me out of the environment, lt Whether she needs 

music to help her prepare for a test depends on the weight of 

the test toward her final grade. She states: "If this is a big 

test like 30 or 40 percent, 1 have to go and turn on that music, 

but if itt s something like 10 percent, 1 can do without. tt 

The music Dacia selects depends on the connection she feels 

with a specific tape. She explains: IvIt is a feeling that is 

over the whole body. . . . You pick up that tape and dont t f eel that 
there is any energy coming from that tape that you pick up, but 

then when you pick up another one and you know you can just feel 

that that energy is there, and you need that particular tape." 

The type of activity also influences Daciats choice of music. 

She selects Pop music for physical exercise, and "old tunesv to 

Itrecall good and bad mernories [of relationships] and put them in 

perspectivett and to reflect on, and mite about her cl in ica l  

experiences. 

Before entering the nursing program ~ a c i a  discovered that 

Classical music relaxed her while studying, and consequently she 

"did better on the test. I1 Presently, Dacials chooses New Age 

music with sounds of whales and ocean waves for background when 

studying for tests. She finds New Age music most ttrelaxing, 

calming, and comforting. ltIt seems to give [her] better recall 

of information studied. It In addition, this music helps her to 

reflect, and recall experiences. She explains: 

The music is really comforting and soothing ... itls helping 



me recall past experiences.. .men 1 am recalling it and 
trying to come to terms with what has gone on, because 1 am 
now prepared to do that because the music has helped me to 
relax, and it's sort of comforting for me t o  deal with that 
pain ...[ It] is really helping me to keep focused on trying 
to analyze what has gone on, reflect and see where I went 
wrong. . . it ' s keeping me calm, relaxed, and comf ortable. The 
music is like a comf art . . . like a mother comf orting a 
child.. , .men you are a little kid and you have fallen and 
have hurt your knee and you go to Mummy, and M u m m y  kisses 
your knee, and you feel better. . .men you put those balls 
in the bathtub and get the water al1 n i c e  and silky, and 
you sit in it, it is just like that. 

The absence of music creates "an emptiness.. .a voidrr that 

"disturbs Cher] Then she is distracted by her own thoughts. 

Consequently, if given a choice, she would always have music in 

her environment. ItIt helps to take off the stress, has a calming 

ef f ect, helps [her] to relax. She states: "I am happiest with 

using music.If 

~ia's 8t0r~ :  P l e a s e  8ilence mv Whis~ers 

Music has been Wery important from as early as [Mia] can 

remember.Iw She fondly recalls memories of her grandfather's 

f iddle playing, her motherls piano playing, and the family sing- 

a-longs at family gatherings. For Mia, there is a feeling of 

confort associated with these  memories. She likes, and uses a 

variety of music, depending on her mood and activity. M i a  

employs music as background for home-implemented activities to 

eliminate "al1 the little noises" in her external environnent 

and the distracting chatter of her own mind. She applies music 

to relax, to take a break, and to adjust her energy level. 

Miats musical education was extensive. During childhood, 

she learned to play the piano, clarinet, and saxophone; 

participated in a concert band and a jazz ensemble; and sang in 

a choir until her second year in high school. She states: "As a 



child, viewing was really limited, you were allowed to watch 

television one half haur a day, but there was no end to music we 

could listen ta, and we had radios in our rooms,I1 She became 

waccustomed to having music as backgroundN during home- 

implemented, school-related learning activities to increase her 

enjoyment of the task and Vilter out the other noises of the 

hou~ehold.~ Today M i a  loves music and likes its constant 

presence. Music accompanies her daily activities apart from the 

times that she is at work and when she wants to get in touch 

with her feelings, or focus on a mhugegt pr~blem.~~ She listens to 

music upon awakening in the morning, on her trip to and from 
school, and when she goes to sleep. Music helps Mia to connect 

with people, to reduce stress, to relax, to focus, and to Vind 

solutionsw when trying to solve a problem. 

MiaVs music preference consist of Alternative, Classical,  

Baroque, and Jazz music, in that order. Her music selection 

depends on her mood and the activity. She selects music to 

"match [the] mood. " She chooses %omething more relaxed" when in 

a "quiet moodfl and, to "psyche [herself] up for somethingw she 

picks Ivsome energetic rn~sic.~ When the music she selects does 

not match her mood or activity she Veels out of sorts,11 gets 

''more and more restless," and is "increasingly distracted." 

As learner, Mia is stressed by limited amount of time 

available for school-related activities and by her dislike for 

studying. She explains: "Stress usually ties in really closely 

with the time constraints rather than the difficulty [of the 

material]. 1 am finding that I have left things far too latel' 

and is Imstressed by the number of things [she] will need to get 

done in a limited amount of tirne/l Mia works for twenty to 

thirty hours a week in addition to being a student in the 

nursing program. Consequently, she often feels tired and 

experiences time constraints, As a result, M i a  experiences 

s t r e s s  and ambivalence about her school related learning 



activities. Although she does not have the distraction of noisy 

roommates, the stress she experiences and her dislike for 

studying cause her to be easily distracted by "al1 the little 

noises . 

Music has always been a part of Mials learning environment. 

During childhood, H i a  listened to the radio while doing home 

work. When a university student before entering the nursing 

program, Mia learned by "trial and error" that certain music 

such as Baroque helps to block out environmental noise yet still 

allows her to concentrate on the learning task. To cope with the 

stress created by her busy schedule, Mia uses music as 

background for a l 1  o f  her university program-related learning 

activities. She can not concentrate if it is "too quiet." She 

finds that music is tvcalming in that it often takes away other 

sounds.. .and it fills up that space and other thoughts cantt 

corne in." Because M i a  "hates to study," when she has to do so 
she feels restless and stressed and has difficulty focusing on 

the material. Consequently, she uses music to Itkeep [her] 

there. rt Music is Womforting and relaxingvf ; it gives her a sense 

of inner peace while studying, keeps her focused on the 

activity, covers %mal1 noisesN in the environment, and reduces 
the restlessness she experiences when needing to study. 

While involved in enjoyable activities such as planning a 
paper or program-related projects, Mia uses music as background 

to build her energy and to generate ideas. She explains: 

1 want to be thinking quickly, 1 want to have lots of 
ideas, and want a high energy level and thoughts to come 
really quickly.. . .Some of the energy of the music transfers 
to me, it can get me thinking quickly. . . and that is when 
the ideas really start to come. 

When she writes a paper she prefers ltsomething fairly slow and 

soothing~ to Wone down." When she reads course material in 

which she is interested and does not have to study in order to 

learn, and when she is not pressured for time, she uses the 



radio to increase her enjoyment and Ilgo shopping for new music." 

She explains, "1 can divide my attention, if 1 donvt like doing 

something then 1 have to really concentrate, but if 1 enjoy 

doing something, then 1 donft have to focus entirely.Iv 

Mials music preference for learning activities depends on 

the activity. She listens to Baroque and Classical music when 

she studies; she listens to lively music such as Jazz when she 

reflects on, and writes about her clinical experiences and when 

she plans a paper or project. She listens to ~lternative band 

music while she reads material that requires less concentration. 

While studying for a test, she prefers to listen to music 

without lyrics or music vfthatfs not so familiar.fm When the 

learning activity does not require intense concentration and she 

does not feel pressured for tirne, she likes to listen to the 

radio to "shopvv for new music so that she can expand her own 

music selection. 

Mia prefers silence when she wants to get in touch with her 

feelings and when she searches for solutions to a "huge 

problem. fv During these times, she wants to listen to her own 

thoughts; the iack of music is not distracting at that tirne. 

Then she %eed[s] ta listen to al1 of that which is going on in 

[her] head rather than listen to music. She states: IfWhen 1 want 

to hear my whispers, then 1 know that 1 canft have music on. 

For studying, however, Mia does not like silence; it is 

fvdistracting.N She explained: 

I hear al1 the little noises. . . if 1 'm not listening to 
music, 1 get a Song going in my head, one that 1 Ive been 
listening to throughout the day, that is my particular 
favourite Song that day. Then I v m  thinking of that instead 
of studying. 



Jessie, age thirty-four, also grew up with music. As a 

child she learned to play the violin and enjoyed the experience 

of the music and the learning about music. Music is associated 

with dif f erent times of Jessie @ s lif e and dif f erent memories. 

She recalls her father listening ta Jazz, her grandmother 

singing Scottish music, and the presence of music at I1nap tirne. 

A s  a child, she did not have access to a television, 

consequently she spent time listening to records. During 

childhood, music made Jessie feel Wery secure, and very loved, 

and llhappy. 

Listening to music is a conscious choice for Jessie, and 

most of the time she selects music from her own collection. Her 

present music preference entirely consists of three fernale 

vocalists. Second to these, she will listen to Jazz, Pop, and 

Hard Rock. She is least likely to listen to Country, classical, 

and Baroque music. Since entering the nursing program, Jessie 

has less time to listen to music and does not often use music 

"just as backgr~und.~@ She does listen to it while travelling to 

and from school, and when she wants to @'isolate herself, to 

relax, and to focus. l1 

Music accompanies Jessiels learning activities such as 

reading a text that does not require intense concentration, 

planning a paper or project, and reflecting on, and writing 

about her clinical experiences. To stimulate thoughts, ~essie 

has music as background when planning papers and projects, 

solving problems, expressing emotions, and when trying to be 

creative. She uses various types of music depending on her mood, 

and finds that music can stimulate thoughts and feelings, 

influence her energy level, help her make associations, relax 

her, and provide "an escape," 



The demands of working p a r t  t i m e  while being a f u l l  t i m e  
s tuden t  creates t i m e  cons t r a in t s  f o r  Jessie and can genera te  
tens ion,  Music is a d ivers ion  t o  "blow of f  s t r e ~ s , ~  to unwind, 

g e t  r i d  of e x t r a  energy, and t o  t a k e  a break. She f i n d s  t h a t  

music is m%oothing, and calming. If Music helps her  t o  I1be more 
focused;I1 it gives lamental s t imula t ion ,  and causes ideas t o  

su r f ace  and thoughts t o  f 1 0 w . ~ ~  She uses  music t o  e l im ina t e  t h e  
energy created by stress and r e d i r e c t  it s o  she can focus  on her  

school work. Music a l s o  lets her  Y i n d  a momentNf f o r  h e r s e l f .  
Jessie selects music t o  complement and ad jus t  he r  physica l  
energy and in terna1 tension.  when experiencing nervous energy, 

music with a lfcalming voiceff by one of her  favour i te  v o c a l i s t s  
calms her and allows her to f  OCUS. 

Jessiers favour i te  music is f f sou l fu l f@ music by t h r e e  female 
v o c a l i s t s ,  She f e e l s  a real ffconnection with t h i s  music, 

p a r t i c u l a r l y  t h a t  of Loreena McKennitt . She s ta tes ,  I f I t  

connects m e  with d i f f e r en t  poin ts  i n  t i m e ,  t h e  pa s t ,  d i f f e r e n t  
p laces ,  d i f f e r e n t  fee l ings ,  and what happened.If She uses it f o r  

con t inu i ty ,  %onnecting t h e  present ,  t h e  pa s t ,  and t h e  fu tu re .  
. . . I guess itl s a way t o  connect with myself . tt She selects music 
t h a t  coincides  with her  mood. When her  physical  energy is too  
s c a t t e r e d  because of too  much stress, music '5s j u s t  another  

d i s t rac t ion . I f  Then she requires s i l e n c e  t o  flbecome more balanced 
and be with [her]  thoughts, and br ing  t h e  energy down.If I n  
c o n t r a s t ,  when t i r e d ,  Jessie uses music t o  give h e r  energy, t o  
f l ~ t i m u l a t e  [her]  mind. If 

When t h e  learning t a s k  r equ i r e s  concentration,  Jessie 

p r e f e r s  s i l e n c e .  She explains:  Wery o f ten  I l i k e  quiet, i f  1 l m  

r e a l l y  concentrat ing 1 prefer qu ie t .  1 j u s t  l i k e  to l i s t e n  t o  my 

own thoughts.  If Si lence can create t h e  environment If in  which 
[she] can c l e a r  Cher] mind and focus. It c rea tes  a space.If 
~ t t a i n i n g  a s i l e n t  h m e  environment is not d i f f i c u l t  f o r  Jessie. 

Although Jessie prefers s i l e n c e  when she wants t o  l i s t e n  t o  her  



thoughts, she does include music in her learning environment. 

She states: 'II create a total environment for myself. . .1 have my 
little study enclave, and that s my environment for studying and 

music is part of that." For Jessie, music is Ilan escape route, 

a gratification, a pleasure, making an arduous task seem more 

pleasurable, because the music distracts~~ and allows Jessie to 

"escape momentarily . 

~ u s i c  heightens Jessiets enjoyment of a learning activity. 

She explains : 

1 put music on because 1 want to be distracted, 1 might be 
doing something that either 1 donlt want to be doing, 1 
rather not be doing, something that doesntt have a great 
deal of meaning for me, so 1 make a choice not to involve 
a lot of concentration and energy on the task. 

While getting her school work organized she listens to 

music but shuts it off when she needs to concentrate, but 

states: V v d  keep it [music] going if it was something that 

didngt require a great deal of con~entration.~~ When trying to 

come up with ideas, Jessie uses music to stimulate and distracts 

herself so that thoughts "pass through cher] mind and ideas come 

and go. 

~ometirnes when I'm trying to come up with ideas, a good way 
to do it is to not think about what P m  wanting to do and 
just put the music on and sit there, and just sort of allow 
it to come and go. It stimulates, it distracts me in a way, 
but in a way that allows me to clear my mind, to allow 
things to pass in and ideas to come. 

Michelle's Storv: Music is a Distraction 

Michelle, is thirty-six years old, and lives with her two 

teenage offspring. During her childhood, apart from singing in 

a choir and with her family and friends, music was available 

only by the radio. Other than the times assigned for her school 

work, she could listen to the radio. She grew up believing that 



music was a distraction during learning activities, and states: 

"1 never tried to use music for learning because the way 1 was 
brought up was with the idea that when you did your homework the 

radio went off, because it was considered a distraction. 1 am 
not sure 1 ever considered it anything elseow 

As an adult, music provides the background when Michelle 

reflects on persona1 experiences and feelings. Music helps her 

to release tension when she feels stressed. She listens to music 

when sad and when she wants to express feelings, to solve 

problems, or to sleep, and when she travels back and forth to 

school. For ~ichelle, music is Velaxing and curing, and a 

diversion that prevents her from "drifting off.Ip 

Michelle prefers an environment free from distracting noise 

when involved in a learning activity. She states, "1 havenlt 

challenged the idea of not playing music when learning something 

new.I1 Music is usually in the background during her present 

program related learning activities because her two offspring 
listen to it. Michelle prefers quiet but has learned to adjust 

and block out their noise. 

Chances are my kids will be playing music in the next room, 
and then someone else is playing a different [tune] d o m  
the hall,. . I get used to having noise around., . .Unless the 
noise is a really loud, concentration is not a problem. 

When alone, Michelle often has the radio on *%O itgs there 

making noise...to prevent daydrearning ... some kind of background 
noise tends to pull [her] back because it is changing." 

Most of the time, ~ichelle feels stressed about her school 

related activities because of program demands and time 

constraints, 

If there is a presentatioa next week, that tends to barge 
in.. . .Presentations are not my favourite thing, they can 
make me nervous. , . .The greatest pressure 1 th ink  is term 
papers, because thatls something you have the least control 
over as far as whether or not what you did actually was 



worth anything. 

Tirne constraints act to escalate Michellets personal tension 

level. "There are too many things at once ... making me nerv~us.~ 
Family responsibilities further contribute to her stress because 

they compete with the time needed for learning activities. She 

Stress of domestic details interfere with study time, when 
you finally read for five minutes and someone asks you a 
question, and then you get two more minutes before someone 
else cornes. After a while you want to throw them out of the 
house....I have a family, and somewhere they have ta have 
room made for them, and itls not always according to my 
plan . 

Although stress interferes with Michellets ability to focus on 

the learning activity, she knows that it also ttmotivates [her] 

to get things organized." 

Michelle's music preferences are Hard Rock, Rhythm and 

Blues, Baroque, Soft Rock, and Jazz, in that order. She is not 

familiar with New Age music. Her music selection depends on her 

mood and her stress level. Soft Rock helps her relax, and Hard 

Rock is her choice when stressed. When 1 lm less stressed, 1 

usually play soft music, but if 1 corne home and I1m really 

wired, 1 will put on the loudest thing 1 have.I1 

She favours silence for al1 learning activities with the 

exception of reflecting on, and writing about her clinical 

learning experiences. She describes the learning activities as 

"hard thinkingl1 times, and explains: V o o  many stimuli coming in 

may not be a good thing.. . .silence takes away the distraction 
for the most partOtt For Michelle, it takes time to center and 

reach the point where distractions by unrelated thoughts are 

kept at bay. Silence helps her to center and to attain the focus 

she needs. It provides that "blank sheet in your mind to mite 

on. It creates a barrier." However, music can provide the 

background while she reflects on, and writes about her clinical 

learning experiences. She explains: ItThat is something already 



in my head, and 1 lm just sorting it out. Then she listens to 

Ilquiet Classical music," because that music is "relaxingIr and 

"aids recall and process of analysis." 

Kate's Btorv: Music Hel~s K e e p  me Whole 

Kate grew up in an environment where music provided the 

backdrop for most daily activities. As a child she enjoyed 

music, payed close attention to the lyrics, and often was I1very 

moved by the melody and lyrics." Her musical education expanded 

her knowledge and experience with music through flute lessons 

which she took from age eight to age seventeen. As a child, Kate 

found school work rleasy," and it was usually done in a noîsy 
environment at the kitchen table. When studying was required, 

she experienced it as a "p~nishment.~ 

Now, at age twenty-four, Kate no longer plays the violin 

but is learning to play spoons and the penny whistle. Music is 

a part of her home environment; she often participates in a jam 

session with friends. She has a large selection of tapes of 

different types of music. Her musical choice is "quite 

deliberate,I1 and is dependant on her mood and activity. Music 

helps her to connect with relationships, to balance her energy, 

to temper her mood, and to nourish the part of herself that she 

feels is neglected because of her student life. Kate describes 

the power that music holds for her by stating: 

The music either makes [connections] clearer or frees me up 
to be really in that exuberance....I can put the music on 
and actually sit there and feel my pulse start to go fast- 
It either sort of drums sparks on an emotional level or 
physical l eve l .  The pulse changes and 1 can feel my spirits 
soar . 
Kate finds that when music is l1in syncfa with her feelings 

and activity, she can function llbetter.lt She knows when music 

distracts her. For her, music provides the background for a 



variety of learning activities. She listens to music while 

connecting with, and exploring relationships and feelings. Music 

eases her emotional discornfort. Music helps Kate to be aware of 

her whole self and to keep balanced. I1It reminds [her] that 

there is stuff going on inside. [She] can get so involved in the 

school work...and there is a whole other part of [ber]." 

To enhance the learning environment, Kate uses music to 

accompany activities such as studying for a test, reading a 

course text, writing term papers, and reflecting on, and writing 

about her clinical experiences. Then she uses music to cover up 
external noise, to increase her emotional cornfort, to experience 

îfcosiness, l1 to reduce frustration and stress, to relax, to be 

distracted from a mundane task, and to nurture that part of 

herself that she feels is neglected while focusing on her 

studies . 

For Kate, the music provides a welcomed distraction. 

I would rather be stimulated by things than  let them be 
wallpaper. . . .I lm partly using it [music] in my life to 
heighten my experience, because 1 think it deserves to be 
heightened, because it 's my only chance. . . it 's a bit of 
escapism .... It does wonders to be distracted. 

Kate puts music on before she starts the learning activity and 

"f orgets about it, If then surfaces occasionally to listen. She 

explains her reason for using music as background during learning 

activities : 

1 m worried that I won' t be amused enough, 1 won ' t be taken 
up enough by the subject that 1% reading or studying, or 
writing on, so I want this little extra bit of decoration 
for my other half of the brain, there is part of me that is 
sort of fiddling away at listening to that rather than 
being involved with the sub j ect . . . 1 t just  tops up something 
that 1 feel lacking, because 1 live in the city, in this 
program....Ifm quite busy and I'm not actualized yet, so 
then there is the music that gives me the illusion of 
something else. 



She likens her studying experience to submerging under 

water . 
1 go into the studying quite deep and flip out again. 1 
am really aware that there is music on. 1 donlt leave it 
on for decoration....There are times when 1 go in so far 
thinking about what ever 1% reading so much, itls almost 
like resurfacing. Then 1 think: W h ,  weqre on that cut 
already '.... when 1 go in, 1 go into myself and it is like 
being under water...alone with just your brain, and then 
when I drift out, it is back to the external 
world....What 1 consider to be more important is the 
inside stuff inside my brain. 

The demands of the university program create conflicts for 

Kate. Her struggle with academia relates to the value she sees 

in the course content. She explains, I1Some of the problem 1 have 

is motivation. P m  very motivated t o  learn as long as there is 

a grain of something really valuable there. 1% quite a 

demanding learner and I pay it back in leaps and bound~.'~ The 

transformation that Kate experiences while a student in the 

program causes her to fear that she may loose herself. She 

states: III: would like to have more built in ways of getting back 

to myself.. . . I1m trying to stay wh01e.~~ Music helps Kate to deal 
with this fear. It helps her realize that the university %snft 

the world, there is other stuff outside of this that [she] 

need[s] . 
Music eased Kate's stress and acts as a distraction for 

her. IlIf 1 am just stressed and have decided that 1 am just 

going to sit there and be stressed, 1 donlt want silence. Then 

1 want music, something that is goimg to take my mind off the 

fact that 1 am [~tressed].~~ However, when Kate experiences 

severe stress due to a tirne crunch related to writing a paper or 

studying f o r  a test, then music becomes an undesirable 

distraction. She explains, "the stress of writing something or 

studying for something, if itls really getting down to the w i r e ,  
is so great that any other stimulation will put me over the 

top.11 When the stress is manageable when she writes a paper, 



music helps her balance persona1 energy, it mmpacesm her and 

gives her "grace." Kate listens to music to release tension 
while studying and to take a break. When a learning activity 

created "a great deal of stress," she uses music as a 

distraction. She explains: "Any music I can put on, 1 can get it 

to relax me, 1 will give anything to run from that jstressful 

activity], so 1 start thinking where 1 got the tape from." 

Kate pref ers silence when the learning activity requires 

intense thinking. She works in silence when solving problems, 

and planning papers and projects because she wants to listen to 

her own thoughts, and is doing her %est intensive thinking." 

Then, "the noise of the work is eno~gh.~~ The noise being "the 

synthesis that's going on in my mind from the word on the page. IV 

A silent environment is also essential for her when Weally 

feeling muddledn and when "really stressed out2 Then, silence 

helps her to concentrate on strategies to reducing the stress 

and "ta get ~ettled.~~ Kate rarely experiences extreme stress and 

when less stressed she uses music. She states: YJsually I leave 

music on and forget it, and think as 1% turning the page: Ihow 

did I get through doing this?'...It does wonders to be 

distracted by the sound." 

Sometimes Kate does not have to consciously try to attain 

silence. She explains: "The tape will go off sometimes and 1 

will be so involved that 1 don% even noticeOtm However here are 

times when her stress mounts and the external environment 

further increases her tension, decreasing her ability to 

concentrate. mit's overstimulating and you really want to focus 

on your own work.Ir Then skie uses instrumental music to isolate 

herself and reduce the external stimuli and tension. 

As the year draws to a close and the stresses are mounting, 
1 am much jumpier, so 1 need more silence now than I did 
before, j u s t  to concentrate. My life feels kind of frayed 
around the edges.. .Then 1 might have to put a walkman on or 
something more sedate to keep myself under control. 




